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The thesis proposed for my M.F.A. in creative writing is a collection of 

conceptual American short stories written in a variety of forms that properly suit their 

respective subjects. Like a handful of miscellaneous wild seeds scattered over a tilled 

garden, the goal of the project is to represent the wild asymmetry of Nature via a 

collection of unlikely companions. For this reason, the conceptual form of each story 

often takes root in scientific or symbolic representations of Nature (i.e. sine and cosine 

curves, the yin-yang, etc.). The plot of loose soil holding these collective experiments 

together is their earthy thematic focus—namely, the way in which Nature has been 

systematically backgrounded by western ideology. On occasion, a story’s conceptual 

focus may stray from these ecofeminist principles, but only for the purpose of leveling a 

more critical or satirical eye upon common American ideologies.  
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The cosmis joke redux 

 

Do you like Daddy’s green car?    

Did you know, the grass is green because His car is green?  

Well, you had better believe it.     

No, you should worship Him.
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Thinking gets the job done job done 

 

straight look knee bounce pant leg swishes  

up down foot tap wood floor shiny 

sit in pew of golden silence  

stain-glass Jesus heart wound blood pour 

tax forms neatly stacked for Monday  

wonder whether work exists when 

desk is empty no soul working 

not yet Monday still on Sunday  

day of rest and football wonder  

plunging down through cola bubbles  

layer brown where ice-melt wavers 

bourbon mixes ice makes water 

liquor-water tastes like water 

mix a fresh drink bowing head down 

tongue-touch tiny black straw doubled  

suck on water-bourbon-bottom 

mental note to self not home yet 

still in church be careful watchful 

gilded shiny plate redemption 

one more chance is coming this way 

eyes all watching give some extra  

make up last week’s sub-par offer 

mental note enough is sub-par 

pull a stack of bills to straighten  

turn them fold them do not count them



 

no suspicion in donation 

fold them pass the bills to children  

watch them fill the plate with each bill  
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children’s joy enough for one man 

mental note to self work extra 

giving more means working more 

think ahead tomorrow evening 

call at six more disappointment 

one more sacrificial dinner  

wife and kids will have each other 

can’t be every all and each thing 

not at home yet church not over 

given life to make a good one 

life goes on alone or with us  

mental note this time is church time 

all day left to sit relaxing 

heart beats faster strong reminder 

focus now it’s almost over 

jumpy eyes see church reflected 

glassy window pane existence 

drink some drinks with lunch and dinner  

off to bed make love to wife some 

wife her hand on knee firm placement 

bouncing knee she wants it slower 

mental note to self for next week 

less caffeine with Sunday breakfast 
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Sometimes we dream awake 

 

The winter air cooled the Indian’s throat, welcoming him fully awake, and the 

grass crunched under his weight as he walked up the hill. Halfway, he stopped, almost 

turning to look. He couldn’t though. It’d be easier on both of them if he let her see only 

his back moving toward the woods. There’s something in the face that can change a 

mind. He was already imagining her breath fogged on the glass, tears cooling on her 

cheeks. She should know better than to mourn for him. He was passing acceptance, but 

she probably had some ways to go—perhaps still stuck in depression. She didn’t seem 

angry, but she may have been restraining herself from following him outside to bargain 

with him. He couldn’t say for sure, which is why he didn’t want to find out. What 

mattered was her strength. She’d find acceptance soon enough.  

The Indian waited for as long as he could before continuing up the hill. If she was 

watching, he wanted her to move back toward her bed before he moved again. He didn’t 

stop again at the tree line cresting the hill. The shadows of leaves ate him head-first. With 

no guide on a journey like his, he tried not to wonder how far he should go. He assumed 

the pain would tell him when to stop. 

He walked all night, not getting very far by his own standard. By sunrise, he 

had crested the next mountain over. It was a cold sunrise, but the winter gray was a light



 

one with red on the edges. He regained his air for a few moments before starting down 

the next valley.  
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Mid-afternoon, he was up the next mountain when a light rain came on. The rain 

made him a little sad, each drop a reminder of the life he was leaving. His tears ran with 

the rain, but the sadness was a good one, helpful. Crying seemed to ease some of the 

physical pain that came with walking. An old man’s heart beats a little slower each day, 

and forcing it to beat fast has its consequences.  

Over the top of the mountain and barely beginning down the other side, the Indian 

found his seat among the crinkled leaves of last year. His hands, rich with sweat, clung to 

bits of broken leaf as he sat back against a long-fallen tree, red with moisture. Strands of 

the tree crumbled off to make way for his body.  

On a day no different than any other, a man can suddenly know his life has 

changed forever, but only once he has seen the seed of change planted. In our Indian’s 

case, the seed had not yet been planted, but his body was sensitive to the coming change. 

When death is the change, a man becomes the seed, but cannot witness the planting of 

himself, so he can be open only to the possibility of change.  

Rain filtered down through the tangle of branches. The droplets drummed a 

rhythm that out-spoke the sound of the Indian’s breathing. One giant rain cloud was 

moving over him. His spirit wished to do a dance with it, to swirl lighter than the air, but 

this is no fate for a mortal. The rain cloud brought its release his way, dumping torrents 

down on the mountaintop. The fallen tree at his back funneled water under him. The 

Indian sensed the leaves around him moving downhill, and more from higher up 

following them. A stream was forming around him. When the flow grew enough to bring 
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him with the leaves, the Indian thanked the cloud. He may not be floating into the sky to 

dance, but the cloud had given him the lightness of water.  

The Indian rode the stream down and down, rising off bumps, breaking sticks and 

obstacles with his body. He rode down and down, until he ended where down changed 

directions. The shallow riverbed in the valley flowed as it always does in winter, only the 

rain cloud was not done yet. It swirled back around to float down through the valley 

again. The Indian knew what was to come. Above the cold winter stream, the translucent 

column of rain became opaque, a pillar of water.  

The rocks underneath him vibrated in the stream, their own way of dancing with 

the rain cloud. The rumble became a roar, and the Indian sighted the stampeding waters 

rounding the valley bend. His weak heart, in its last countable throes, beat as best it 

could, no match for the constant and rapid beating of drums coming his way.  

The Indian closed his eyes, done seeing the world. He was ready to feel it one last 

time, to leave as he’d entered: cold, wet, and blinded by his own eyelids. The first few 

drops of rushing water, far ahead of the pack, hit his face different than the rain—with 

forceful air behind. The forceful water soon replaced that air with fast, un-breathable air. 

And then the flood took him. The Indian was lifted off the streambed and carried 

downstream, tumbling through surging water in the lasting darkness.  

 

There must be some mistake, the Indian thinks, his first awareness in a new place. 

Some time has passed, or so it feels, but time between worlds cannot be measured 

with man’s time-telling devices. The Indian has woken on the cloud top of St. Peter, 

standing in a queue leading to Peter’s gate. Aside from the obvious mix-up, he feels 
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lively, a little feisty even, truly feeling the rejuvenation that comes from rebirth. The 

people ahead of him face forward, awaiting their judgments in silence. St. Peter sits at a 

folding table and chair, calling the next person in line. Behind him are the pearly gates, 

with an escalator beyond, extending up into the thinning ether. Those admitted to Heaven 

should not have to take the stairs.  

When the Indian turns to see how many people are standing behind him in line, he 

finds no one, until he’s about to turn front again. A newcomer fizzles in. She’s middle-

aged, shorter than him, with big curls in her hair and the added features of dark make-up. 

 As the woman reaches her point of awareness, she is instantly taken aback by the 

presence of an Indian staring her in the face.  

 The Indian greets her. 

 She nods eventually, then checking the length of the line. She is not pleased. 

“Are you Catholic?” the Indian asks. 

“I am. You?” 

“No, ma'am. I'm a savage.”  

“Why are you here then? This is where Catholics receive Judgment.” 

“I’m not sure, ma’am. My guess is, maybe a Catholic killed me.”  

The woman shoots him a hot look.  

“But I guess I’ll have to wait in line to find out for sure.”  

The woman might ignore the Indian, who’s busy looking over her shoulder. She 

turns to see that a male newcomer has resolved into being. She turns to acknowledge him, 

and when she faces front again, she must let the Indian know the line has moved without 

him. She then goes back to making it clear that she is actively minding her own business. 
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The Indian asks her, “What about yourself? How did you get here?” 

After as much silence as she can handle, she says she doesn’t know. 

 “No, I mean, how did you die?” 

She answers, annoyed. “Car accident. Minivan ran a red light and smashed into 

my car door.” 

“Oh, no. Those minivans are deadly. My son drives one now. Just had his first son 

a few months ago. Well, I think it was a few months ago. No telling how time works after 

we die.” 

She nods.  

“Were you scared?”  

“What?” 

“Were you scared of death, or were you prepared for it?”  

The woman looks him in the eyes at last. “What’s your name... Tonto-Asks-A-

Lot? I was as ready as anyone else. I prayed several times each day, and lived my life as 

best I could, but sometimes God takes us when he wants us, and I accept His decision. 

But right now, I’m really missing my family, not to mention, I received a promotion at 

work the day before I was killed. So if you don’t mind, I’d just like you to turn around 

and move with the line, because the sooner you meet St. Peter, the sooner I meet St. 

Peter, and the sooner I can get my Judgment, and ascend to Heaven.” 

 “What a shame about your promotion,” the Indian says. “It just goes to show how 

unfair life can be sometimes.” 

The woman leans out to check the progress of the line. “Line’s moving.” 
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The Indian figures he’s had enough fun with her. He leans out as she did, except 

looking the other way. Two more people have arrived since the last man. The newest 

arrivals aren’t talking either. No one is. Perhaps there are rules against socializing prior to 

the receiving of St. Peter’s Judgment.  

And why would they not be humbled by these circumstances? Their lives have 

been lived as good as possible, waiting to hear St. Peter recognize the good they’ve done, 

and the bad for which they have begged forgiveness. Why now, in their final moments, 

would they jeopardize salvation with some last-second blunder? 

Facing front, the Indian counts the number of Judgments before his. It can’t be 

more than a hundred, he thinks. In the defining moments of patience to come, he searches 

for distraction in the sky around him. His discovery is a big one.  

The cloud he’s on sits at a higher altitude than the others around it, with great 

distance between all of these clouds. Without reason, the Indian feels strongly that this is 

an optical illusion. His cloud must appear lower to the inhabitants of the other clouds, 

whose clouds look, respectively, like the highest of the bunch. The Indian also finds it 

strange that on each cloud, the dead stand held back by gates. Of course, different peoples 

handle the situation differently. On the clouds of other Christian faiths, the people stand 

single-file as on this cloud, whereas those on the Hindu clouds form crowds right up 

against their gates, all yelling and bumping for entry. The members of the Muslim clouds 

kneel before their gates, having managed somehow to bring their prayer rugs with them 

from earth. The Buddhas’ gates are already open for them, yet they remain meditating on 

their clouds, motionless in the face of their freedom. The Indian supposes they arrive in 
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those positions, and remain that way until there is no surface area left for newcomers. 

The least recent arrival of each cloud then moves on. 

At last, Indian is next in line. The person in front of him stands humbly before St. 

Peter’s folding table and chair. He seems to be arguing right up until the moment he 

drops through a hole that opens beneath him. 

The Indian turns to the woman behind him, oblivious to St. Peter’s beckoning. 

The horror on the woman’s face holds him. “I’m sure you’ll be fine,” the Indian tells her. 

St. Peter calls out loud to the Indian. “NEXT.”  

The Indian approaches St. Peter’s folding table. “Hello, sir. I believe there’s been 

some mix-up. I’m supposed to return to Mother Earth.” 

“There’s no mix-up. If you’re here, it means you were buried as a Catholic.” 

“But I’m not Catholic.” 

“Maybe a Catholic found you and buried you in Catholic fashion. All I know is, 

your soul was sent here from your burial plot. That’s how you got here.” 

“I don’t understand. I’m being held responsible for something that happened to 

me after I lost access to my body?” 

“Yes.” 

The Indian wishes to clear up this cultural barrier. “No, you see, my body is to rot 

or be torn apart by animals, and my soul stays with the body until Nature has done its 

work. If someone came along and interfered, there’s nothing my soul could do about it.” 

“And there’s nothing I can do about it now. I only decide who goes up, who goes 

down, and who goes into the waiting room. If you wanted to stay on Earth, you should’ve 

died holding a sign that said, ‘Do Not Disturb.’” 
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“Well, in that case—” The Indian sprints for the edge of the cloud. If that stupid 

Peter guy won’t do anything about the mix-up, he’ll have to take care of this himself. 

After all, it’s not like the fall is going to kill him. Blue sky gathers in his view, and he 

takes what he think will be his last step on the cloud. He’s ready to soar back down to the 

home from which his soul has been stolen. Instead, he bounces hard off an invisible force 

field, landing back-first on the cloud’s billowed surface. 

“No one gets out of here without my Judgment,” St. Peter says calmly. He looks 

at the Indian, as if hearing his thoughts. “And insulting me will not help your case either. 

What I ought to do is send you back to the end of the line for your insolence. Someone 

went postal in a Boston fast food restaurant last week. His Catholic victims ought to be 

here any minute. Maybe you’d like to wait behind all of them.” 

“Sir, I’m just trying to get home.” 

“And I’m just doing my job. I’ve got no choice. I either send you to Heaven, Hell, 

or Purgatory. Besides offending God in how you lived, your earthly life was a good one 

by Catholic standards, so off you go to Catholic Heaven.” St. Peter points one powerful 

finger at the escalator. “You can sort it out with God when you get there. He’s the 

miracle worker, not me. I’m just the doorman.” 

The Indian takes a reluctant step, but only the one. “Mr. Peter?” 

“Don’t even think about it. I am NOT sending you there unless you’ve earned it. 

Now off you go. Up to Heaven.” 

The Indian drags his feet over the cloud top, and boards the escalator. The thought 

of spending an eternity among the righteous does not appeal. He’ll just have to wait and 
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sort things out with the Catholic God. And from the looks of things, it’s going to be a 

long wait before that discussion can happen. The escalator goes on for miles and miles.... 

The Indian takes a seat on one of the moving steps right before the whole 

contraption sputters and comes to a jolting stop. The Indian remains seated, wondering 

what this Catholic God has against him.  

Just then, the ether takes on the rainbow of colors that all become one dark stream 

of light searching around from the uppermost cloud. As the beam passes over the Indian, 

he hears something unlike any sound of Earth. The resonance can hardly be called that, 

because it has no edges. It contains every sound he has ever heard in his entire life, 

focused in one thin column of space and time. And then the beam moves on. 

When it finds St. Peter, it vibrates on the top of his head. He goes limp while 

communicating with the Almighty. And then the beam dissolves.  

The line of Catholic arrivals drop to their knees, praying Heaven still has spots for 

them. They have lived their lives counting on it. 

St. Peter lifts his head, humbled. He calls the Indian over with the curl of a finger. 

The Indian holds the escalator’s rubber handrail as he descends the frozen 

mechanical stairs. The escalator moves again once his feet have left the half-raised 

bottom step. 

St. Peter conveys the verdict. “God has a Lot on His Hands right now, what with 

governing Heaven in this time of population boom. He said He doesn’t need one more 

problem to sort out right now, so rather than waiting for you to arrive, He told me He’s 

pretty sure you’re not Catholic, and to just let you go.” Lowering his voice and leaning 

closer, Peter adds, “And He’s sorry for any inconvenience this has caused you.” 
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The Indian nods his head. “Well, I appreciate that. Tell Him I’m grateful He 

understands, and it’s nothing personal that I’m not Catholic. I was just raised with 

different beliefs. That’s all.” 

St. Peter resumes his normal stature. “He already knows. He knows all.” 

With business taken care of, the Indian walks to the spot on the cloud where he 

saw that other man fall through. 

St. Peter shakes his head. “No. Not that one. That one only goes one place. Just 

take the dive you tried before. I’ll remove the barrier for you when you get there.” 

“Thanks, Peter.” The Indian thanks God too. 

This time, the Indian walks calmly to the edge of the cloud, taking a good look 

before he leaps. He doesn’t necessarily recognize any of the land mass below him, but he 

also knows it doesn’t much matter where he lands, as long as it’s on Earth. 
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Dead, unless— 

 

Leaving the runway, I always paid attention to my weight being steadily pulled up 

by the plane beneath. Today’s was my last take off. This used to be my life, always 

sinking, but pulled up by the bright world around me. I’m already drunk, and the truth 

came out for me. I owe everyone my recognition of blame, so while I’m above 10,000 

feet, I’m stepping away from the controls.  

Getting out the door seems simple until you get there. Then you imagine the 

worst. The miniature creases of the Pacific Ocean put all that distance in clear 

perspective. Luckily, I had enough liquid courage in my blood to get me out the door. 

And I brought the rest of the scotch with me. Yep, just me and my scotch.  

It was one of those moments I’ll never forget, but not because I won’t have time 

to. If I reach where we go after this, I’ll remember it there. It only takes a step, from 

surface to nothing, and when your body follows, you’re at the mercy of the nothing. It’s 

great. The biggest shock is expecting to suddenly feel the weight of the fall focused in 

your stomach like it’s become your center of gravity, but there’s nothing there, and 

there’s no noise—just thin air streaming past you. And nothing going past to convince 

you you’re moving. You’re just stuck there, with nothing holding you up. 

So then I turn over and see my Cessna in the foreground of nothing but blue sky, 

like I’m still at the controls. I’m drunk, but not that drunk. I know where I am, and I am



 

not at the controls. Seems to me a life can crash like any object: one big shatter or pieces 

at a time. Mine just wasn’t worth fixing. 
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My wife Karen thought so too. She never belonged to me anyway. We had a son 

named James. We called him Ike for no reason. He was ours, but sort of born from 

infidelity. Karen was always someone else’s woman. For years, I watched her sliding 

those hot pedicured feet into stilettos and heading out the door for drinks with “the girls.” 

I always stayed in my recliner, swirling a glass of scotch, feeling ice cube collisions.  

In spirit, Ike was born one night as the garage door woke me. Karen moved up the 

garage stairs spacing her legs like she’d had a dick inside her from the minute she left. 

Tell you what though. Those ravaged pussy lips stopped rubbing when she realized I’d 

found her secret pregnancy kit. Her eyes went to it where it rested in my empty glass. It 

read negative from the scotch I poured over it.  

I uncapped the bottle and took a slug. “Lookin’ good, hon.” 

In the morning, she came from the bedroom to watch coffee drip in the kitchen. I 

was half awake in the recliner. Propped in different rooms, we listened together as the 

coffee maker made the gasps and gurgles of its final efforts. Karen poured a cup and 

returned to the bedroom. Her walking past, steam rising from her mug, was the last thing 

I remember that morning.  

It doesn’t sound much like a fresh start, but my habit slowed when it seemed 

Karen had stopped cheating. Ike came eighteen months later. He was enough to hold us 

together. People’ll tell you children aren’t supposed to save relationships. It’s not about 

saving though. It’s about what’s the best future. Karen never forgave my drinking, and I 

know I never forgave her cheating, but we both loved Ike. He never really had parents. 
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He had a mom who loved him and a dad who loved him. All three of us just happened to 

live a divorced life under the same roof. 

Karen would cook Ike’s dinner, and serve it with a kiss. I’d sit with him to the 

soggy end, telling him vegetables were important, while he moved them around the plate. 

He knew if he didn’t eaten them by the time I finished my dinner drink, I’d just give him 

some stern eyes for a moment and let him run off anyway. I understood his dilemma. 

Sometimes, Karen’s cooking posed problems for me too. 

The most memorable times spent with Ike were outdoors. I loved that he could be 

so independent outside. He didn’t need my guidance. He’d run ahead on hiking trails or 

climb all over rocks and trees. When he called for me to watch this or that, I usually 

humored him. Other times I felt a blind eye would encourage him more. I didn’t want to 

raise a clingy kid. What if I wasn’t always around for him? He needed to develop 

himself. I had no problem helping him do that, but developing him as a part of myself 

was not something I was willing to do. 

The summer of his ninth birthday I took him on a trip up the northern coast. 

Karen reminded me just days before that I’d promised to do the trip. I admit I’d forgotten 

about it. I was lucky I had enough vacation stored up from the office that I could still go. 

Ike had been printing trail maps and all sorts of information from the Internet, so had I 

canceled, Ike may not have spoken to me that summer. He would’ve chosen Karen as his 

favorite parent and he never would’ve looked back for me. Not to mention I never 

would’ve heard the end of this from Karen. Fuckin’ bitch. 

As I pulled into the gravel parking lot where Ike said the trailhead was, I saw this 

beautiful woman loading her dog into the car. She was parked right near the trailhead so I 
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parked a good ways back so I could get some good looks at her legs while I got our packs 

from the back of the truck. How great they would’ve felt wrapped around me as we fell 

together onto a red and green hotel bedspread with her legs up by my face and me just 

banging away at her. My pants reacted to these thoughts as she shut the dog’s door and 

looked me in the eye. I know she saw right to where I was with her. Her smile dropped as 

quickly as her eye contact. I guess I have a way of intimidating the women I dream about 

fucking. Ike called for me to catch up. 

At first, the trail was far enough from the cliff that I could walk without paying 

too much attention to my feet. It was only once the trail dipped down nearer the ocean 

that I had to watch each step. It became an open range of boulders so I had to use my 

hands to make any progress. One lost step could mean a broken ankle or worse. 

Ike was way ahead, rambling all over the place. He explored all sorts of crannies 

and could still stay way ahead. That’s how out of shape I was. But as they say, slow and 

steady... because at one point, Ike got stuck down in a gap between some larger rocks and 

panicked himself near tears. From a distance, the sight of his frantic legs put a pleasant 

smile on my face, the delight of another’s mild suffering. 

He’d twisted himself after wriggling in, so his shoulders were too broad to come 

straight back out, and he was fighting gravity the whole way, yelling for me to help him. I 

managed to shoulder the weight of one of the rocks enough that he could wriggle out, but 

I pulled a muscle in my lower back doing so. That pissed me off a little, so when he 

started crying scared tears, I chuckled a little in his face. I thought it would bring him 

back to a reluctant calm, but it only made him ashamed. Afterwards, he was displeased 
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with the whole idea of the trail. He skulked ahead, still making much better time than me 

despite his attitude.  

It was easy to ignore his pissy mood. Nearer sea level, the ocean was amazing. It 

seemed to stretch even farther to where it thinned out against the sky. I looked down to 

step onto the next rock. When I looked up, I saw Ike nearing a gap in the rocks where an 

inrush was wearing away the first dig of a sea cave. The mix of rocks and boulders we 

were walking on dipped in a few. He was just looking down at the water rushing in 

below. The first thing I thought, seeing him in so precarious a place, was: simplicity. He 

could make one absentminded move and he’d fall—the sort of fall he might easily die 

from. I wondered how much simpler would that make my life, and his too. I’d wished 

many times that death would’ve come for me in youth, preventing all the meaningless 

pain and restless torment of adulthood. Death would be such a simple answer, especially 

for someone like poor Ike, who had a drunk for a father, and a whore for a mother.  

Ike backed up and turned around. I thought he was just yelling and pointing for 

me to come see the forming sea cave. I waved that I was coming, and looked down to 

take my next steps, but I only took one before I saw him moving fast at the top edge of 

my vision. He had already set into his running start so he could jump the three-foot gap to 

the other side. I didn’t even have time to inhale the words I would’ve yelled.  

The way I remember it, his launching stride started in a slick spot. His leg went 

straight over the side of the rock, and his head struck down before it went over too. The 

rest happened once he’d disappeared into the gap. I couldn’t hear the cracking of his 

bones over the crashing of waves, but I imagined the rest of his fall, down to how he 

finished it on his face.  
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I moved on hands and feet over the rocks, my body tingling from needles inside 

my jacket. When Ike came into view, it was no relief that he was beyond my help. He lay 

thirty feet below, face down on seeping rocks in the layer of recurring surf. His limbs 

floated around at the command of the waves as the undertow got a better hold of him 

with each wave.  

I followed him down the coast until the paramedics arrived and could get him out 

of the water. The police questioned me about the bruising on his sides. I explained that 

minutes before his fall, he’d wrenched himself down in a gap between boulders. The 

bruises were from me helping him wriggle free. I guess they believed me, or they didn’t 

have enough evidence to say otherwise. If you ever watched your son die, you’d know 

the sense of guilt that comes with it, whether its evidence or not. 

Even with the surface of the Pacific rushing up at me, I still believe there was 

nothing I could’ve done for him. Now’s the time for last-minute confessions. Maybe it 

was a mistake taking him on the trip, but I don’t regret my choice to let Ike run wild. 

It’ll be like hitting rock when I reach the water. I’m close, and truly I have 

nothing valuable to break when I get there. Not even another taste of scotch. I like to 

think my fall will make other outcomes possible. I like to think I’ll wash up where Ike 

did. No matter if I don’t. I can’t live any past lives now. I mean, it’s possible I could 

create new ones.  

Well, I could’ve— 
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New Doogle® Mega-Highway = Outer Space Landmark 
 
Detroit, MI – America’s newest mega-
highway made history yesterday when it 
became the first roadway visible to the 
unlensed eye from Earth orbit. The new 
Doogle® Washington Mega-Highway is 
the widest and longest interstate in the 
United States, spanning seventy lanes 
and stretching from Washington, D.C to 
Tacoma, Washington. 

The inauguration ceremony 
officially began at exactly 12:00PM 
Doogle® Standard Time when Doogle® 
C.E.O. Fretz Lollinger cut the ribbon 
stretched across the thirty-five eastbound 
lanes, as did Federal Highway 
Commissioner Jake Karstonian on the 
westbound side. Karstonian then kicked 
off the Doogle® press conference by 
declaring the Doogle® Washington 
Mega-Highway “open for interstate 
travel and commerce.” Karstonian  
fielded a few questions before turning 
things over to Fretz Lollinger.  

Lollinger’s opening statement 
compared the mega-highway with the 
Great Wall of China, which he called 
“an example of ancient constructional 
capabilities,” since both appear as long, 
winding paths across the terrain. This, 
however, is where the similarities end. 
Built mostly from earth and stone, the 
Great Wall of China extends a little over 

1500 miles with an average width of 20 
feet, whereas the Doogle® Washington 
Mega-Highway, measuring 700 feet 
wide and 3000 miles long, is an 
aggregate of high-density concrete and 
various complex polymers.  

And of course, Lollinger noted 
the obvious. Both are visible from outer 
space. The Doogle® Washington Mega-
Highway becomes the sixth man-made 
object visible from outer space. (If you 
don’t know the other four, Doogle® 
them.) Adding to the comparison, 
Lollinger called both structures “marvels 
for their times.” However, the crowning 
achievement of the new mega-highway 
is that: “unlike the Great Wall, which the 
Chinese built to exclude nomadic 
invaders, the American people have built 
the Doogle® Washington Mega-
Highway in order to bring ‘nomadic’ 
Americans closer together.” The crowd 
on hand applauded. 

This latest Doogle® Mega-
Highway will allow easy ground travel 
from Washington State to Washington, 
D.C., visiting all major points along the 
way: Helena, Pierre, Madison, 
Minneapolis, Chicago, Cleveland, 
Pittsburgh, Baltimore, and anywhere else 
Americans want to go on the northern 
edge of the country. (cont. on A9) 
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Doogle® “Moves On” from Mega-Con’s Con  
 
Mega-Highway (cont. from A1) –
Furthermore, because it has been 
designed with forthcoming federal 
tractor trailer traffic regulations in mind, 
all big rig travel will be restricted to the 
left ten lanes of mega-highways to make 
the flow of personal traffic much 
smoother and safer. 

Lollinger seemed in high spirits 
for the occasion, despite Doogle®’s 
unfortunate business turmoil plaguing 
this latest project. One year ago, feeling 
heat from companies that anticipated use 
of the mega-highway much sooner, 
Lollinger made public complaints 
against Mega-Con, Inc., calling the 
mega-highway construction company’s 
progress “absurdly slow.” It was almost 
seven years ago that Mega-Con won and 
signed the contract for the Doogle® 
Washington Mega-highway, but each 
year since, Mega-Con has burned more 
and more bridges of trust.  
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Only eight months ago, Lollinger 
even made public statements about 
possible law suits because of Mega-
Con’s tardy meeting of construction 
deadlines. When it signed the mega-
highway construction contract, Mega-
Con predicted project completion inside 
five years. “Let’s just say, after six 
years, we at Doogle® simply had to 
express our distaste—if for no other 
reason, for the sake of those who had 
been counting on the mega-highway for 
more than a year.” But Lollinger later 
put all legal matters to bed, saying,  
“Doogle® is taking the high road on this 
one by forgiving Mega-Con’s 
incompetence. We’re moving on. Of 
course, this is bad news for Mega-Con. 

They will not be a part of any future 
Doogle® projects.”  

Lollinger also announced 
Doogle®’s plans to expand the Doogle® 

Mega-Highway system with more 70-
lane mega-highways in other directions: 
down the West Coast from Tacoma to 
Los Angeles; east through the 
southernmost states to Savannah; north 
from Savannah to D.C.; and possible 
Florida and New England loops. Each 
new stretch would also be named after a 
great American president. 

While the grand opening of the 
Doogle® Washington Mega-Highway 
was truly a remarkable occasion for 
most, minutes after the ribbons were cut, 
a battalion of disgruntled Dark-Earth 
paratroopers descended upon the joyous 
ceremony. The angry activists scrambled 
around like chimps on the mega-
highway, chanting protest rhymes and 
waving banners that read, “Yelling for 
Mother Earth since 2011: How Much 
Longer Before You Listen?”  

Fearing violence, the police 
officials on hand for the occasion called 
for back-up from the (cont. on A10) 

 

Doogle® Reminder:  
If you experience any 
discontinuity in the reception 
quality or streaming rate of your 
Doogle® Regularly Scheduled 4-D 
Programming X-perience, please remember 
to leave your Doogle® Uplink Connection 
Unit powered on at all times to maintain 
smooth and steady signal protocol with your 
area’s designated Doogle® Programming 
Satellite. 
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Lollinger Explains Broadcast Malfunction, Sparks  
 
Mega-Highway (cont. from A9)  
Domestic Terrorism Containment Team 
(DTCT), who arrived within minutes to 
subdue the protesters, who were taken 
into custody on charges of capitalist 
treason.  

Late last night, during Doogle®’s 
Regularly Scheduled 4-D Programming 
X-perience®, a broadcast from DTCT’s 
containment facility in Chicago featured 
Dark-Earth’s spokesman, Churley 
Sparks, wrestling his way to the podium, 
and mounting his elitist soapbox to 
regurgitate his usual untruths regarding 
Doogle®’s “lack of ecological morals.” 
Sparks’s latest fabrication is that the 
mega-highway will disrupt the “natural 
biorhythms” of fifteen-thousand or more 
of America’s northern species.  

Following Doogle®’s Regularly 
Scheduled 4-D Programming X-
perience®, Lollinger made it clear that 
Sparks’s statement was supposed to air 
during the Doogle® 4-D Evening News 
X-perience®. Doogle® technicians were 
dispatched to ensure that similar 
malfunctions do not plague future 
Doogle® Regularly Scheduled 4-D 
Programming X-periences®.  
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And in response to Sparks’s 
statement, Lollinger said, “Perhaps he 
[Sparks] and his pot-smoking cronies 
will see our mega-highway differently 
once they’re driving their hemp-burning 
biodiesel cars all over the country.” 

Lollinger ended his reply with 
remembrance of the newest mega-
highway’s namesake. “I think the real 
problem here is that Sparks and his 
Dark-Earth pals cannot see the cultural 
and historical value of this latest 

Doogle® Mega-Highway. George 
Washington knew how to bring 
Americans together back in 1776. The 
Doogle® Washington Mega-Highway 
only furthers this unity.” 

Free-roaming, liberal media 
correspondents pounded the overnight 
air waves, broadcasting speculation 
about possible legal technicalities that 
might secure Sparks’s release, which 
they secured early this morning. The 
politically-biased media organization 
then asked Sparks to respond publicly to 
Lollinger’s comments. In his reply, 
Sparks resorted to his usual bitter 
sentiment, calling Lollinger’s speech 
about George Washington “a useless 
puddle of substance-free propaganda 
appealing to hearts over smarts.” 

Lollinger let Sparks and Dark-
Earth have the last word. 

 
© 2031 Doogle® Publishing (subsidiary 
of Doogle® Industries).  
 
 

Mega-Highway Fun Fact 
Since its grand opening 
yesterday, the crew of Shuttle 
Visage are the first people to 
see the Doogle® Washington 
Mega-Highway from Earth orbit. Of the new 
mega-highway, Shuttle Visage Commander 
James Jemison said, “I’m a huge NASCAR 
fan, so I really hope they build the proposed 
additions. That way, I could look down at 
the whole country like it’s a giant race track 
with all those cars going round and round 
and round.” Jemison added, “Vroom! 
Vroom!” 
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Wearing tributary paths 

 

I’ll be honest. When Edgar assigned me to interview some painter in the city, I 

was pissed. Since the day I started working at the paper, I’d been running around crazy 

for that bastard, doing all the lamest dog-show and good-Samaritan assignments. But I’ll 

be damned if he wasn’t onto something that I never would’ve spotted. Every once in a 

while, he has a way of doing that. Surprising me. He’s not the couthest man in the world, 

and a lot of times he seems to make decisions I could make better with my brain hanging 

out, but every once in a while, Edgar’s insight just gets it right.  

I think a lot of it has to do with his brief stretches of sobriety. Damned if I can tell 

you what he drinks, because he’s never told me. He seems like a scotch drinker, but what 

do I know? I prefer the taste of reefer. All I know is, most days he comes to work 

sweatin’ booze. This past Tuesday, I smelled it as he walked past me into his office. Not 

as bad as usual, but I could tell he’d been at it into the A.M. Come to think of it, the days 

after he makes good decisions, he tends to come in wearing the smell. Maybe that’s his 

reward for seeing something the rest of us couldn’t.  

Anyway, I was at my desk when he yelled for me from his office.  

“Jason. Story.” He has a brevity with words sometimes. When it’s not brevity, it’s 

bluntness. 



 

Getting a story is one thing, but there’s always that point where you realize you’re 

being assigned a crappy story. He added the stinger as I breached the doorway. 
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“Anonymous friend called in Sunday.” 

I figured this meant another “much-deserved recognition” story. After 

interviewing the entire spectrum of long-time volunteers and under-appreciated doormats, 

I came to think of these kinds of stories as ironic—in that, while gluing them together, all 

I could think about was how they would gain me no recognition of my own.  

“I was gonna give this to Derek, but he’s had his head up his ass lately. 

Regardless what you’re thinking, this is a good one, so don’t you screw it up. It’s an artist 

in the city. His stuff’s already hanging at the modern art museum downtown. I went 

down to see it yesterday on my lunch. He’s good. Go see him at his place for a prelim.” 

He handed me a small, misshapen piece of notepaper. “You’ll follow up this Friday at the 

grand opening.” 

I took the piece of paper from his hand, and read its contents: a name and an 

address. “No phone number?” 

“Just an address.” 

 “So, how’m I supposed to know if he’s home for an interview? My crystal ball’s 

in the shop.” 

Edgar’s bloodshot eyes, less confident than his sober eyes, made it clear that 

bullshit hour had not begun yet. “You knock on his door.”  

I read the name aloud. “Percy Falkland. What kind of name is that?” 
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Edgar stopped shuffling papers around on his desk long enough to look up. 

“Don’t be an idiot. Now get going.” Then he went on moving papers around. 

I glared at him. If something stupid had come to my tongue, I probably would’ve 

said it. Instead his bluntness worked. I turned and left his office.  

“Hey,” Edgar said to my back. “Shut that door behind you.” 

The breeze on the street cooled my temper a bit, which let me reach the 

realization that an artist was better than a volunteer. The only problem is that when an 

anonymous friends phone stories in, sometimes that means the interviewees wanted to 

remain anonymous—and reluctant interviewees make for boring articles. If this artist 

turned out to be an interesting character, he could make for an equally interesting article. 

I took the subway to the Taxco Street station, and right away I could feel eyes on 

me, all the way to Mr. Falkland’s apartment. White people do live in that neighborhood, 

but once you talk to them on the train, you find out how crazy they are. I used to think 

they were noble for transcending stereotypes and for not believing in skin color, but once 

you talk to enough of them, you realize they’re confiding in you. They feel comfortable 

talking about black people, or affirming black stereotypes, but only in the company of 

whites. They’d talk about living in “the bad part of town” as if they were somehow not at 

all to blame for living there themselves. The whites that lived there honestly believed 

they didn’t belong there—as if their white skin should’ve been enough to keep them out 

of the “black” part of town. I just hoped Percy Falkland wasn’t one of them. I mean, I 

hoped he was different, but an artist living in that part of town, let’s just say I was 

expecting an uncomfortable interview. 
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When I got to the address on the scrap paper, I rang the buzzer. The name listed 

for the apartment number wasn’t Falkland. It was Jones. Not that that matters. I’m sure 

people come and go from these apartments so much that the super stopped keeping up 

with the buzzer button list. I checked over my shoulder before ringing again. It was one 

of those days where the cool breeze feels like suspicion. I was checking over my shoulder 

again when I heard the door latch click as the door moved from inward pressure. The 

breeze died down and the door closed without latching fully. So much for the buzzer. 

Upstairs, I began my search for 213, paying attention to the brass numbers on 

each dirty blue door. Once I figured out the odd-even pattern, I followed the odd numbers 

increasing on my right. After 211, I came to a new hallway running perpendicular. 

Cattycorner from the hallway turn, in a niche extending beyond the intersection of 

hallways was a door painted the same as the rest, but it wasn’t an apartment. Where the 

apartment numbers were spray painted on the other doors, this door read “STOWAGE,” 

an obvious misspelling of storage.  

Around the turn, the next apartments I came to were 215 on the right and 214 on 

the left. I doubled back to the previous hall. The last door on the left was 212, the last 

door on the right, 211.  

I thought, Where the hell is 213?  

Maybe I hadn’t seen a door across from the storage room? A few steps forward 

revealed no such door, but those steps did bring me nearer the sound of musical notes. 

They were coming from the storage room, so I knocked, hoping the janitor could help 

me. 
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A young black kid answered, maybe just beyond his teens. In the narrow space he 

opened the door, he drew his head up, his eyes wide with eyebrows raised, his way of 

saying, “Yes?” 

“Hey. Are you the janitor?” 

“What? I ain’t no janitor. Shit.” He was closing the door as I managed to get out 

that I was looking for 213. 

“Well, y’found it.” 

“But it’s labeled ‘Storage.’” 

“No, it says ‘STOWAGE.’ Ain’t the same thing.” 

I thought about his answer, not sure what it meant. “All right. Well, I’m looking 

for Percy Falkland. Is he here?” 

“Yeah.” 

“Can I speak with him?” 

“You are.” 

“Oh. Nice to meet you. I’m Jason Brooks from the Metropolitan. Sorry, I thought 

you’d be older.” 

“Uh huh. And white, right?” 

“No.” The word clearly sounded like the lie it was. 

“Don’t sweat it. You found me. So... whatchu want?” 

“Right. Well, a friend of yours called the paper, and suggested we interview you 

about your upcoming gallery opening.” 
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“Yeah. I guessed that much. Don’t get alotta visitors ‘round here.” He pulled the 

door back open. “You know.”  

The way he said these last two words held strange emphasis. There seemed to be 

more stress on the ‘you’ rather than the ‘know,’ but he didn’t overstress the ‘you’ to draw 

attention to it. It was more like he didn’t stress the ‘know.’ He just let it fall off because 

he really felt I would know what he was talking about—and if I didn’t, it was obviously 

not a big enough deal that I should ask more. 

I watched as he walked down the long, narrow hallway to a room that opened up 

on either side. He walked straight ahead to reclaim his seat in front of an easel. The half-

open window beyond him painted him as something of a silhouette in motion. He took up 

his palette from the table next to him, and, about to begin painting again, his hand froze 

in front of the canvas. He looked back my way. “Wha’d you say your name was again?” 

“Jason.” 

“Jason. All right, Jason. I’m black, but it ain’t contagious.” His eyes returned to 

his work. 

“No, no. I didn’t think it was.” I wasn’t sure how else to respond—or even what 

he was talking about for that matter.  

“Uh huh. Well, regardless of all the brothas and sistas you see livin’ ‘roun’ here, 

this is white man’s property. You more welcome than we are, so come on in, unless you 

normally does your interviews from the hallway.” 
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“Oh. Yeah.” Me and my uncomfortable smile entered his apartment. The 

background music offered an opportunity to break the ice. “Who’s this you’re listening 

to?”  

“Monk and Coltrane at Carnegie.” 

His apartment was much bigger than it seemed from the hallway. To my left was 

the kitchen, pretty standard and small. To my right was the living room, which was big 

for an apartment in the city. From the far corner, a two-foot-wide corridor lead back 

around the corner of the building. “Is this apartment connected to the next one over?” 

“Yeah. Back when this was a ‘desirable’ part of town, some rich man convinced 

the owner to connect the two.” 

“Ahh. So that’s why there’s no 213.” 

“Yup.”  

In the silence that followed, the rhythm of the jazz fizzled in my head. I stopped 

looking around the apartment, taking interest in Percy’s methods. As he dipped his brush 

on the palette, his eyes remained on the canvas. Either he remembered where to dab for 

his colors or he let his brush choose the paint for him. He chose his strokes with the same 

abandon. Unlike the delicate, relatively uniform motions I learned years ago in Art 1101, 

Percy’s rapid brush strokes changed directions on the glide, instructioned by the chaos of 

his unconscious. 

“You have an interesting style. Lots of randomness.” 

“If that’s what you see.” 

“Do you ever do more detail-oriented painting?” 
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“This ain’t?” 

“Well, it seems like you’re letting details add themselves rather than choosing to 

add them.”  

“But the details is still in there, right? I include the details important to me and let 

the rest fall away.” 

My head began filling with questions. I pulled my notebook out to start the 

interview proper. 

Percy glanced away from his painting. “What’s that for?” 

“So I don’t forget anything.” 

“Seems to me you wouldn’t need a notebook to remember the important stuff. If it 

ain’t still important when you write the story, it ain’t important enough to be in there.” 

I looked at my notebook, having never thought of it that way. Of course, he was 

talking nonsense. Every news reporter needs a notebook. How else do you get accurate 

details? I mean, if he tells me his age is 23, that’s something that doesn’t change. I can’t 

just fudge an age. “What about the details of who you are? I can’t just make them up 

when I write the article. If I guess your age and get it wrong, that’s what I would call 

being a bad reporter.” 

“Is it my age you’re interested in?” 

“That’s one thing I planned on mentioning in my article, yes.” 

“How old do you think I am?” 

“I don’t know.” I studied his face and considered what I knew about him so far. 

“If I have to guess... maybe twenty-three?” 
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“Go with it.” 

“Well, am I right?” 

“What?” 

“Was my guess right?” 

“Not important.” 

“Actually, reporters find that sort of information pretty important.” 

He went on painting. 

“All right, Percy. We’ll do this your way.” I closed my notebook and made like I 

was putting it away. 

“Nah, man. It’s not about that. I’m jus’ sayin’ you might try leavin’ some things 

up to your art. When you go to write this article, write what still matters from this 

moment.” 

I brought my notebook back to writing position. “Here’s what I’m gonna do. 

Writing helps me remember sometimes, so I’ll write down the things I want to 

remember.” 

“Do whatchu gotta do, man.” 

I took a few steps to break the moment. More of the canvas came into plain view. 

I hadn’t noticed the painting taking shape. “Tell me about what this is you’re working 

on.” 

“Somethin’ new for the grand opening. It’s in memory of a drive-by happened last 

month just up the street. White guy killed at a stoplight. Black shooter.” 

I remembered the story. Edgar had given it to someone else. Maybe Derek. 
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“You gettin’ a sneak peek. So keep it hush, yeah. Nothin’ about this until the 

opening.” 

“No problem.” 

When I began a rough examination of the painting, I was confused where to look 

first. I learned in Art 1101 that people tend to view paintings from top left to bottom 

right, like we read text. Artists can take advantage of this, and other forms of 

subconscious programming, by directing the viewer’s eyes to certain spots in a painting. 

And there are variations on this, one common example being the triangular composition 

in a lot of da Vinci’s famous work. Viewers need not make conscious efforts deciding 

where to look, for when they open their eyes to a painting, there’s a good chance the 

artist has already decided where they should look first. 

Percy had obviously constructed his painting to confuse. My eyes were drawn 

first to the bright and colorful bottom left corner of the canvas, where a gravestone 

decorated with flowers sat on a hill of vibrant grass. Next, my eyes caught on the barbed-

wire fence dividing the canvas from bottom right to top left. Across the fence in the 

darker, upper right half of the canvas, Percy left the edges unpainted. Within the raw 

border, a mass of gray tangles surrounded a dark figure sitting head to knees. 

It was good, but I wouldn’t say it was anything spectacular. The confusion aspect 

was working well, but the symbolism seemed too obvious—especially in the context of 

the event that inspired it. “So the message here is that people remember the white guy in 

the beauty of color while the shooter lives on in a gray nightmare, confined by barbed-

wire and whiteness?” 
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“I can’t tell you what it should mean to you. If that’s what it means to you, then 

that’s the message. For me anyway, as I painted it, I felt the fence and whiteness was 

pushin’ Jerome t’ward the graveyard, not holdin’m in the nightmare.”  

“You know the killer?” 

“Uh huh. Jerome was born twisted in the head. He told people he shot that guy 

jus’ to watch the car roll forward. That fool shoulda been institutionalized years ago. 

Somehow that di’n’t make the papers. An’ why should it when the media gets more 

black-on-white fear to feed the public. Like a freight train in motion. It ain’t gonna stop 

on a bill or a law.” He paused. “You know.”  

There it was again. After the fact, with stress on me. I didn’t know, but I said “Uh 

huh” anyway. There was something... I wanted the follow-up article about the grand 

opening to be the bigger of the two. I’d seen enough of Percy and jotted enough notes to 

close the prelim interview.  

Before I left, I asked Percy for directions to the art gallery. All he gave me was a 

general direction, saying I should find my own route— because who knew what I might 

“accident’ly encounter” along the way. 

I figured I’d just ask Edgar for directions. 

 

It was well into the afternoon when I got back to the office. I sat down to look at 

my notes before I started drafting the Percy article for Wednesday’s paper. He was a 

strange kid, but suddenly, a lot of what he said started making sense. My notes from the 

prelim were just a jumble of crap. Nothing of real substance there. I had tried to distill the 
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essence of his words with quick jots of the pen, but Percy’s thoughts were much larger 

and more alive than the scant phrases left behind in my notebook. If I wanted to capture 

his essence in the story, I would have to go by what came from my fingers when I started 

to type. And before I did this, I wanted to see more of his art.  

I walked to Edgar’s office door and knocked on the glass section. 

From within, Edgar managed a jagged “What.” 

I popped my head in. “Hey, Edgar. Can I finish the Percy story tomorrow after 

lunch?” 

“Why?” 

“Some things he said during the prelim made me wanna go see his art before I 

write the story.” 

“I wanted that story in tomorrow’s early edition. To give people some notice for 

Friday’s event.” 

“Yeah, I know. But what’s one more day? I mean, if people already have plans for 

the weekend, they’re not gonna break them for some art exhibit in the city. And I know 

it’ll benefit the story.” I just said it. I didn’t think about it. I just made my 

counterargument without formulating it first, and it seemed like it was working. 

Edgar swung his pen between his thumb and forefinger. “Got anything else you 

can submit for tomorrow? We’re short one article for local and state.” 

I considered the work of recent days. “Yeah, I was working on something this 

morning before you got here. The nursing home bingo scandal you gave me Monday.” 
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He groaned, mostly to himself. “All right. Get me that story before you leave 

today, but I want that Percy article tomorrow. By 3pm.” 

“No problem.” 

“And don’t get in the habit of pulling this crap. Derek’s been throwing surprises 

at me for weeks, and I’m a headache away from cutting his ass loose.” 

I did a quick proofread of the nursing home article, added a few slap hand 

editorials, and slapped a title on it: “Residents Bribe Nursing Home Bingo Caller.” After 

throwing it at Edgar, I asked him for directions to the art museum, and went home to burn 

one. 

This all happened Tuesday.  

 

Wednesday morning, I walked to the office before going to Percy’s exhibit. It 

wasn’t really on the way to the museum, but I wanted to leave evidence for Edgar that I’d 

already been to work, so after I moved a few things around, I boarded the westbound line 

toward the museum. As I chose one of the empty seats, the people on either side of me 

shifted themselves away an inch or two, but only because that’s what people do when 

someone sits next to them on the train. When I brought my eyes up from the floor, the 

guy sitting across from me was looking at me. I gave him a slight nod of the head, and 

smiled. The guy nodded back, and I felt at peace all the way to the Falkisle stop.  

At the museum, I identified myself at the information desk and asked if I could 

meet with the person in charge of Percy’s exhibit. This turned out to be Maya Tikrole, 

Ph.D., Director of Museum Studies—as it read on her business card. Mabel, the elderly 
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woman working the information desk, called for Dr. Tikrole over a radio phone, and 

Maya (as she told me to call her) strode over wearing an expensive business suit. She 

motioned for me to follow her to Percy’s exhibit. Along the way, she couldn’t resist 

giving me a passing tour: years when wings were constructed, or how much some of the 

art work cost. I lost some of the boring details in the echoes of her heels on the tile floor, 

because she spoke only the occasional word back toward me. The rest hurried along with 

her, caught in the turbulence of the air she displaced.  

When we reached Percy’s exhibit, Maya turned slowly in a circle with one arm 

extended. “This is where Mr. Falkland’s exhibit is for now, and also where it will be after 

the grand opening.” When she had finished the complete turn, she held crossed fingers 

up, and flashed a wide, fake smile. “But we’re hoping, weather-permitting, that we can 

hold the grand opening outside in the courtyard.” She untwisted her fingers and pointed 

through double glass doors. 

“Oh really? That’ll be nice,” I said. “Percy’s okay with that?” 

“Yes. Actually, it was his idea.” 

“Interesting. Why do you think he wants to do that?” 

“Well, Mr. Brooks—” 

“Please. Jason.” 

“Well, Jason, we’re not really sure. To be honest, Mr. Falkland is quite unlike a 

lot of the artists whose work we display here.” 

“Really. How so?” 
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“Well, Mr.— Well, Jason. A lot of the artists are very concerned with how their 

work will be handled and displayed. Mr. Falkland, on the other hand, seems decidedly 

un-concerned with such matters. When we asked if he’d put any thought into how he 

wanted his exhibit arranged, he said we should just hang them in whatever order we 

pulled them off the delivery truck. Yes, he’s quite different from other artists we’ve 

displayed.” She seemed to reach her pinnacle of seriousness before lightening up 

suddenly. “But of course, in the art field, peculiar is good,” she said, trailing into an 

exuberant laugh.  

I chuckled for her sake, wondering if she was capable of sensing when someone 

was patronizing her. 

When her laughter came to a short stop, she had more to say. “Of course, Mr. 

Falkland’s history explains some of his laissez faire attitude toward his own artwork.” 

“Oh yeah? How’s that?”  

“Well, Percy lived with a friend’s mother for a time, and when he managed to get 

a place of his own, he never returned to his friend’s mother’s to retrieve the stuff he’d left 

behind. In time, his friend’s mother threw it all out. I think this was a really formative 

moment for Mr. Falkland, because it allowed him to realize the importance of moving 

forward, rather than ruminating over past events. And, of course, this becomes evident 

via analysis of the work we have displayed here at the Metropolitan District Museum of 

Art. We’re confident his cutting-edge art will draw quite a diverse crowd.” 

“Now, that’s something I’m curious about—” 

“Mmm-hmm?” 
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“I don’t know a whole lot about art—” 

“Oh, I’m sure you’re being modest,” she said, flashing that wide smile again. 

“Right. But what I’m wondering is… well, what exactly—” 

“Makes Mr. Falkland’s work so unique?” 

“Uh-huh.” 

“We here at the Metropolitan District Museum of Art recognize the passion in Mr. 

Falkland’s art. His delicate use of impressionist color scheme creates a bold cross-

hybridization with the raw, distanced emotion of the abstract. And his methods—well, 

it’s easy to spot his ground-breaking technique in his brush stroke patterns. He’s truly the 

epitome of postmodern avant-garde.” 

“I see,” I said, not really seeing at all. 

Her radio phone bleeped. “Dr. Tikrole.” 

“Yes, Mabel?” 

“Mr. and Mrs. Stetson are here to see you.” 

“Okay, thank you, Mabel. Please let them know I’ll be right there.” She hooked 

the phone back at her side. “Well, if you’ll excuse me, Mr. Brooks, I must meet with a 

few patrons. Wish me luck,” she said, beaming that wide smile with her fingers crossed. 

“Okay,” I said, mirroring her smile and flipping a thumbs-up. In my normal tone 

of voice, I told her I’d see her Friday evening. 

“All right-y, Mr. Brooks. Have a great day,” she said as her determined walk 

carried her around the corner. 
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I turned my attention to Percy’s art work. For the most part, the paintings here 

were much more vibrant than the one I saw him working on. There didn’t seem to be a 

common theme, other than that each canvas held something unexpected or vaguely 

familiar that made the painting exciting and complete. This made me wonder why he 

planned to unveil the new painting as a focus for the grand opening. 

 

Friday night came in no hurry. The rest of the news week was boring—or rather, 

the rest of my news week was boring. Edgar liked my prelim article on Percy, which 

meant he must’ve understood the freedom with which I’d written it. Even then, I thought 

he understood some of what I had come to learn about Percy.  

When I got to his exhibit, all of the artwork had been removed from the walls. In 

the place of each painting hung a temporary notice: each painting, listed by title, would 

“be returned to this designated location following the exhibit in the courtyard.”  

When I looked out in the courtyard, all the paintings stood on easels, spaced 

throughout the central grassy area. I noticed Percy next to one of them. For a moment, I 

watched him from just inside the propped-open glass doors. He wore basically the same 

outfit he’d worn when I interviewed him. Perhaps his whole wardrobe consisted of paint-

stained t-shirts and baggy jeans. The design on this t-shirt was different from Tuesday’s, 

but if the two shirts were representative of his wardrobe, I imagined the design didn’t 

matter as much as the moment in which the paint splatters made their mark on the fabric. 

Percy stood examining his own painting of the Grand Canyon. His perspective on 

it had flown him down into the canyon, where he hovered above the Colorado River, 
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looking up and out. This created the illusion that the sides of the canyon loomed inward, 

their upward edges pointing off to some point in the sky where they might eventually 

converge had there been more rock. Off to one side, a tour group rode mules down to the 

river, only the trail cut off abruptly at the bottom of the canvas, as if, In Percy’s world, 

the tour group would drop off at that point.  

When he had finished revisiting his version of the Grand Canyon, Percy walked to 

a painting positioned front-and-center among the others. It had a sheet draped over, 

presumably making it the feature painting I’d seen at his apartment.  

“Hey, Percy,” I said, walking up behind him. 

“Hey, Jason.” 

“How you feelin’ tonight? You nervous at all?” 

“Nah. Why?” 

“I… don’t know. I guess that’s what I’m supposed to ask, so I did.” 

He thought that was a little funny.  

I pointed to the canvas under a shroud. “So, why’d you want to do the grand 

unveiling out here?” 

“Seem it’d get too warm in there.” He pointed at the enclosed space with a 

swirling finger. “You know.” 

“I guess so.”  

From behind me, I heard, “Good evening, Mr. Brooks.” 

I turned to greet her. “Hi, Maya.” 

“I see you’ve met Mr. Falkland.” 
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“Yep. We met earlier in the week.” 

“Oh, how nice. Well, Mr. Falkland, are we all ready for tonight?” 

As if she were not really there at all, Percy eyed his covered painting. “You know 

it, Maya.” 

“Great. Well, I’m going to keep doing my rounds to make sure everyone can find 

the courtyard all right. If you need anything, just catch me next time I walk through. 

Okay?” 

After Maya left, I told Percy I was going to look at the other paintings in this new 

setting. 

“Yeah, check’m out,” was all he said. 

Minute by minute, a crowd of people gathered among the paintings. When it 

seemed the arriving parties had begun to taper off, Maya officially began the grand 

opening ceremony by welcoming everyone and summarizing the purpose of the evening. 

She mentioned Percy’s commissioned painting, provided the reasons why the museum 

had decided to collect and celebrate his art work, and ended with a brief bio of Percy 

before introducing the man to speak for himself. 

Percy stepped in front of his veiled painting. His first words were, “And of 

course, none of that was true.” 

The crowd chuckled, but I could see Percy wasn’t really joking. 

 “A’right. Let’s do dis,” he said, continuing with the ceremony. He stepped 

around the side of his feature painting. With one hand behind to steady it, he pulled the 
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sheet off. I already knew what to expect, so I checked only long enough to make sure it 

was what I’d expected before diverting my attention to watch reactions from the crowd.  

Everyone started clapping and doing all the other things expected of them for 

creating a genuine experience. The only thing missing was a cheesy, good-natured drum 

roll. I was glad no one thought to include that touch. 

It only took seconds for gasps to gather and spread through the onlookers. My 

head turned back the way of the painting. I couldn’t understand the fuss. It looked as it 

had in Percy’s apartment... until I noticed a dark oval developing in the middle of the 

canvas, just below the barbed-wire fence. The oval grew outward from its center, 

darkening until the spot sank into an orange flare. The middle of the canvas curled inward 

as flames seeped through. Percy’s painting was on fire. 

Percy stepped in front of the painting, and started blowing on it, but not in the 

rapid, flustered way he would breathe to put the fire out. No, his exhalations were slow 

and meaningful, sending oxygen to the fire. In the hand that once steadied his painting 

from behind, he held a yellow plastic lighter. 

In the time it took the painting and easel to catch a full blaze, Maya was already 

on the emergency phone by the courtyard door. In and around relaying the details of the 

situation to a 911 operator, she delegated the course of action to her two security guards 

on hand. At her request, one ran for a fire extinguisher while the other began herding 

people out of the courtyard in a semi-orderly manner. As frightened patrons and angered 

art enthusiasts exited the scene, Maya kept her ashamed eyes on the flaming wreck of the 

painting.  
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Meanwhile, Percy stood with his arms raised high overhead, his back to the fiery 

creation. The painting had become something else: a living, breathing artwork. Flames 

rolled around the solid wood frame and tattered frays of the canvas’s remains. The glow 

cast a powerful outline on Percy, as if the man himself were engulfed in flames. Flickers 

of light reached around his face, illuminating the edges of his grin. His silhouette took a 

deep breath as he looked up out of the courtyard, eyes seemingly fixated on the moon as 

his open hands shook with laugher that vibrated into the sky. 

When Maya hung up with the 911 operator, she began her effort to save the other 

art work in the courtyard—and, probably in her mind, the rest of the museum. One by 

one, she lifted easels and moved them to the far edges of the courtyard. One seemingly 

panic-free spectator began helping, but Maya shooed him away, saying the museum 

could not be held responsible if he was injured. The easel she was holding moved in her 

hands. The painting on it rocked and fell from its wooden perch. She grabbed the fallen 

canvas carefully by one corner, returning it to its perch once she’d carried them as far as 

possible from the fire at the center of the courtyard.  

The security guard directing people out held the crowd briefly. The other guard 

had returned with the fire extinguisher. Together, they walked toward the fire. Percy, who 

had come down from his laughter, stood back to watch his artwork get extinguished. 

“It’s beautiful, huh fellas,” he said to the approaching security guards. 

The one with the extinguisher must not have thought so. He began hosing the 

flames with foam until no signs of smoke lingered. The other guard restrained Percy, 

tightening his wrists together behind his back to make sure he wouldn’t start anything 
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else ablaze. Then the two guards, one on each arm, walked the deviant artist toward the 

front of the building for arrest. 

Somehow, in all the excitement, no one had hurried me out of the courtyard. 

Everyone was so busy or frightened that my calm stance near one wall made me 

unnoticeable in the action. I watched as the situation diminished to a dull after-moment. 

The bystanders had all been ushered out, the fire had been put out, and Maya stood near 

the ruined painting, looking as defeated physically as she seemed mentally.  

I walked up beside her. 

She looked to see who it was. “The museum was prepared to pay a large sum of 

money for that painting. But, I guess Mr. Falkland won’t be needing this.” She reached 

into her jacket pocket, pulled out Percy’s check, and tore it to pieces in front of me. She 

let the pieces fall into the grass. 

When the fire department arrived, Maya asked me to leave the courtyard. She 

escorted me to the door, and I joined the other bystanders inside the barren walls of 

Percy’s gallery exhibit.  

More and more firemen came through the museum. Each one entered the 

courtyard and took note of the situation before acting like they were not extraneous. The 

one fireman guarding the courtyard door kept eyeing me suspiciously as I peered over his 

shoulders at the scene in the courtyard. The event was rare for me. Usually, the nature of 

reporting is that you retrieve details from what people remember, but that night, I got to 

witness a news story while it unfolded. 
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When the television news crews showed up, they were not immediately permitted 

in the courtyard. They filled their time by interviewing bystanders, who quickly assigned 

the story one fixed theme: artist vandalizes his own painting. I did hear some questions 

asked about what the painting looked like before being destroyed, but the answers were 

that everything happened so fast. The witnesses had been completely distracted by the 

fire. The crowd of spectators knew only that the painting was lost to the past, ruined 

forever. Little did they know, they were obeying Percy’s direction of the human artistic 

experience. From the destruction of the painting came the creation of an emotion. For 

them, the spreading flame coming through that image led to fear. For me, and I suspect, a 

few others, the painting became a beautiful memory tossed into the flames. 

The fire marshal entered the gallery, issuing a statement that he would be 

“investigating the actions of Percy Falkland for any possible criminal intent,” adding that 

a lot of innocent people could’ve been hurt, but “lucky for Mr. Falkland, no one was 

injured.” He said he would take questions after an initial sweep of the crime scene, and 

informed the media that, because the courtyard had become a crime scene, they would 

only be permitted to get footage from the doorway.  

After the fire marshal’s statement, Maya and the two museum security officers 

became the center of attention for reporters, who took turns asking all the questions that 

would detail the event. Maya seemed more diplomatic than she’d seemed tearing Percy’s 

check up in front of the destroyed painting. Since then, she’d combed her hair back into 

place, and straightened most of the wrinkles in her suit. Once the film crews had the 

lighting and sound set up, she gave a public statement on camera, first apologizing for her 
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rustled appearance, then addressing how the museum would “move forward” from the 

night’s “tragic event.” She failed to mention any of the evening’s excitement or beauty. 

Not surprisingly, she also failed to mention having torn up Percy’s payment.  

Once more a corner bystander, I went unnoticed, able to observe everyone’s 

hurried desire to recreate the evening ex post facto. I felt, in some strange way, like 

Percy’s representative, maybe even his spy, left behind to get the real story. Of all the 

people there, he’d given me the insider’s edge. Perhaps he planned it that way. He knew 

the reporter in me would stick around for honest reactions. He could only hope I would 

report minus all the foolishness.  

I could see where it was all going, one predicted headline coming to mind: “Black 

Man Destroys Painting, Art Appreciation.” Those critical of Percy’s actions all thought 

they were victims there that night. Luckily, I was in charge of at least one article in this 

town. There would be no promotion of fear in The Metro’s version of things.  

I arrived home too late to see the broadcasts on the local news, but I had a 

message to call Edgar at home. He’d seen the news, so I picked up the phone and dialed. 

When he knew it was me, he said, “What’d I tell you about that guy.” 

“Yep. You called this one.”  

“Can you have it ready for early morning print?”  

“I can do that.” 

“Good. And once I get in, we’ll see what else comes up for you to report on.” 

As he gently hung up his end, the dead silence felt like the birth of something 

beautiful, a reporter and his boss becoming the force they wanted to be. I tried not to 
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dwell on this. Might give myself some sort of complex. So I sat down and started typing 

the events of the evening… my way. 
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A streaming meta 

 

The man lies unconscious on gyroscopic ground, the sun rocking from one horizon to the 

other. It dips below long enough to reverse direction and rock back below the other 

horizon—and then back, and forth, speeding up. It is too much to understand all at once 

sometimes, exiting a dream that’s not quite real. Sunburn forms on one cheek.  

As he lifts the other cheek off a sharp rock, his head feels like a wobbly raindrop settling 

in reverse. The man holds onto one knee for support, blood pulsing through the cuts on 

his cheek. Sunshine trembles in the overhead foliage. The man squints against the light 

coming through. Beyond being human, he must figure out most everything else. His layer 

of orange clothing, all one piece, is splattered with red spots.  

The mountain around him is a mountain among mountains. The valley holds a patchwork 

of deciduous trees that are changing colors among the steady green of spruces and pines. 

The man looks over the woodlands, tonguing each tooth in his mouth. Swallowed saliva 

sticks in his throat. His legs and lungs are worn out.  

On his right, a wavering blur grabs his attention, sailing down from a nearby 

boulder. The blur shimmers in the dusty colloid of sunlight, and stops beside him. The 

man feels a pinch pass from his neck to his brain before the blur congeals into a towering 

figure with its hand holding below the back of the man’s skull. He doesn’t feel the



 

figure’s hand. He only sees its arm extending away from him. 

The figure wears layers of tattered brown cloth. The rounded humps of wings 
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peek over its shoulders. They’re speckled the colors of cream and raw sugar. Most 

striking is the figure’s facial expression. Its stubbled cheeks and jaw complement a flat 

grin. Its eyes are wide, powerful hemispheres of frozen electricity that give its whole face 

the three-dimensional jitter of static pause.  

The man matches the figure’s gaze for too long, and must inhale two quick, 

freakish breaths. He knows the figure has seen the past, and its grin will survive the 

future. 

It hovers seated above the ground next to him. Even as the creature speaks, its lips 

do not budge.  

I am a Looker. 

The man feels the words more than he hears them. They sound in his head as low-

frequency rumbles from his chest.  

I am a Looker, an agent of spacetime. 

“Course you are.” The man looks down at the dirt and closes his eyes, feeling the 

eyes pan his soul. He questions his life leading up to this point. He has a name, probably 

an occupation, and maybe even a good reason for landing face first on a jagged rock. He 

remembers there being a whole city culture somewhere in the world. So why is he having 

a dream about a blurry figure with wings and an eternal face? Closing his eyes was 

supposed to bring comfort from the unknown, and bring him out of this dream. Instead, 

he feels more isolated in the darkness of his eyelids, further unaware of reality. He wants 
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to wake up. 

This is reality.  

The figure is still there when he opens his eyes. He puffs his chest at the thing. 

“You’re not real,” he says, jabbing himself in the temple.  

Dreams always give themselves away somehow. The eyes staring him down are 

dream-like in a way that makes them seem real. He must look for the flaw in those bold, 

circular eyes. If this is a dream, he should be able to change them, beat them somehow, or 

at least wake up. 

But they’ve obviously seen the stuff of dreams, the origins. They are real.  

The Looker raises one arm, rubbing its fingertips and thumb together in a 

sprinkling motion. The air at its fingertips thickens, tumbling around a center of mass. 

Drops of moisture form and fall, beading up in the loose dirt.  

The man exhales: “Wh….”  

The Looker does not acknowledge the broken question. It continues making water 

from air, beads of water falling from the small cloud and puddling in the dirt.  

Drink. 

The man holds cupped hands to collect the water. Nearly invisible droplets splash 

free onto his wrists. He can feel them there, cool. The man checks the Looker’s fixed 

stare before bringing handfuls of fresh water to his mouth until the dusty flavor of blood 

is cleansed from his throat.  

The Looker slows the motion of its fingertips, and the tumbling cloud disappears. 

The arm stays extended, all fingers curling into the palm except one. The Looker points 
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down into the valley, answering a question the man has not asked. 

The man looks in the suggested direction, finding the approximate endpoint in a 

large patch of pines. A breeze passing through the valley moves the pines, offering 

scattered glimpses beneath. The man sees hints of unnatural color there. He leans forward 

for closer examination. Something orange shows through the branches.  

The Looker makes a slow raking motion, and the pines part like pulled hair.  

The man squints at the distant patch of forest floor. The exposed section reveals 

what looks like a person sprawled out on the ground, wearing the same color orange as 

the man.  

He feels he has been down there before. It makes sense somehow, having been 

down there, having run up the mountain, having collapsed and woken up on a rock. “Who 

is that?” the man asks. 

The Looker lowers its arm. The pines sway to upright in diminishing motion. 

The man looks back to that spot in the forest. He can still see hints of orange 

showing though. The body is still there. He hasn’t imagined it. He will go see it and 

regain his past. 

No. 

The man turns for an explanation, but the Looker examines some point on the 

horizon, where the sun will later set. 

The day’s events begin organizing in the man’s head as he watches ants carrying 

pieces bigger than themselves and building order from structure.  

⊕ 
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As the last wisps of twilight flare up, the man still sits thinking, a watery 

reflection of the Looker who has not moved a grain in hours. The man sees its first 

movement as the Looker points down into the valley, but not in the direction of the dead 

man. That knowledge can wait. The Looker indicates some other destination, unknown 

and distant in the valley woods. 

Go.  

With the lid of night closing over twilight, the man walks down the mountain.  

At the bottom, he walks across a small clearing and into the further shade of 

evergreens. The blue of early night becomes something more like dense gray. He walks 

slowly, unable to determine shapes in the darkness. Until his eyes come to understand the 

shadows of the forest underbelly, sounds are his vision. A bird scatters for its life. Its 

echoing wings trail off and up through the nearest canopy exit.  

The man finds the path of least resistance, a thin trail worn through the patches of 

ferns that have found and earned their place in this forest. They rise knee-high, their color 

reflecting more light than the ground. The dark line of the trail passing through the ferns 

becomes an easy contrast for his adjusting eyes. In a sense, the trail is choosing him.  

He walks on, eyes up scanning the forest for whatever else walks at night. His 

ears redirect his legs so his eyes will not have to. When his shoes strike too loudly in the 

dense ferns at either side of the path, he redirects his feet so they will not tangle or catch 

in the growth. He wishes to have his feet be like the repeated stepping of whatever has 

worn the ferns down before him.  

For now, his are the only sounds he hears, not what he would expect from the 
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woods. There are no backyard crickets or barn owls filling the night with rhythm. He 

must never have been out in the real woods in his previous life. Now it’s only him. His 

arms swing opposite his legs. His thighs rub each other. His knees move the fern leaves 

that hang into the trail. His feet set the rhythm for his whole body to feel. The air is moist 

from the rot of damp wood and the freshness of ferns. Other, more fragrant smells come 

and go, always mixing or yielding to the scent of damp wood and fresh ferns. These more 

powerful odors must have long filled the earth. 

The ferns are soon lost as the trail comes to water. From a distance the flow 

sounds like one giant rush. The detailed trickles emerge more with time. The water 

breaks down into miniature moments, these streaming particles strike those rocks within. 

His eyes have adjusted quite well to the darkness, so the absence of trees above the 

stream lets even more light down for him to see with. At the stream bank, the man kneels 

for a drink, cupping handfuls to his mouth. He swishes the water in his mouth before 

releasing it down his throat. It refreshes, but it also reminds him how hungry he is. He has 

to find some food.  

A few scattered rocks stick out of the flowing water, enough that he can leap from 

one to the next without getting his shoes wet crossing the stream. The first few stay in 

place, but the fourth rolls under his weight, catching him unprepared. He reaches for 

something to prevent the inevitable, but comes crashing left elbow first into the thin layer 

of water. A rock just poking through the surface of the stream holds its own, cracking the 

tip of his plunged elbow.  

Sitting soaking in the passing stream, he has hurt his pride more than his body. 
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The man yells an indistinct sound, more a release than a word, and slams his other hand 

palm down on the water. A drop of the splash humbles him in the eye. He felt the elbow 

fracture. Nothing too serious. But it hurts like hell, and it’ll take months to heal.  

A few cleansing breaths allow the man to gather himself together. Water rushes 

from his clothes as he stands up. His shoes are already soaked right through so he plods 

the rest of the way to the far bank of the stream.  He’ll never trust a rock on appearance 

again. Next time it could mean his ankle, or a broken skull. 

The trail is difficult to regain, but he knows he’s found it for sure once the ferns 

reestablish their right to exist in the forest. The passing stream has all but left audible 

range, and there’s very little other noise in the forest. An occasional breeze sails through 

the forest canopy.  

The path leads right past a deciduous tree of some kind. Most of its leaves have 

fallen, and its trunk is wider across than the man. He hasn’t seen too many trees right 

alongside the path. He stops and leans his back on it. He’s very hungry now. He has got 

to find something to eat. But searching for vegetation at night would be risking his life. 

He doesn’t know edible plants all that well, and picking them in darkness would probably 

mean death. Small game could be his best chance for food, not that he’s heard any of that 

moving about. 

Whatever made the trail probably isn’t a climber, but it must be big to make the 

trail, and it must walk back and forth enough to keep the ground worn away. This tree 

could be his advantage. The lowest branch on the tree is within jumping range. He goes 

for it, both hands wrapping around the branch, until the reminder comes that he injured 
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his elbow. The immediate withdrawal of his left hand brings his right hand swinging off 

too. Steady on his feet once more, the man clamps his eyes shut, using his healthy arm to 

nestle the injured one tight against his stomach. Heavy breathing releases some of the 

pain that has flared into action. 

“Okay, let’s try this again,” he says in a murmur. Only this time he wants to think 

before acting. Apparently, he has not fully learned his lesson from the rolling rock in the 

stream. The man scans the dark underbelly of the forest for something to stand on, a log 

or a rock to give himself that extra amount of reach.  

Perhaps one tree height away, he sees what looks like a patch of rocks. They seem 

out of place, but there’s no telling how things get where they do in a forest. At first, he 

figures maybe they rolled down the forming mountain as bigger versions of themselves, 

but the nearer he gets, the more it looks like a dried stream bed. The man looks through 

the selection. The ones that will give him the highest reach are the roundest ones that will 

be hardest to stand on. The flat ones seem best, but only if he makes a stack. The hard 

work seems worth it. The stream fall was just him thinking he knew everything about his 

surroundings, again the product of lazy presence. He’s done taking falls in this forest. Let 

him cover lots of ground before he has another nasty fall. The flat rocks it is. 

The flattest rocks he can find are not all that big around, but they’re heavier than 

they look, and picking up the first one becomes a lesson in lifting rocks with an injured 

arm hanging useless at his side. During the first attempt, he tries sliding the rock up the 

side of his right leg, but abandons it at his knee when he loses its balance. Instinct sends 

his knee out to push the falling rock away from his foot. The second attempt is where he 
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finds an effective method. He crouches next to the rock, flips it up to lean against his 

thigh, and slides the rock up to where his extended arm can pin it against his hip. Two 

more times like this, standing and walking rocks from the old stream bed to the tree, and 

he’s got a stool to get up in the tree. 

The rock stack wobbles some, but he’s arranged them in the most stable order he 

can find directly beneath the tree’s lowest branch. As his second foot brings his entire 

body weight onto the stack, the man throws a quick reach for the branch. His fingers 

wrap around, but he realizes he’s almost forgotten the most important part. If he’s going 

to hunt from a tree, he needs a weapon. His foot comes back down to the ground so he 

can check the stream bed for a hefty rock. 

The man tests many, weighing his options for the one that fits his grip. The search 

is troubling, but there are many to choose from. He finds one, a good rock, round overall 

with jagged edges, good for gripping and sending. His right hand learns the weight of the 

rock. It’s light enough to heave, yet big enough to do some serious damage.  If it doesn’t 

deal the death blow, it’s certainly heavy enough to subdue.  

At the tree, he passes the rock to his injured arm so the good one is available for 

climbing. His first foot steadies the rock stack. His second foot brings all of his body 

weight, which he steadies by pressing his open right hand and the rock in his left against 

the tree. At balance, his right arm goes for the branch. He knows his progress is steady 

when his fingers and thumb counteract most of the wobble in his rock stool. The rock and 

his left hand come down off the tree, and his right foot moves next, planted perpendicular 

on the tree. The most sudden and riskiest movement of all is yet to come. He doesn’t plan 
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it in his head. The movements are part of an instinctual future. His position is set. The 

only thing left to do is swing his leg up.  

His right foot anchors the energy of his pulling arm, which lifts him the distance 

he needs to hook his left ankle firmly enough in place that his right ankle can swing 

overtop to solidify his place on the branch. His left arm dangles below, and he recognizes 

pain when he feels it. He’s got the weight of the rock on his injured elbow, which hurts 

enough with only the weight of the forearm on it. 

The next reachable branch angles out from his left side. This seems like a lot of 

trouble climbing the tree, and he’s beginning to wonder if it’s worth it. He’ll have to put 

some more strain on that left elbow if he’s going to overcome this climb. Maybe he can 

just hunt from behind the tree. All this extra work is wearing him out, and for what? 

Well, for the element of surprise. He could play the ground game, but the point of 

climbing the tree is because he’s got the equipment to do it, unlike whatever walks this 

trail. And whatever creature comes by, hopefully a deer, he’ll greatly enjoy eating, but he 

has to kill it first. The best way to do that is to surprise it. 

The man pulls up to the left of his current branch. His left arm reaches to hook the 

rock over the next branch up. His wrist bends, providing the angle he needs to hold that 

branch without fingers. His right leg unhooks, comes under the lower branch, and 

rehooks at the knee cap. One deep breath, and the man transfers a large portion of his 

weight to pull himself up with an injured elbow. It hurts, but the pain only sets in once 

he’s fully seated on top of the branch. 

The man passes the god-awful heavy rock to his right hand for a short break. 
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Intentional breathing helps with the pain, and soon he can make a slow production of 

getting into a better seat. His free hand grabs a branch above him so he can get to a 

standing position. The branch where he hooked the rock becomes a step for peeking 

around the other side of the tree. There’s a nice seat there, with a wide-open view of the 

trail ahead. In quick, risky movements, the man uses his free hand to move under the high 

branches and to step over the lower ones.  

On the other side of the tree is where he lowers himself to a sitting position, with 

his feet on that side’s lowest branch. He leans his right side against the tree, finally able 

to relax for a few. The rock, still wrapped in the fingers of his left hand, moves again to 

his right, where it weighs mostly on his lap. It’s his first rest in a couple hours, or at least 

since the Looker sent him down from the mountaintop.  

That seems so long ago. Since then, he has become part of the forest. His 

breathing is normal and quiet, and he has learned how to not make loud movements. He 

can even hear the short, scraping movements of creatures re-emerging in the leaf litter 

below. He assumes these sounds are made by small rodents of some kind that must be 

comfortable once again in what they think is his absence.  

It figures he would make the strenuous climb up into this tree, only to learn about 

all the food running around down there. Maybe he should just go down there to hunt. At 

the moment, it seems more promising than sitting up in a tree, waiting for something that 

might never pass by. Climbing back down also brings the benefit of making the short 

walk back to that stream for a long drink of water. After all the climbing, he’d kill for a 

few more sips of that stream. If only he’d had something to carry water in, thirst would 
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not be a factor right now.  

He just has to remember that surprise takes patience. One must earn his silence in 

the forest. He’s already earned a large portion of surprising a deer, so why not sit and 

wait, see if one walks under.  

The dark, peaceful environment loosens his muscles, including those paying 

attention to the rock. His body leans heavier against the tree, and his eyes are closing. 

The sounds and smells establish the forest as the setting for a man perched in a tree. He 

hears a breeze gathering in the forest canopy. The wind blows up against him, covering 

his body in desire. He can climb, but what he wants more than anything is to fly. The 

man leans forward, ready to free himself into the air and take his place in the sky. The 

world begins spinning as the air gains a heartbeat. 

The man wakes, gasping with wide eyes looking straight down. He exhales quick 

and tight, his right hand reaching out for something to stop his fall. In saving him, the 

branch shakes a little in the forest night. Distant and distinct, he hears the sound of 

shuffled leaves, made by something bigger than voles or mice. He wants to look, but the 

near-fall has also started the rock rolling from his lap. He manages to pin it precariously 

between his left wrist and the top of his knee.  

As the initial rush of adrenaline drains from his eyes, he looks ahead on the trail. 

Three shapes stand ashen against the shade of the ferns. Each one is roughly his size, 

presumably deer. They stand poised on four legs, halted by their collective caution.  

The man’s beating heart demands gasps of breath too loud for him to inhale right 

now. He defies the request, feeding his lungs a slow, quiet supply of air. The surprise has 
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been tested, but not ruined, only he must give the deer no more proof of his presence. The 

gasp and movements he made to prevent his fall have put them on alert—looking and 

listening, maybe even smelling, for evidence of a potential threat. He must regain their 

trust by remaining quiet and motionless long enough to trick them into believing he does 

not really exist. This means almost believing it himself. He closes his eyes in an effort to 

exit his body, but stay nearby. He can certainly outwait the caution of a few startled deer, 

he thinks, opening his eyes. 

The alpha deer’s head moves through combinations of vertical and horizontal 

change, gaining different perspectives on the forest ahead. The others soon mimic its 

behavior. Three pairs of eyes, ears, and nostrils provide a greater chance of revealing a 

threat. The first deer takes a few test steps forward, its hooves scraping in the leaves. 

Maybe its caution is fading. The other two follow the first one’s steps, showing 

confidence in the leader.  

Just when the deer are beginning to believe the absence of any threat, a bird 

scatters, no longer able to withstand its own fear of the man, the deer, or both. 

The bird startles the deer in such a way that they step back, but do not run. Once 

they’ve seen the creature silhouetted against the sky, the burst of such a small, 

unthreatening creature seems to have lessened the seriousness of the situation that 

previously deserved great focus and attention. perhaps they must recognize the size and 

sound of a bird taking flight. Perhaps they associate the event with their ability to instill 

fear in the hearts of beings with a lesser presence than themselves. 

The man uses this distraction to move his hunting rock back away from his knee. 
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Now would be an even worse time to lose his rock to the forest floor. He rolls it back to a 

safer position between his thigh and his left wrist. 

The deer use their remaining caution to check the air for other warning signs. 

Their movements soon display more confidence. All it takes is one of them to get the 

others moving again, and once more, all three of them trust the trail ahead, continuing on 

in single file, possibly the last mistake one of them will ever make.  

This is it, the man thinks, returning fully to his own mind. He must determine the 

center point between proximity and surprise. He will gauge the deer collectively, based 

on his distance from the middle one. They still seem to have no real sense of him, no taste 

of his body odor, no feel for his breathing. Despite having the direction of the breeze on 

his side, he must still be quick throwing the rock. Their eyes are keen, and their ears 

sharp. He’s counting on at least one of them seeing him move or hearing the branch rattle 

under his shifting weight.  

By the time the middle deer enters throwing range, the man’s pulse beats loudly 

on his eardrums. His right arm moves minutia at a time. He wants to mimic the gentle 

sway of a branch, but he won’t know if he’s failed until he startles a deer. The sweaty 

grip of his right hand gains control of the rock, which is still only held down by his left 

wrist.  

The lead deer passes into plain sight, beneath the twigs at the end of the most 

immediate branches. Still the creature does not seem to notice anything the man, who can 

hear its legs swishing in the ferns. As the middle deer passes into plain sight, the man 

wonders if at any point one of the deer will hear his shallow breath leaking into the night. 
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If not, maybe they’ll hear his heartbeat. All three deer are in plain sight. The lead deer is 

directly below him, and the middle deer comes into prime firing range.  

The man remains in a sitting position to throw. Leaning away from the tree, he 

grabs his seat branch, ignoring altogether the pain that shoots through his elbow. The 

rock comes up beside his head. His hip rotates and his throwing arm loosens, elbow 

plunging down. His forearm swings to catch up, and with a flick of the wrist, the rock is 

sent. 

The middle and third deer are startled by the sudden change. The middle one 

looks into the whistling sound of something incoming. The rock crashes between its eyes. 

The blow sends weakness to its back legs, whipping the animal to a half-sitting position. 

It probably does not even consider the chaos of its companions scattering. 

The man follows his throw down from the tree. The momentum of his turning 

body becomes something of a graceful fall. His right hand takes hold of the branch at his 

feet, and, continuing to use his downward force, the man drops down around that branch 

while turning to face the tree. His feet grind down the tree bark, decelerating him enough 

that he can transfer this downward speed to outward speed. He kicks, swinging away 

from the tree. With a spin of the body, he lands in front of the stunned animal, where he 

scoops the rock back up and closes the gap between man and beast. Close proximity 

reveals the deer has antlers. The man wraps his left hand around the base of one antler, 

and the rock comes crashing down on the animal’s skull.  

The vibration travels up his arm. His brain interprets the impulse as a flash of 

memory under similar tree shade, but with daylight leaking in. A stream flows through 
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the background. His left hand clutches a shoulder wrapped in orange. His right hand 

strikes deadly blows between a man’s eyes, one, after another, after another. Energy 

fades from those eyes as life force escapes through the kill hole. The death energy 

released rushes over him with shocking warmth. The adrenaline fades, and he returns to 

the dark woods, gripping a bloody rock and the antler of a dead deer. The rock rolls off 

his fingers, into the ferns.  

The man gets down on one knee. The hunt has spent a great deal of his energy. As 

he abandons his grip, the floppy weight of the deer transfers through the antler and its 

head falls to the ground. The man lies beside it, inhaling the cool night air. It is a 

moonless night. Through thinning patches of forest canopy, the stars appear to him as 

never before—worker eyes funneling the watchful gaze of a great light beyond.  

The man turns his head to look the dead deer in the eye. Though the beast is still 

twitching, the man can see n the dark blue of night that its eye glows a glossy obsidian. 

There is a lot to learn there, all of it too simple for a mortal to grasp. The glint of a spark 

flashes in the eyeball, evolving into the first licks of a flame. Within the growing fire, a 

dragon appears in the embers of a burning log, its scales flaring red to dark to red. The 

dragon will tell him how to do what he cannot.  

When he raises his gaze from the deer’s eye, the man is sitting atop the mountain 

in the gaze of an ancient face. With darkness all around, now it is easier to meet the 

Looker’s eyes. The Looker holds one hand above the fire crackling between them. Its 

fingers slow their sprinkling motion, having made fire from earth.  

The man picks up a thin rock laying between he and his kill. He holds the rock 
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near the fire to shed light on its shape. The flames illuminate a wedge of sorts, rounded 

on one end, sharp on the other. The man positions the rock in one hand, pinching the 

deer’s skin tight with the other, focused on cutting the layer between skin and muscle. 

Once he has skinned a large section of the animal’s side, he begins cutting a flap of meat 

to roast in the flames, and once he begins chewing that flap, he begins cutting a new one.  

When he has eaten enough, he stares at the section of missing flesh. By morning, 

the rest of the animal will be spoiled—but only for his purposes. Other creatures will 

come along to finish the meal. Satisfied, teeth soaking in blood, stomach churning broken 

flesh, the man falls asleep.  

⊕ 

With the sunrise prepared, the Looker’s physical form condenses into the cool, 

damp air and slides down the mountainside. 

The man is still asleep, but he knows not to expect the Looker when he wakes, 

having witnessed the transubstantiation as the odd detail that doesn’t fit a dream. He 

opens his eyes to a sideways view of the world.  

The Looker is gone, and the fire is spilling its smoky entrails. Looking through 

the tendrils of smoke, the man’s gaze narrows on a single crinkled leaf that dangles by 

one organic thread, spinning in the chaos of a mild breeze. The wind hastens as if on 

command, and the crinkled leaf comes loose, clawing through the air, a curled old hand 

that corkscrews into the smoldering pile of last night’s fire. 

The man grabs his cutting rock as sunlight breaches the horizon. He commits to 

the steady decline of the mountainside, dodging trees and controlling his slides enough to 
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keep his feet under him. When he encounters a patch of pebbles and loose dirt stuck to 

the mountainside, his feet slide over the rolling pebbles. One hand goes back to stop the 

fall, and his legs fold to bring his body as low and condensed as possible, allowing him to 

ride the free energy.  

At the base of the mountain, he doesn’t know how or consider why, but his feet 

transition through the unsloping curve he accelerates off into the rugged terrain of the 

forest. He settles into the groove of a running pace, inhaling and exhaling to the rhythm 

of every other step. 

He hears the stream before he sees it widening out of the earth. His sprint falters 

enough that he can quick-step shuffle to lead with his stronger leaping foot. Leaving the 

stream bank, a flat boulder in the middle of the stream is his target. His legs compress on 

the igneous lily pad, but his momentum unpacks the crouched energy to keep him 

moving forward as expansion launches him onto the rotting pine needles of the far bank.  

Ahead, orange flickers through the pines. A few more strides and the form of the 

dead man takes full shape, the man he killed. The dead man confronts his psyche with the 

true nature of a corpse.  

The still-living man hurdles the spiritless mass of stiff muscle, blood crashing like 

seawater in his ears as he runs, on toward his own death in the eventual Universe. 
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Lacus, luna, lacuna, rune 

 

The pebbles on the shoreline of Lake Hunt become suspended as the water of a 

new wave moves under them. The lifted stones collide, raising hollow knocks from the 

fizzing surf. But inward motion means eventual withdrawal. The wave reaches its crest—

and with no more energy driving forward, it has nowhere to go but back into the lake. 

The weight of the earth drags the wave down over itself. The suspended pebbles crackle 

as they too are raked over the earth, and each other... to where a new wave tumbles in 

over top of the old.  

Janna crosses the dry upper shoreline, moving her weight lightly on the pebbles. 

Her dive boots are not rigid enough to stay flat on the uneven surface. It hurts a little to 

feel parts of her feet pressing down between the stones. Instead of the pain, she focuses 

on the crinkled path of cool light on the lake, leading up to the moon. “Beautiful,” she 

says, barely audible over the crash of a new wave, the first to wash her boots in the lake. 

Deeper water presses the dive suit against her body. She always acknowledges 

this change on her skin. Outside the water, her neoprene suit feels bulky and loose, like 

excess skin, but surrounded by the pressure of water, she feels like she is wrapped in a 

pouch with only her head sticking out. She needs the neoprene where she’s going. The 

lake may be warm at the surface, but there are depths that even the summer sun cannot 

touch. 



 

Janna bobs with her neck at water level, her hands working unseen underwater to 

pull her flippers on. When she spit-cleans and applies her mask, the dive light hanging 
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from its wrist strap bumps against her elbow. The other arm comes out of the water so 

she can use the moonlight to reset the dive computer on her wrist. It feels good to be out 

here alone.  

In recent weeks, more and more local divers have mentioned spotting American 

eels in Lake Hunt. In her years of diving, Janna has seen much of the lake’s depths, and 

she knows how quickly the surprises therein can change with the current. On last 

weekend’s dive, Janna and her father did not see the eel. She hoped the creature has not 

yet moved on, because she’s pretty sure it will most definitely be gone by the time her 

father is ready for another dive.  

Last night, Janna sat outside after dinner, watching the slow starry pace of the 

sky. As the treetops punctured a full moon, she committed unconditionally to this solo 

dive. She would go alone tonight, even if diving her way meant breaking the number one 

dive rule. “You always dive with a buddy,” her father tells her every time they go diving. 

Mr. Hannigan, who owns the dive shop, tells her the same thing, only he elaborates with 

dive tragedies he’s heard about foolish people doing foolish things underwater, alone. His 

tales might’ve scared her when she was a kid, but she’s almost an adult, and it’s not like 

her many years of diving have not taught her complete respect for the dangers of being 

underwater. The rules are quite simple: don’t enter tight spaces; don’t mess with sharp or 

heavy objects; don’t get too personal with the wildlife; and don’t ever, ever panic.  
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Janna’s breathing rate is proof of her comfort. Her father, someone she considers 

an excellent diver, may have more years of experience, but she is smaller, younger, and 

in better shape than him. Every time he gives her the signals for low-air and surface-now, 

Janna still has a good ten, maybe even fifteen minutes of dive time left in her tank. At 

least once, she wants to dive that extra time, to see how long and how far she can go by 

herself. She’ll have no pace to match. She can choose her own route. And she has no 

intention of doing anything dangerous. All she plans to do is drop underwater, dive a full 

tank of air searching for the eel, and go home.  

It’s not against the rules to dive at night, but Janna scans the shore for late night 

snitchers just in case. Sometimes people around here can be pretty nosy, especially when 

they see someone on a night dive without a dive flag. She casts out into the lake, turning 

onto her back to gaze at the swollen moon. She knows without watching which direction 

to swim. Her destination is the underwater boulder course in the northern half of the lake. 

From above, Lake Hunt takes the shape of a boomerang opening west. The outer 

edge of the boomerang shoreline is lined with evergreens rising in amphitheater 

formation. The inner curve is solid rock that gathers out of the water, building to a 

precipice at the very middle. The water there is deep, Mother Nature’s gift for the daring. 

Of course, local authorities approach this gift differently. Yet despite the citation and 

small fine jumpers will receive if caught, every summer without fail, groups of rebellious 

teens gather their courage at the edge of the cliff and coax each other off. They come 

arms and legs flailing down past the rock face.  
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Somehow, Janna has never made the kinds of friends who will try the fifty foot 

drop, but she’s watched many others, from above and below the water. It’s exciting, 

especially from beneath the water, to watch them come crashing into the lake, wrapped in 

a shroud of white bubbles. Her father only comments how foolish the kids are, but Janna 

doesn’t see what the big deal is. It looks like a lot of fun to her, and the ones she’s seen 

plunging down through the water always end their descent with at least twenty feet of 

clearance in all directions. One would have to try pretty hard to come in contact with a 

submerged rock.  

On days when there are no cliff jumpers out, Janna’s father leads her along the 

underwater rock face of the precipice, where a diver can find the underwater cave that 

burrows deep into the earth. One of the tunnels within stretches farther and deeper than 

any living diver knows. It is rumored to stretch halfway to town, but no one can say for 

sure where it ends. This is one case where divers must beware, for the onset of nitrogen 

narcosis is unrecognizable, and the cave provides all the temptation one needs.  

According to the length of doled-out rope measured after the fact, an out-of-town 

diver named Gordie Bells is said to have gone deeper than three-hundred feet in that 

tunnel. He enlisted four friends to hold position every fifty feet of depth so they could 

pull him out if he stayed gone too long. The last spotter, Douglas Wilson, was stationed 

nearly two hundred feet down—a depth confirmed by the saved reading in his dive 

computer. Wilson was the last man to see Bells alive, and he remains adamant that the 

rope was tied tightly around Bells’s ankle when he swam off. Only minutes later, Wilson 

felt several drawn-out tugs on the rope before it went loose.  
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Wilson’s best guess is that Bells suffered the onset of nitrogen narcosis. The 

attack must have been so sudden and intense that, in his delirium, Bells mistook the rope 

for something restraining him, rather than his lifeline. When Wilson felt the rope go 

loose, he immediately began retrieving it, but the frayed end confirmed why pulling the 

rope was so easy. Presumably, Bells cut himself loose and swam farther and farther down 

into the tunnel, seized by the claws of nitrogen narcosis. The rest is anyone’s guess, but 

the common belief is that Bells just kept swimming deeper and deeper, heeding the call 

of whatever waited at the end of the tunnel. If he did reach the end, he probably sat 

mesmerized by the event while he slowly ran out of air. His body was never recovered 

for fear that a search diver would suffer the same fate. Local divers tell this story often, 

and always with a cautious air of truth to discourage others from trying the tunnel, but 

Janna knows someday someone else will make another attempt. She just hopes it’s not 

her. She’s wise enough to realize that nitrogen narcosis is a curious beast. 

Janna releases some air from her BCD, sinking slowly into the lake. Her dive light 

is ready in her hand, but tonight, she plans to take advantage of her freedom by making 

the descent through darkness. With the dive light turned off, she has no sense of depth, 

other than the pressure differences building in her sinuses, so for the first thirty feet or so, 

she goes slowly, using her spare hand to release bursts of air from her BCD when she’s 

not pinching her nose and blowing internally to force squeaks of sinus pressure from her 

ears. When the differences in sinus pressure become less intense, and the water turns 

colder, Janna estimates her depth as roughly forty feet. She extends her arm, waiting to 

make contact with the bottom of the lake, but the bottom does not come by the end of a 
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ten count. She resists the urge to turn her dive light on, instead releasing a few more 

bursts from her BCD and doing another ten count. Nothing. Either she’s counting too fast 

or she’s still too buoyant. Another few bursts of air surge from her BCD, rushing unseen 

toward the surface.  

By the end of another ten count, Janna feels sand at last. She turns over, finding 

not even the faintest trace of moonlight. On daylight dives, she loves laying on the 

bottom, watching expelled air bubbles grow larger and more furious as they near the 

daylight at the surface. Tonight, the water is nothing but dark. She has seen the moon on 

other night dives, so this evening, it must be a matter of turbidity.  

Janna flips her dive light on, only to confirm the poor visibility. Wherever she 

directs the truncated cone, lake water lights up the dull color of jade. The lake’s thermal 

cycles have been intensifying in recent days, churning up sediment from the bottom, not 

to mention algae growth in the warmth. Janna’s bubbles rise about fifteen feet before they 

disappear in the cloudy water, after which she can only hear them zipping all the way to 

the surface. These are not ideal conditions for spotting an eel. As she swims through the 

thick green water, suspended particles zoom through the cone of her dive light. Janna 

checks her depth gauge and compass to see if she is near the right spot. It’s going to be 

something of a blind search, but at least she knows to swim a little more north and west.  

Hundreds of feet along, the first boulder comes into view. Like smoke thinning, 

the jade waters part around it, revealing a natural monument isolated in this murky 

underworld. Janna swims past it. More boulders emerge, gathering in clusters. When at 

last the dense edge of the boulder course takes shape, she pans her dive light back and 
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forth, scanning for signs of an eel. She wrenches her fingers under the smaller rocks to 

have a look underneath.  

Somewhere near the middle of the boulder course, three particular boulders catch 

her attention as they emerge from the cloudy water. The three boulders sit tight against 

each other in neat triangle formation, but what interests her more are the compositions of 

the rocks. They’re identical to the other boulders, except for the sparkling grains 

embedded. Her dive light reflects on them, as if they are dusted with lunar soil. She pans 

her dive light side-to-side over the formation, admiring the inverted triangular shadow 

that forms and disappears each time her light moves away from the middle.  

Janna adds a touch of air to her BCD so she can hover above the boulders. Her 

light permanently dispels any shadow between them. At the bottom of the boulder 

pocket, something stirs in the sand. A vortex sinks as the moving creature emerges from 

its slumber. In the upturned sediment of its shaken hiding spot, the creature’s olive-brown 

skin turns greener as it swims straight up past Janna’s head. She keeps the eel in the light 

long enough to see it disappearing into green water. Janna kicks as fast as she can to 

catch up, managing to keep the eel in sight. From what she can make out, and from what 

she remembers reading online about American freshwater eels, this one is about three feet 

long, either a long male or an average female.  

The chase goes on for a full minute, bringing them back the way Janna came. She 

wonders if maybe the eel is letting her follow. She’s sure they are capable of swimming 

faster than this one is, but perhaps she wonders too soon. The eel slides off through the 

water, into the underwater cave. Hesitation on Janna’s part magnifies the distance 
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between them. She wants to follow the eel, but not into the cave, where all sorts of 

consequences go unseen until it is too late. Had she never found the eel, she would have 

no reason to go in there. But now that she’s found one, can she live with just watching it 

swim off without her?  

Supposedly, the network of tunnels is not all that complicated, so her chances of 

getting lost are pretty slim. She just worries about tight spaces. One day at the dive shop, 

Mr. Hannigan and her father recalled for her the time they dived the cave. The turns they 

chose brought them to a hole in the cave wall. The hole was so small that no diver can fit 

through wearing a scuba tank. The only way they could pass was to remove their BCDs, 

hold them ahead as they swam through the hole, and then put them back on. They told 

Janna this tale with caution, making sure they did not glorify the experience. The last 

thing they wanted to do was encourage her growing curiosity, and it worked. That night, 

Janna had a nightmare about drowning, all tangled up in her regulator hose. Regardless of 

what she might someday try, her father interpreted the nightmare as proof that he would 

never mention the cave again. But now she’s ready to try the cave. She kicks her legs and 

enters.  

The cave is nothing more than a rock tunnel, ten feet in diameter with rippled 

walls. There is enough open space that she feels comfortable enough. In fact, the 

condensed world feels a little more secure because everything is so simple. As far as she 

can see, her dive light illuminates green water encased in rock. Even visibility seems a 

touch better in here, but still no signs of the eel.  
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Janna comes to several forks. She goes left at the first split, right at the second, 

and right at the third. Even as deep as she is, the rock walls do not vary much from the 

original ten-foot diameter. Her first cave dive remains more soothing than she had 

imagined it could be. In fact, she swims for many minutes, ten or so, before she realizes 

she has not come to another split in a while. This awareness brings Janna to an immediate 

stop. There’s so much water ahead, and no sign of change except a slow descent that 

makes her wonder if maybe she’s in the rumored tunnel that descends forever. She must 

be careful not to go too far. Janna turns to shine the dive light behind her. She’s not really 

looking for anything in particular. She’s mostly dispelling the darkness to see that no one 

is behind her. She’s had the strangest sudden feeling that others are following. She knows 

this is absurd, and the urge to check again does not come.  

She checks her depth gauge. Eighty feet. The risk of nitrogen narcosis onset is 

slim-to-none at 100 feet. She can go a little farther before turning around. The dive is 

turning out to be great fun. She doesn’t even care if she finds the eel. Now it’s her dive. 

On continued descent, Janna notices the dark reddish-brown tint of the cave walls. 

She can’t remember if they’ve been this color all along. She hasn’t really been paying 

attention to them. Now that she observes them while swimming, the walls strike her as 

beautiful—even more so because of the ripples. She moves her face closer to one, sliding 

her dive glove over the surface. Specs of the reddish dust rub off, clouding the green 

water red-brown. She speaks the word “Beautiful” into her regulator, hearing only the 

vowels. Janna checks her depth again. 120 feet. She must be careful not to let this 

become a personal contest. She can go a little longer. Maybe 150 feet is a good limit.  
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As she continues on, it takes her a moment to recognize what feels different. She 

has naturally and instinctively assumed a kicking style she has seen other divers use, but 

rarely uses herself. Both fins work together, like a dolphin’s tail propelling her farther 

down the tunnel. When she thinks to check her depth gauge again, it reads 140 feet, 

deeper than she’s ever been. She could go a little further, but she doesn’t want to push it. 

After all, she’s been under a while and there’s no telling— 

Her concern for depth means she has not been paying attention to her air gauge. 

She pulls it up from where it hangs in the water. The needle sits in the yellow zone, one 

width away from red. All it takes is this one glance to set her panic rising. She controls 

this urge by refraining from immediate and foolish action. Maybe the needle is stuck, she 

thinks. No, that would mean she has less air than the pressure gauge is showing. What 

about dive time? She checks the dive computer on her wrist. She’s only been under for 

thirty minutes. 

Janna turns and swims at a faster-than-normal pace, until she considers what the 

elevated breathing will do to her remaining air supply. The stint of fast swimming she did 

chasing the eel is probably how she got herself into this situation. Her panic level rises 

again, tightening in her eyes. She checks her gauges. The needle seems like it has moved 

just a little more toward red. Meanwhile, the incline of the tunnel is too gradual for 

comfort. Her depth gauge says she is only back up to 120 feet. Time and air are of the 

essence. She really doesn’t know how much distance she’ll have to cover. On the way in, 

she paid little attention to the amount of swimming she did. All she knows for sure is that 
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she’s encased in rock, deep in an underwater passage that, heading the other way, leads 

only to death.  

Anxiety, like a subconscious twitch in her brain, drives her to check her air gauge 

far too often. With each glance, her eyes perceive the needle a little lower than before. 

Over and over, two questions circulate in her head: Does she have enough air to make it 

out, and how could she let this happen? The second question has no helpful answer, but 

she can’t help asking herself, and the answer to the first question will only reveal itself if 

she gets there. Either she makes it out of the cave and to the surface, or she doesn’t.  

Janna reaches the first of three turns to get out. The cave walls might very well 

have waited until she swam past on the way in before rearranging themselves, because 

the junction of tunnels looks like no intersection she’s ever seen before. Did she make a 

right or a left coming in? She can’t remember. She swims to where one choice lies on 

either side of her. Her current depth is ninety feet, and both tunnels rise away from the 

split. She’s got nothing to go on, no memorable landmarks or visible signs that she’d 

come from one way or the other. She can just as easily talk herself into going either way. 

Janna closes her eyes. She chooses right.  

The tunnel begins looking familiar, bringing a brief spike in hope, until she 

wonders if maybe she’s just talking herself into thinking they look familiar when 

everything looks the same sort of unfamiliar. Would she think the same if she’d gone the 

other way? She considers turning around, but decides it would be a waste time. It’s a 

foolish game, judging cave walls for familiarity. The needle on her air gauge is touching 

more red than yellow as the tunnel walls begin curving in a way she doesn’t remember 
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from the way in. But it could just be that things look different curving the other way. 

Depth: seventy feet. 

She soon discovers she chose wrong. She should’ve turned left, and she should’ve 

turned around when she questioned her decision. Ahead, there’s a small hole in the cave 

wall, presumably the one her father and Mr. Hannigan went through. She shines her dive 

light into the hole. The tunnel rises upward as far as she can see. The rock on the far side 

glitters as her dive light reflects on the reflective particles embedded in the earthly rock. 

Perhaps it is the distraction, but the momentary vacuum in her panic brings 

something to light, something her father and Mr. Hannigan said that day at the dive shop. 

Beyond the hole, they unexpectedly surfaced in a chamber of sorts. It’s risky, but so is 

the alternative. If she backtracks to the fork and takes the other path out, she’ll come to 

another fork. Even if she picks with luck at that one, beyond it, she’ll still have one more 

choice to make, and right now, all she wants is to breathe air not from a tank.  

She checks her air gauge. The needle is completely in the red, with a needle’s 

width of red already used. Janna unhooks her BCD, removes one arm, then the other. Her 

legs begin sinking, so she moves quickly to pass her BCD, tank and all, through the hole 

in the wall. She does not dare let either hand free of the BCD. The edge of the hole seems 

sharp enough to damage her regulator hose, and that would very well be the end of her. 

When her BCD is through, Janna uses the undersides of her upper arms to leverage 

herself up and through. The hole gets a little tighter around her spread shoulders, but after 

she’s wriggled them through, the rest of her slides through with no problem into the new 

tunnel.  
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Her BCD goes back on as fast as she can manage, and she regains buoyancy. The 

time has come to make a mad dash for an unconfirmed air pocket. If it’s there, she may 

be trapped when she gets there, but at least she’ll have air to breathe. The needle on her 

air gauge is nearing halfway through red. Had she chosen to guess the two remaining 

turns swimming the other way, her situation would probably have been cut closer than 

this way. 

Janna swims the new tunnel’s slow climb. Something feels right about this way, 

but with each passing minute, she can’t help wondering if maybe she’s made a mistake. 

There is no proof that she’s not swimming into a dead end—from which she’d have to 

swim all the way back, and would never make it alive. She wonders how she can be so 

stupid as to trust the rest of her life to someone else’s word, a rumor really. She may very 

well be wasting precious moments of valuable air, all while moving farther from the way 

she came in. The only certainty is that she has put herself in a situation she did not wish 

to be in. She has cut her air supply way too close, and she promises to never again come 

diving alone. Especially cave diving. She is deep within the underwater cave, not entirely 

sure how she got where she is, and she’s running out of air. 

The water begins losing its color, and the rock walls look a little blurry. Is she 

losing oxygen to her brain? It would explain the affected vision. Her air gauge suggests 

the tank is little more than empty. It is growing more difficult to breathe. Her lungs are 

tight, and she feels the water warmer on her face. Is this how she ends: dead before 

womanhood, drowned in an underwater cave? She hopes her parents can forgive her. No, 

they would not be angry, she tells herself. They would miss her. 
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Janna sees a break in the water, perhaps fifty feet ahead. It makes sense. The 

sudden clarity is reduced turbidity. The sudden blurriness is a combination of thermocline 

and a gradient of dissolved minerals. She has reached the air pocket. With several more 

powerful kicks of her fins, she thrusts the remaining distance and raises her head from the 

water. Her regulator falls from her mouth, instantly replaced by warm, moist air, but her 

eyes do not lose their wideness. She has earned a good cry. On her knees, she crawls 

sobbing from the pool to where fine rocks and sand form the edge. Her dive light falls 

into the sand, then shines off against one side of the pocket. Janna rolls onto her side in a 

fetal position. Surviving this far doesn’t mean she’s made it. It only means she has 

survived complete break down and can now regroup.  

In time, her sobs diminish as her breathing becomes more deliberate. She gets to 

her knees, wipes the remaining moisture from her eyes, and shines her light around the 

cave pocket. The rough walls form something of a hemisphere about twenty feet in all 

directions. Janna undoes her BCD, letting it sink off her arms.  

After prying her fins off, she gets up to have a good look around. The air tastes 

much too fresh, and she can hear wind moving through the seemingly enclosed space. 

She begins looking for openings to the outside. Sure enough, she finds a thin crack only 

an inch or so wide. She can feel the breeze there, but she can’t tell which direction it’s 

moving. Even her dive light can’t shine all the way through, because of a turn in the 

crack. Janna continues along the wall until she finds another break in the rock surface. 

There, air is leaving the cave pocket. She moves her hand away from the wall, retracing 

the direction of the breeze. It’s coming from a dozen feet up on the opposite wall. Janna 
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can see the large opening in the wall. She can’t see yet if it leads to the outside world. All 

she knows is it’s feeding her fresh air.  

Janna’s dive boots slide around on her feet as she tries to climb the wall, which 

also proves difficult trying to hold the dive light. Her abandoned dive gear passes through 

the faint edge of the illumination as she drops to the level and pans for a place to prop the 

light. Janna closes her eyes, pointing the dive light behind her for a moment of honesty in 

the dark. The dive gear can’t come with her. There’s no way she can climb with it on.  

She moves her gear to the middle of the cave pocket, where she lays her perfectly 

good BCD tank down. Resting on it, her fins make a ramp of sorts. She removes her dive 

boots too, positioning them at the top of her fins. They’ll hold the dive light in place so it 

illuminates the rock wall she wishes to climb. She wraps her weight belt around the 

whole bundle to keep the light in place. 

It takes her a few minutes, and Janna certainly feels the compound fatigue of 

climbing after a dive, but she manages to climb up high enough to see through the 

opening. Contained by the dark rock walls of the passageway, Janna sees a slice of the 

pale blue moonlit sky. The passageway is narrow, but it looks wide enough to fit through. 

The only apparent challenge is the contour of the rock walls. While only seven or so feet 

long, the passageway curves up and out for all of those seven feet. She’ll have to go head 

first and spin one gradual half-turn the whole way out. 

Janna pulls her upper half over the rock wall using grips on the passageway wall. 

She rests there on her stomach to take a few deep breaths. Gripping farther along, she 

wriggles forward to move the weight of her legs onto the flat. Her head is halfway 
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through, at the spot where she’ll have to turn her shoulders to get through. Here, she turns 

bit by bit onto her back, so when she reaches the bulge pressing into the middle of the 

passageway, she can bend around it by sucking her stomach in.  

She takes new holds on the passageway ceiling to approach the rest of the 

passageway on her back. She also uses quick muscle contractions to bounce along from 

the waist down. Each spurt of muscle energy moves her nearer the outside, and the wet 

suit cushions the small shock of each landing.  

Her head is almost freed from surrounding rock when Janna encounters the tight 

spot where the bulging rock ceiling presses against her stomach, even with her lungs fully 

collapsed. She goes limp, refusing to expend any more energy for the moment. Breathing 

is difficult with her lungs trying to expand wedged at the tightest section of the 

passageway. 

Janna wrenches her arms the other way so she can find the grips to pull herself a 

few inches backward, where the passageway opens up around her and she can breathe 

easier while considering her options. She could work her legs back to the edge and dangle 

them in the cave pocket while she flips over to try the passage on her stomach—like she 

first began to. It might work, positioning the rock bulge in the small of her back, but 

she’d also be fighting gravity more of the way. Just the thought of it exhausts her.  

Another option is to continue from where she is now, only without her dive suit. 

Her left arm comes up to grab the tag on her zipper. She’s thankful she wears a front-

zipping wetsuit. Otherwise, she’d have to climb back down into the cave pocket to unzip 

her suit. Once she has the suit unzipped to her belly button, her left arm reaches across to 
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pull the neoprene down over her right shoulder. With the elbow exposed, her whole right 

arm comes free to return the favor for her left arm. As both naked arms cross to peel the 

suit down to her waist, Janna feels the airy layer at her back swelling as the mound of 

suffocating fabric pulls away from her skin. Once the top half of the suit is bunched at her 

waist, she’s ready to have another go at the tight section of passageway.  

The first movement she makes she wishes she’d left her t-shirt on before donning 

her dive suit. At the time she was suiting up for the dive, the t-shirt seemed only like 

excess warmth, but now, her bathing suit is not enough. And not only was the dive suit 

holding in a lot of her heat, it was also protecting her skin from the rough surface of the 

clammy rocks. Now wriggling through the passageway without it, the skin on her back is 

exposed to the cool, abrasive surface of the moist rock passageway. At the tight spot 

where she must deflate her lungs to pass, her stomach and lower back both feel every 

jagged contour. 

Shedding the wetsuit helps though. The passage is still narrow, but Janna manages 

to breach the tight spot this time. The rock bulge even helps by peeling the wetsuit farther 

down her legs. It’s always difficult getting her feet out of the tight leg openings, but she 

manages to free the bunched wetsuit from her ankles. The last free foot sends the peeled-

off wetsuit down into the cave pocket with the rest of her gear.  

The rest of Janna’s exit is easy going. She pulls her legs out and turns sideways, 

sitting holding her knees on the outside edge of the passageway. Below, Lake Hunt glows 

a cool blue in the moonlight. The breeze coming off the water soaks into her tender skin, 

which feels like the lake looks. She recognizes a new respect for the lake she thought she 
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knew. The passageway from the cave pocket has brought her out near the bottom of the 

rising precipice. It feels like hours ago now, but the underwater cave into which she 

followed the eel opens below her, far beneath the water. She wonders how she never 

noticed this opening before. Perhaps it appears as nothing much at all looking up from the 

surface of the lake, or perhaps now she’s seeing it from a different perspective.  

Her eyes adjust to the brightened night, and Janna notices traces of orange light 

from beyond the northern edge of the precipice. She dangles her legs down the precipice, 

taking foot holds to lower herself while hanging from her arms. It’s perhaps another body 

length’s drop onto a boulder that sits with one side lapping in the water. From the boulder 

top, Janna sees that the source of the orange light emanates from beyond a fallen tree. 

The tree is still connected to its roots by a splintered trunk. She can’t see the light source 

directly, but she recognizes the delicate flicker of a campfire. Waves thrust from the lake, 

over the pebbled shoreline, knocking stones in and raking them back out. She slides down 

off the boulder, favoring her weight on landing. Her bare feet take a kneading from the 

stones underneath as she climbs the rocky shoreline.  

The campfire comes into view over the fallen tree. Its light spreads warm over a 

man and a woman wrapped together in a blanket, their shapes nearly contoured as one. 

They look content, unaware of the world in which they hold each other sleeping. Janna 

steps on the base of the rock surface that builds up the precipice. She is already going to 

be in a whole lot of trouble, losing her dive gear and all, so while she’s out here, she 

might as well make the jump.  
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The disappearing rock reveals the rest of the natural world thump by thump as her 

bare feet climb its surface. The sky, moon, and stars seem all but fixed above the breeze 

shifting in the treetops, which gain their shapes from the top down, until they stand full 

stature surrounding the growing crescent of lake, a sliver of moonlit water opening to the 

vast hole below. Her toes on the edge look small, despite being closer than the features 

beyond.  

Anticipation of the fall builds when she realizes just how far it is. She’s all 

potential energy, waiting to go. Janna looks once more at the sky, swaying from the 

absence of anything between her and the lake. Her heartbeat intensifies as imagination 

conjures all the possible ways to get hurt. She might slip in leaping and tumble bouncing 

off the cliff face. Or perhaps there are rocks under the water that she does not remember, 

or has not seen before. She can still not jump. Nothing’s final until she steps away from 

the cliff, though she knows in her heart that she’ll jump.  

When the wind slows, Janna takes a few steps back. She breathes for it, quick in 

and quick out, three times over, before she drops into a run. When her final foot leaves 

the rock, she has no more ties to the earth. The decision cannot be undone, nor does she 

stop to consider why it should be so. The rest is just the future.  

Without looking right at it, the moon steals her attention for a moment, trailing as 

her vision blurs from the adrenaline of the fall, which is like nothing she could have fully 

expected. It is one of those moments, ecstatic and painful, where she feels like she is in 

charge of at least one cosmic heartbeat. Her gaze passes from the sky over the trees to her 

landing spot in the water.  
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Breaking through the surface isn’t so bad. Her feet slap hard, but less than she 

feared, and sinking fast to a stop with the sound of bubbles in her ears is a fitting 

deceleration for the moment. She returns to the surface, smiling from having crossed the 

unknown and come out all right. Not that she set out to find anything other than the eel, 

but she’s satisfied to return home with things as they are. Her sacrificed gear is of no 

consequence. Right now, the thing to do is swim home and rest.  

The sleeping campers have woken to the sound of a midnight splash coming from 

Lake Hunt. They see the ripples reaching in the water. Barely visible beside the rock face, 

the young swimmer enters their view, gliding through the moonlight. 
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Claustrasophia on a summer’s day 

 

Not yet seven, and already the day’s heat and humidity had water backed up to the 

plant roots. The morning sun wavered over the road. Sophie rode shotgun, her almond 

eyes squinting at the wall of June foliage blurred at her elbow. Her dad, Ron, drove the 

faded pickup with strands of his long dark hair flagging out the window as if it were any 

other day, and he were headed down any old dirt road. Sophie no longer heard the clangs 

and thumps coming from the flatbed, but Ron heard them knocking and ringing all over 

the goddamn place. He tried escaping in that concave presence he’d been carrying around 

all week—only there hadn’t been a truck-load of noise following him all week.  

Ron took his eyes off the road at just the wrong moment. As he made a side 

glance at his daughter, the driver’s-side tire floated for a split second, then struck hard on 

the far side of a ditch. He and his daughter bounced in their seats. The metal shovel and 

wooden coffin came down in the flatbed, spreading a cool sweat on his skin. Right then, 

he looked like all he wanted was to slam on the brakes, scramble into the back of the 

truck, gather his rage, and start swinging that shovel around until the coffin was nothing 

but splinters. Then maybe he’d eat every last splinter, all slow and joyous like a fucking 

termite would do.



 

The truck started steering funny, and Ron smiled, killing the engine to coast to a 

stop. “Well, my little princess. Looks like we got ourselves a flat.”  
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It wouldn’t work on her today, his smug charm. “Guess I’ll fix it then,” Sophie 

said. She swung her door open real hard, walked to the back bumper, and crawled under 

to unscrew the spare tire. Her dad’s door creaked open and he stepped down on the dirt. 

Seeing her dad’s feet and not much else reminded her of when she was five. She’d creep 

upstairs and slide under mom and dad’s bed, lying there in the dark for an hour or more, 

taking shallow breaths, listening to the television drift up through a vent under the 

headboard, refusing the dust bunnies’ dares to cough. If the bedroom light came on, she’d 

watch feet as her mom and dad came and went.  

Ron took a few crunching steps in the dirt, leaning his forearms on the rim of the 

flatbed. Without lifting an elbow, he pulled a pack of smokes from his shirt pocket, 

snagged one with his lips, and traded the pack for a lighter in the same pocket. As he 

smoked, he studied the edges of the makeshift coffin.  

Sophie rolled the spare tire past him, leaning it against the front wheel well. Her 

dad turned like he had something to say, but said nothing. He was probably trying real 

hard to think of some words that would change her mind, and get her back in the truck 

riding the other way. Too bad for him, today wasn’t about what he wanted. She ordered 

him aside so she could access the utility box in the flatbed, right where he was standing.  

Ron shined a fake smile. “Oh, sorry. Forgot the jack was there.”  
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Sophie removed the jack and tire iron. She poked her dad in the stomach with the 

tire iron. “Oh, sorry. Thought you were a lug nut.” She answered his fake smile, and 

raised him the patented silly eyes.  

Funny business was probably the last thing he wanted from her. He didn’t even 

want to be out there. She could try to cheer him up, but it wouldn’t work. Not today. No 

way. Not out here. And she knew better than to ask for help fixing the flat. 

Sophie jacked up the front end without warning her dad. His elbows took the first 

few jolts pretty hard. She would try everything she could think of to pull him off his 

guard today. Somebody needed to. He’d grown much too commanding lately. When she 

was a little girl, they’d had more than the average share of laughs. She always thought 

that would solve anything. It wasn’t that age had soured their relationship, but as she 

grew into adulthood, he seemed to have trouble letting his little Sophie carve out her own 

life. He couldn’t see she was ready to take one more necessary step away from her loving 

dad. But she knew that he wasn’t the only variable in the equation. There was also the 

absence of her mom to consider. Sophie’d been much too young to take care of that when 

it opened up and swallowed some of her childhood. 

“That takes care of that,” Sophie said, heaving the flat tire past her dad into the 

flatbed. On the far side of the truck, she dropped the loose tools in to rattle around with 

the shovel and coffin before resuming her seat on the passenger’s side with the door 

hanging open.   

Ron wanted to make her wait. “Hey, Soph. I wanna have another smoke before 

we hit the road.” He lit a cigarette, pacing the rear bumper. 
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Sophie stepped back into the dirt. All calm-like, she shut her door before she dug 

her feet in and raced around the front bumper “Interstate Firedrill-style” like her dad 

taught her when she turned 16. A decade later, she still giggled the whole way to the 

driver’s seat.  

The slamming door and grinding engine could’ve meant she was kidding around, 

but the shifting of gears let Ron know they’d be leaving on the sudden. He grabbed for 

the latched tailgate, freshly-lit cigarette dangling in his lips. He barely got his foot up on 

the bumper before the truck’s tires were sucking dirt. Sophie was howling and laughing 

all the way. 

“Jesus H.,” Ron yelled through the back cab window. “You trying to kill me?”  

“You’ll have to dig second,” she said, cranking her head back. “I’ll wanna cool 

off some. Gonna be stuffy enough as is.” 

Ron kept his eyes front. “Just watch the damn road, would ya? And take it easy. 

We don’t have another spare.” 

⊕ 

Sophie cut the engine when she reached a roadside clearing. It was secluded 

enough for their purposes. As she unloaded the coffin, she ignored her dad, who sat in a 

pile of himself on the upside-down flat tire, smoking another cigarette. 

“You know, I could help you with that,” he said. 

“Apology accepted.”  

He leaned forward, exhaling smoke. “Apology? For what?”  
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“What do you mean, for what?” Sophie pulled one end of the coffin off the truck 

bed, letting the opposite end slam into the ground.  

“Hey!” He chucked his half-smoked cigarette over the side. “I know you don’t 

care what I have to say about all this, but for your own sake you might wanna keep that 

thing together.” 

Sophie dragged her coffin to where she wanted it, then came back to the truck for 

the shovel.  

Ron lit a smoke as his daughter began digging her own grave.  

Sophie was making such quick work of the burial plot that she lost track of time 

and place. She shoveled on semi-automatic, staring into the loose dirt she was spilling in 

a pile. The texture of the soil, each sliding shovelful mixed into the rest, looked almost 

cottony to her, returning smells of soft linen and wood.  

When she was six, she would hide in her bedroom closet, not under the hanging 

clothes, but in a bottom corner compartment designed for shoes and other small things. If 

she slid back into the compartment just right, with her head between her knees, she could 

grip the underside of the closet door and pull it shut, the heat of carpet burn surfacing on 

her fingers. Sometimes she left a flashlight between her feet, should she really want to 

illuminate her blurry knees pressed beside her face. But with the flashlight off, she would 

daydream about becoming a worm. Her limbless body poked and wriggled through the 

network of tiny gaps in the cool soil. If she ran into a pebble, she dug under it. If she ran 

into a big rock, she dug under that too, but always digging deeper for a fresher view of 

the earth.  
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Her dad climbed out of the truck bed and lit another cigarette. He walked at full 

stride to the driver’s seat and grabbed a canvas shopping bag he must’ve put there the 

night before. Both handles scrunched in one hand, he carried the bag to where his 

daughter was digging. His cigarette moved up and down as he spoke. “You know, I’ve 

done a lot of thinking since the night you asked me to bury you. Even then I knew you’d 

find someone to help you pull this off. I wouldn’t trust anyone else to do it, so I will keep 

my promise, and I will bury you... under one condition.”  

She stopped shoveling to lean on the handle.  

He took a lungful of smoke, held it, and released it into the air. “Take one of these 

with you.” He pulled a two-way radio from the bag. 

That’s it? she thought. If she said no, he could still refuse. They both knew she 

couldn’t shovel dirt on top of herself. Plus, he looked so proud of himself. “Okay. Deal,” 

she said, offering a hand to shake on it. 

“No, here you go.” He tossed the bag aside, traded the radio for the shovel, and 

took over the digging. “Study the radio. If you have to use it, you’ll have to use it in the 

dark, so figure it out up here while you can. Besides, your old man can still handle a 

day’s hard work.”  

She was touched, directing her emotions at the top of his head while he shoveled.  

 “After a bit, we’ll see if you can use it with your eyes closed,” he added. 

She looked at the radio. The only functions she really needed to place were the 

on/off-volume knob and the transmit switch. The rest was garnish. 
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When the grave was roughly three feet deep, Sophie told her dad he could stop. 

The coffin would take up half that distance, and the other half could be dirt on top. She 

flipped the coffin lid off next to the shell. 

Ron was dripping sweat, with long hair sticking to his face and neck. He pulled it 

back over his shoulders so he could see to help his daughter lower the shell into place. A 

few dirtslides broke free from the sides of the grave, spreading across the bottom of the 

wooden box.  

Sophie wondered if her dad could sense her doubt. She walked to the truck to grab 

the backpack she’d stashed under the passenger seat the night before. She left the bag in 

the cab, but returned stuffing a flashlight in her back pocket and holding a folded apron 

under one arm. 

“Is that hers?” Ron asked, pointing to the apron. 

Sophie held the top two corners so it would unfold open. “Yeah. I was hoping to... 

you know, give it to her down there.” She stood beside her father so they could both see. 

There was a blue jay, and a cardinal, a finch, and all sorts of other backyard birds on 

display in the ivy. The two of them stood silent for a time, staring at the different birds on 

the apron. 

“Well, daylight’s not gonna last forever,” Sophie said at last, pulling the flashlight 

from her back pocket and wrapping the apron around it. She stepped forward to hug her 

dad. He didn’t want to let her go, she could feel. “I’ll see you in a bit,” she said, breaking 

free to put a foot down in the coffin. “Now, remember. Once you’ve got most of the dirt 

back on, wait thirty minutes before you dig me up. That’s thir-ty min-utes.” 
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“Got it...unless you say otherwise.” He threw her a radio. “Turn it on for a check.” 

She humored him as his voice came through the air and over the radio waves, 

saying radio check, radio check.  

She sat down in the coffin, grinning. “It’s amazing. I can hear you through the 

radio, even from this distance.”  

“Oh, ha ha. Go on and have a laugh at your old man.” Ron helped his daughter 

direct the coffin lid into place. Sophie had fastened short perpendicular boards around the 

underside of the lid to hold it in place. With one hand propping the lid, she leaned back 

on the other elbow, stuffing the apron bundle in her lap. “I love you,” she said. 

“Love you too, honey.” 

When she flattened her body out and lowered the lid, the rest of the guard boards 

moved into place. And then, she was inside. The confined space took some adjusting to. 

The coffin was built tightly enough that very little dirt leaked in around the edges, but her 

movements were enough to circulate a fine dust that passed through light leaks near the 

top. She hoped her dad didn’t think all her commotion meant she wanted out. “All right, 

Dad. Start shoveling.”  

The words’ dull echoes were much louder for her than for him, but they must 

have reached him. He began loading shovelfuls of dirt onto the coffin. The first few sent 

hot tingles through her body as they landed inches from her head. She closed her eyes, 

trying to relax more for the next thud. Already the humidity was building up. It reminded 

her of the time she and her dad stayed at Aunt Geraldine and Uncle Rex’s house. One 

night, when her dad and uncle were done in the sauna, Sophie slipped inside and hid 
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under the bench in the dark, but only a few minutes passed before she could no longer 

control the panicked feeling of having breathing trouble in the damp heat. 

In the passing thumps of dirt, Sophie imagined her dad above, beaded with 

moisture, digging in the hot sun. He wasn’t in bad shape by any means. He still put in full 

days at the construction site, but he’d already done quite a bit of digging for one day, 

enough that Sophie wondered if maybe weak hearts ran through both sides of her family. 

Once he put all the ground back on top of her, he was her lifeline. Any trouble visiting 

him would visit them both. She hoped his heart was up to it. 

Her eyes opened with the realization that she was breathing too fast and too 

shallow. She couldn’t see airborne dust anymore, so there was no sense gasping wide-

eyed into the confined darkness. She shut her eyes, using her dad’s shoveling rhythm for 

guidance—inhaling for two thuds, exhaling for two, until the falling dirt became less 

distinct, landing on dirt, not wood. She remembered the radio in her lap, checking the 

volume knob to make sure it was turned on and up. The sound of landing dirt had all but 

gone away, and this awareness of being buried deeper and deeper soothed her. She felt 

safe, secure, and all alone. But mostly it meant she was on her way. 

She wouldn’t remember closing her eyes again. 

⊕ 

 “Remember the story I told you about the two bulldozers God used to mix all the 

ingredients of the Universe? Well, that one there is the big scoop.”  

A young Sophie rested her head in the crook of her dad’s elbow so she could 

follow the path his forearm and finger made into the sky. He took another drag on his 
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cigarette, the light of tobacco burning red before smoke gathered ambient light up into 

the night air. 

“Daddy?” 

“Yeah, hon.” 

“What’s that one over there?” 

Sophie’s dad followed her gesture.  “Which one? The W? That’s Cassiopeia, the 

queen. She sits on her throne in the sky, keeping an eye on the cosmic kingdom God 

made for her. There’s the back of the throne, the seat, the legs, and that’s where her dress 

billows out. See it?” 

“Mmm hmm.” She looked back at his face as he took another drag on his smoke. 

“Daddy?” 

“Hmm.” 

“Grampa said Mommy’s in Heaven now, and he pointed up at the sky when he 

said it. D’you think Mommy could be the queen?” 

As Ron spoke, the motion of his words moved smoke, forming clusters from the 

syllables. “Well, honey. The stars make whatever shapes you want them to be. And most 

people think Heaven is up there somewhere, so Grampa thinks that when Mommy went 

to Heaven, she went up into the sky.” 

“Where do you think she went?” 

He took another long drag, turning shredded leaves into dust and smoke. “You see 

how this smoke spreads out in the air? I think Heaven is all around us, and when people 

die, I think their spirits just spread out like the smoke, because even though it seems to 
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vanish, smoke never really goes away. It just spaces itself out in the sky until it’s not 

thick enough to see anymore.” 

“Really?” 

“Sure. So, when Mommy went to what Grampa calls Heaven, I think she just 

spread out like smoke. We don’t see her any more, because she disappears like the 

smoke, but she’s really everywhere all at once.” 

Sophie gazed through the W of the queen, certain it was a window to outer space 

that her mom was looking back through. 

⊕ 

—all right? 

Sophie snapped up, smacking her forehead against what she couldn’t see. She 

tried twice to open her eyes, making conscious efforts to wake up. But the odors of dust 

and pine were real. She couldn’t be dreaming, although nothing made sense in the humid 

darkness, and her head felt heavier than usual. 

It’s filled in. You all right down there? 

Where am I? she wondered. 

Her hand explored a bundle of fabric in her lap. She felt two objects in the fabric. 

One she identified as a flashlight. She slid her thumb over it until a cone of light flickered 

from her lap.   

Come on, Sophie. No jokes now. Answer me. 
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The other object was the radio her dad gave her. The coffin was a tight space, 

especially now that the lid would not budge. Sophie wrenched her arm to bring the radio 

near her mouth.  

“Hey, Dad.” 

Sophie! Thank God. Are you all right? 

“Yeah. I’m fine.” 

I’ve been calling you for a while. 

“Oh. Sorry. I was, uhh... lost in thought there for a bit, remembering how we used 

to stargaze in the backyard.” 

Oh yeah. You used to love that. Listen, you okay down there? 

“Yeah, I’m fine.”  

So, what’s it like? 

“Hot. And cramped. Listen, Dad. I’m gonna turn the radio off for a bit. I’ll turn it 

back on if I have any problems. Okay? Love you.” 

No, Sophie. I don’t think that’s— 

Sophie hoped her dad wasn’t too angry about the radio. She doubted it would get 

him worked up enough to dig her back up so soon. She turned the flashlight off too, 

returning it and the radio to her lap. The apron is what she brought to her chest in the dark 

silence. 

Until a few months ago, she hadn’t seen the apron in years. Right away it 

reminded her of one of her favorite hiding spots. When she knew her mom was about to 

wash dishes, she’d quick-run-and-hide under the kitchen sink so she could listen to the 
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rumble of warm water rushing through the drainpipe. She’d hold her ear there as long as 

she could, until her mom used hot water anyway. The last day Sophie hid there, the 

cabinet doors opened and a sudden wash-in of sunlight brought the birds and ivy of her 

mom’s apron into view.  

Sophie’s mom crouched to grab the jug of bleach, and was quite surprised instead 

to find her daughter there. “Oh. Sheez.” She crouched to get face to face with her 

daughter. “Sophie, you scared me. What’re you doing under there?” 

“Hiding.” 

“Well, I can see that. Are you okay?” She extended her hand to help Sophie out. 

“Mmm-hmm.” 

“Then why were you hiding?” 

“I like hiding, Mommy.” 

“I see. Well, can you promise me something?” 

“Mmm-hmm.” 

“I don’t want you hiding under the sink anymore. There’s a lot of dangerous 

things under there. Do you understand?” 

“Mmm-hmm.” 

 “All right, now run off and hide somewhere else. When I’m done washing the 

drain, I’ll come find you.” 

“Okay.” 

“Well, what are you waiting for? You’d better go hide.” 

⊕ 
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Sophie stayed awake for longer than she realized. She’d wrapped the apron 

around her face to smell it, and to filter the dusty air through it. She’d been six for her 

mom’s funeral, so bits of it is all she ever remembered. For a while, her young mind had 

even forgotten whose funeral it was. At only the age of six, she knew her mom had died 

and she knew she’d been to a funeral, but the two were not forged together. She’d loosely 

woven them since, each time revisiting her memories of that day. But always, that day 

belonged more to her mom than it did to her. 

Sometimes, on a humid summer’s day, the pile of dirt next to a shiny wood coffin 

will come to her, and she’ll dissolve from the memory to find herself staring into the fire 

pit out back. Or maybe her dad tells her she’s crossing the center yellow line into 

oncoming traffic. It’s only in recent years she began recognizing the faces of the dark-

dressed people around the grave. Auntie Geraldine and Uncle Rex were there. Sophie and 

her dad stayed at their house for a few days—the sauna trip. One day while watching 

television, she learned who the stranger was, dressed in sharp black robe and white collar, 

speaking over the coffin, speaking on and on, people looking at him with listening eyes, 

or staring at his feet or the coffin. When the priest was silent, most people walked away, 

past the field of gray tombstones reaching far higher than the green grass of the cemetery 

ceiling.  

Sophie steps nearer the hole in the ground. Her dad stays behind her. Two men 

lower the coffin into the grave. The speaking man, now silent, is the fifth-to-last person to 

leave the grave. Sophie’s dad taps her on the shoulder and crouches to tell her a secret no 

one else should know.  
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“Sophie, honey, Mommy has died. She’s leaving us all behind so we can miss her 

every day. You may see her again someday, but not for a long time. This is just her way 

of telling a joke that can’t be untold, and it was a mean joke, but it’s still just a joke. Do 

you understand?” 

Sophie says she understands, and her dad stands up. 

She wants to see if her mom is in the coffin. She lowers herself into a dangling L 

with her legs inside the grave and her belly resting on the soil-filled grass. Her dad is 

watching her, his head cocked a little to one side. He just wants to know where she’s 

going, but he’s not stopping her. She digs her fingers into the top edge, letting her whole 

body dangle in the grave. When she lets go, her feet land in the soft dirt beside the coffin. 

The two men who lowered it begin shoveling dirt on top. Sophie tells them to wait, but 

they must not hear her. She opens the coffin lid just enough that she can crawl in and lay 

on her mom’s legs and stomach. The inside of the coffin is silky and padded, and the 

sound of dirt falling on the lid becomes the soft double beat of a distant heart.  

The beats grow thinner. Sophie’s mom pulls her up so their heads rest closer, and 

so she can whisper in Sophie’s ear that they should wait a few more minutes in silence, 

just lying together. And so they lie tangled in the confines of each other’s limbs, listening 

to the diminishment of the double beat. 

“Mommy, why’d you play a joke on everyone?” 

Her mom exhales one breath of laughter into Sophie’s hair. “Is that what your dad 

told you? He’s such a jerk. Now, don’t you listen to everything he says. Okay?” 

“Okay, Mommy.” 
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“I didn’t decide this joke. I had it chosen for me.” Sophie’s mom tightens the hug. 

“I know it may not make sense to you, but we can’t always choose the jokes that get 

played on us. Do you understand?” 

“Mmm-hmm.” 

“Mommy?” Sophie craned her head back until the top of it pressed on her mom’s 

chin. 

“Yes, dear.” 

“Daddy said you’re leaving us. Was he joking about that too?” 

“No, he’s not joking. God says I can’t stay with you any more.” 

“But why?” 

“Sophie, I don’t know why.” 

Sophie was scared to, but she had to ask, “Are you mad at me?” 

“No, honey. I love you. I do. I promise.” 

“Then why do you have to go? Why can’t you stay with me?”  

“It just doesn’t work that way sometimes.”  

“Why not? No one asked me if you could stay.” 

Sophie’s mom brought her lips down on Sophie’s head, and Sophie could feel 

from her mom’s lips the shape of each word on the top of her head. “I know, hon. But no 

one asked me either. Death is one of the hardest things to make sense of while you’re 

alive. Now I know that’s because leaving life is something humans can’t understand until 

they’ve experience it on both sides.” 
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No words come to Sophie’s tongue. She doesn’t totally understand, but she feels 

okay, because this time is just her time with her mom, and that’s enough. She feels her 

mom going to sleep, can feel her breathing. But when she first wonders if her mom’s still 

there, some of the worry comes back. She turns face-up and tries going to sleep too, but 

it’s too hot. She can’t get comfortable. The space is too small. She presses against the lid, 

but it won’t move. Her chest feels like it’s not getting any air. Sophie wants to feel for her 

mom, but she can’t get turned around. Or maybe she’s not in her mom’s coffin any more. 

Maybe Sophie’s in a coffin all her own. Maybe God’s playing a joke on her too, and her 

dad too. Maybe her dad’s buried in a grave next to her and mom. What if God is playing 

a joke on all of them at once? 

She listens closely, to the sound of the angels coming for her. Their swords are 

scraping in the dirt. Scrape and pause. Scrape and pause. Scrape and pause. They’re 

digging down so they can lift her up and carry her off. When they grab her, she’ll tell 

them not to forget her mom and dad. The digging swords stab deeper and deeper into the 

dirt. Sophie can hear them just above the coffin. And then one of the swords strikes.  

She can’t wait for them to get her out of here. Death is more anguish than she 

expected. Her lungs are struggling to absorb the thick air around her. She can’t stop 

rattling her knees on the coffin lid. Her chest burns like it has cracked open, with hot dust 

settling in the wound. Her heart beats like boiling water, exploding pieces at a time 

against the coffin lid. Strange light leaks in from the world above as the angels scrape 

their blades around the edges.  
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Sophie presses her palms against the coffin lid. Stale, dead air sinks from her 

torso as she sits up, rushing through the cool air. Dirt cascades into the box. She lurches 

for the breath that will fill her lungs with crisp, new air. The weight of the coffin lid 

comes off her hands and is flung aside.  

An angel appears in the brightness. He says, “Oh, thank God.” He reaches down 

to help her out. The angel is her dad. His face is damp with sweat and dirt, and it looks 

like he’s been crying.  

“I’m so glad you’re okay,” he says. 

Sophie’s legs are not ready to work just yet. She sits on the edge of the grave with 

her feet in the coffin. Looking like it could use a good kick, Sophie uses the side of her 

foot to send the flashlight across the coffin. 

“Ready to get out?” her dad asks. 

Sophie shakes her head no. Her heaving breath is on the mend. She lets go of her 

dad’s grip, using both hands to brace herself on the opposite edge of the grave.  

Her dad lowers his feet into the coffin to sit beside her. “You are okay, aren’t 

you?” 

She nods with eyes closed. 

“Wow,” he said. “That was not fun for me.” He kicked the far lip of the grave. 

“Was it fun for you?” 

Sophie raises an eyebrow. “Ha... ha,” she says, dusty and broken by lack of air. 

“Water?” her dad asks. 
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He gets a bottle from the truck. By the time he’s returned, she has managed to 

crawl out of the coffin. She sits upright holding her knees to drink the water.  

Her dad looks like he’s preparing to cover the coffin and shovel dirt on top of it 

when Sophie manages another word. “Wait,” she says. When he looks to see what she 

wants, she says, “Apron,” pointing at the coffin. 

Ron flips the coffin lid off and steps down in to get the apron. He leans pretty 

hard on the shovel handle stepping back out.  

“Gettin’ old? she manages. 

“Funny,” he says, helping her to her feet. 

Sophie reaches into her dad’s shirt pocket for the lighter and holds the apron over 

the open coffin. Fire gathers quickly up from the bottom edge of her mom’s apron. 

Sophie watches the flames as if listening, until her arm feels their direct heat. The 

burning fabric falls into a fiery pile on the bottom of the coffin.  

“Okay, now you can cover.” 

Ron nods with hesitation. He flips the lid roughly into place, and begins loading 

shovelfuls of loose dirt on top. Sophie watches each one, until the entire loose pile has 

been put back in place for the second time that day. 

Ron steps back. The burial plot finally makes him smile a bit—probably because 

now the two of them can get the hell out of here. But all of a sudden, he doesn’t seem in 

that much of a hurry.  

From the truck, Sophie looks long and hard at the dark, raised rectangle with 

lighter, harder stuff around it. Between she and it, she notices the light of the evening sun 
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at play in a crack on the windshield. Her dad’s sideways glance reveals some sense of 

acknowledgement, and his grin seems something of a mild explanation, but both fade 

nearly as quick as they’ve come. She needn’t ask about the crack. It makes sense to her, 

like the dirt caked on his forehead, the past in the context of the present. She looks 

forward, her grin fading in its own way.  

The evening sun shines red through the tree line as father and daughter drive on 

out of there. In the passenger-side mirror, Sophie watches dust swirling in the smooth 

evening light, the remembrance of going and coming back, all in one day’s light. 
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The falter of Iron Horse 

 

Olivia Strongfoot had a firm foothold in life, and there is no truer way to say it. 

She walked strong from childhood on, earning her Indian name at the young age of eight 

when her parents were killed alongside many of her Dakota people. Hers was the tribe 

whose warriors burned Fort Dawson to the ground because the U.S. Army refused to 

release the Dakota people held captive inside. Olivia was one of those who watched from 

inside as one flaming wall of the fort came down on some of the Army soldiers trying to 

defend the fort.  

Olivia’s people walked for a day and a half over frozen grass before the cavalry 

tracked them down. They heard the rumble of horses before they saw white men and 

horses charging down into a swale that has surely seen less recognized tales of 

bloodshed. Her father died of a gun shot as he ran with his bone-handled knife held high 

toward the bullet that pierced his lung, whereas Olivia’s mother died as a cornered animal 

dies protecting her young. The young Dakota girl felt her mother go limp on top of her. 

Olivia wriggled free, into the madness and the stench of the battlefield. Olivia walked 

through the labyrinth of rampant horse hooves trampling her people. She walked through 

the bent dead grass stalks misted with blood smacked from the flesh of Dakota and 

whites alike.



 

More than one Army soldier shot at Olivia as she walked off the bloody battle 

field. This is why the Dakota consider her a miracle. After taking the third shot at an 
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opponent, a Dakota warrior will assume some different means of attack, believing spirits 

have come to protect that opponent from gun fire. The U.S. Army, on the other hand, 

does not train its soldiers to consider the ways of battle spirits. Shots twilled into the 

rising swale on both sides of the young girl as she climbed up, over, and out of sight—

known ever since as Olivia Strongfoot. 

She was soon taken in by a white man named George Smith, whose wife had died 

the previous winter from fever. Smith had two sons, and needed all the domestic help he 

could get, so despite her being an Indian girl, he tried his best to raise Olivia a white 

daughter. He tried teaching her all sorts of things, including reading and writing, but after 

the murder of her parents, Olivia never spoke a word (nor is there evidence that she ever 

spoke a single lick of English in her entire life). In fact, for the longest time, Smith 

thought she was mute, until one day he struck her hard enough to get a sound out of her. 

No one knows exactly why or how it happened, but one day Olivia just up and wandered 

off George Smith’s land.  

The next anyone saw her was many, many years later. The young child had 

become a young woman whose teen years had filled her with scars and burns. It was also 

rumored she had miscarried a child. All this comes from the people who knew her best. 

Olivia took to living here on the outskirts of a town called Serenity, Utah. Everyone in 

town knew her in some sense or another, even though Olivia talked to no one.  
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One story the people of Serenity often tell newcomers is about the day George 

Smith came into town looking for his adopted daughter. People stopped their business 

and came out of their shops to watch Smith show his un-Christian side by beating Olivia 

in plain view of the whole town. But Smith got his right away, right back indeed. The 

young woman who had become herself in his absence suddenly regained her feet like a 

wrestled coyote. Out from under her clothes came one hand closed tight around the bone 

handle of a knife like her father’s. Once she was done slamming her fist against his nose, 

there was no need to sink the knife into his flesh. George Smith left town right then and 

there, and he never came back.  

Like many other desert towns west of the Rockies, Serenity is evidence of its 

founders’ meager building vision. The people of Serenity do not much mind though. 

What more do we need than simple wooden structures facing the dirt strips running 

through town. Anything else we might build in God’s name would never match Mount 

Union, His humbling reminder looming over the south edge of town. The solitary rock 

giant has its own legend. After making the mountain range on the horizon, He had one 

last glob of golden rock stuck to His fingertip, so with a Divine sense of humor and a 

flick of His finger, He flung the mountain drop loose, and it landed where it now exists as 

the monument of our town.  

Even a dishonest observer must admit that the mountain humbles all around it, 

including the train that comes sweeping around its base every Wednesday near twilight. 

With the train coming around the bend, fussing and hollering, spitting its own gray clouds 

into a sky of red brilliance and glowing pastels, the view from the train station is of such 
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beauty that even the Lord Himself would have trouble thinking He could have done 

better.  

I guess it was about eleven years ago this week that some of us awaited the 

weekly train as usual. The sky and mountain too were being painted as usual in the 

beautiful light of sunset. The screeching whistle called out and the train came around the 

bend. It seemed like any ordinary approach, until I saw Olivia running toward it, 

shrinking smaller and smaller the farther she ran, especially with the golden glow of 

Mount Union there to put her to size. I cannot say that was all there was to measure her 

though. She ran so fast that her dress swung up around her legs. She looked big for her 

size.  

The conductor must have seen her coming. He blew the train whistle more than he 

normally did coming to a stop. In fact, he pulled the whistle so much that he got all of us 

wondering what exactly was wrong with her. Some of us standing at the station began 

asking each other what Olivia was doing. If there was anyone still sitting down when we 

first noticed her, they did not remain seated for very long. Who knows what sort of 

destruction she had in mind when she stepped between the iron rails. All any of us could 

figure is that sometimes life goes too far, and maybe Olivia figured it needed a lesson in 

how far we are willing to go too. I only know I sensed the wildness in her act. As the 

train grew closer, its wheels squealing full on, she never flinched one stride, always 

running to meet it with that knife of hers held high above her head.  

Old man de Camp could not continue watching. He shook his head in disapproval, 

pacing back and forth, only checking every few seconds to see if Olivia had wised up. I 
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could not stop being scared for her either, but I had to watch. Breaks in the conductor’s 

pleading whistle cries gave space to the young Dakota woman’s rattling cry. I remember 

thinking it sounded like she was going into death as a baby enters life.  

For a split second, when she brought her knife down between the grate on the 

front of the train, I thought I might actually see the Iron Horse bunch up and leave the 

tracks in a pile of itself. But after she had disappeared underneath the front of the train, I 

looked around at the way none of us knew what to do next. For that moment at least, she 

had everyone’s attention.  

To this day, the train brings dozens of newcomers each week. Some stay, while 

others are just passing through, and every once in a while, one of the new arrivals steps 

down from the train with one thing on his tongue. He wants to hear about the crazy 

woman who thought she could stop the train. On the chance they ask me or someone else 

who was actually at the station the night Olivia Strongfoot challenged the Iron Horse, 

generally the inquirer does not get the answer he was hoping for, because those of us who 

watched the encounter first tell how afterward we all stood in silence as the train pulled 

into the station. Some then explain that the town sheriff and his men retrieved Olivia 

from the tracks for a proper burial, and there are yet fewer of us who keep the whole 

story alive. We are those who never forget to mention that the crickets held their silence 

straight through the night, and the coyotes never stopped singing. 

 

THE END 
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Clusterfuck in the diamond 

 

A product of his own dreams and good looks, Roger Tudeck married young, 

pretty, and often, his wives trading him as often as his baseball teams. No doubt, both 

groups remember him with the same occasional fondness for his ability to become the 

winning center of the most amazing fluke moments when they mattered least. It was one 

such misty day, during his O’s era, that Tudeck took the day’s first at-bat against Jules 

Relish, one of the great starting pitchers in A’s history.  

Unfortunately for Relish, the players backing him in the field were “The Lazy A’s 

of 2014,” arguably the saddest batch of gloves ever to have shamed baseball. It’s a 

widely accepted miracle that the Lazy A’s do not hold the record for worst team fielding 

in a season—something baseball historians attribute to lucky scheduling that summer. 

As Tudeck stepped up to the plate, Relish admits thinking he was a joke. “He 

looked so clumsy holding the bat like a loaf of French bread. I could’ve just as easily 

beaned his dumb ass. I really thought about it too. But generally, I try to push those 

thoughts aside. For Tudeck’s sake, I ended up pitching one of the famous sliders in 

baseball history.”  

Tudeck swung much too hard, harder than his ability allowed. In fact, he’s lucky 

he didn’t make full contact, or he might have hurt himself. Instead, his top hand slipped 

off the bat. Only by sheer luck did he manage to clip the incoming pitch. The ball popped



 

off the end of his bat with such screwball spin that the Lazy A’s first baseman, Willy 

Sangria, misjudged its bounce by more than four feet. Sangria redirected his glove, but 
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the loose ball plunked past, taking its second bounce off the back corner of the first base 

bag. Replay after replay showed the ball just clipping the back corner on the foul side. 

One more rubber band inside that ball, and it would’ve gone foul.  

Relish’s fielders looked like a pool full of otters out there trying to put the fluke 

ball between Tudeck and a base. The Lazy A’s second baseman, Ashton Sizzlechest, 

recalls the throw coming from right fielder, Jose Gastron. “I was expecting the baseball to 

come to me. Instead, it died in the grass ten feet away, and just as I was wondering what 

the hell Jose did to the ball, Tudeck came sliding into base and dug his frickin’ cleat into 

my calf. Of course, that asshole just got right back up and made for third base.” 

Tudeck was halfway to third before Sizzlechest had limped far enough to retrieve 

Gastron’s gimpy throw, at which point Sizzlechest made his own gimpy throw (which he 

blames on his bleeding leg). It would be an exaggeration to say the throw went halfway 

between third base and left field, so let it be exaggerated then. Of course, Tudeck saw the 

crappy throw go way, way off its mark. He didn’t even look for a signal from the third 

base coach. He was going home either way.  

The only self-redeeming player on the 2014 Lazy A’s roster was one-handed 

shortstop, Sean “Shorty” McWittleguy. Knowing Tudeck would easily round third, 

Shorty realized the play was rapidly reaching critical mass: “I knew there was a good 

chance Sizzlechest would miss his mark, so before he even threw, I was running toward 

third, hoping to intercept. But even I was not ready for a throw that miserable. I mean, it 
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must’ve been twenty feet wide. I quickly realized of there was a play to be made, I would 

single-handedly be making it. I have no reservations this late in life. The Lazy A’s were a 

useless bunch of ass-clowns that happened to be my team. I mean, just look at the 

replays. Sizzlechest’s limping around like his leg was amputated. Sangria watches from 

his ridiculous ready stance near first—as if the play’s gonna come back his way. God 

knows the helplessness Gastron and [center fielder Marcus] Tatts felt watching the 

clusterfuck in the diamond. The way things were going, you’d think Relish would’ve run 

to cover home plate. No, he’s crouched on the mound—probably wondering how 

Tudeck, of all batters, got a piece of his perfect slider.”  

Third baseman Wayne Koff and left fielder Jack Vandesack also made for 

Sizzlechest’s misthrown ball, but Shorty called them off as if it were a fly ball. “All I 

needed was for the “Big Cheese” [Lazy A’s catcher Darryl Cheddar] to hold onto the 

ball.” And so, with his right hand wrapped around the ball, McWittleguy put more than 

the patented “Shorty” speed into his throw, and the ball whistled home.  

Tudeck was most of the way home when he made the fatal mistake. He tried to 

look backwards at a crucial moment. Of course, he tripped, and his run home became 

more of a stumble, his feet dragging headlong toward home plate, where Cheddar waited 

with glove extended for the incoming throw.  

The steaming ball nipped Tudeck’s shoulder, but to hear him tell it, the ball gave 

him just enough incentive to lean beyond his chaotic stumble and into a flailing dive. And 

while Tudeck’s shoulder did little to slow Shorty’s throw, it did redirect it.  
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The refracted baseball struck Cheddar square in the face mask, rattling his cage 

something fierce. Cheddar struggled to regain his composure, bobbling the ball between 

his bare hand and his breast plate, glove hovering beneath. When he finally had the loose 

ball stuffed tight in his glove, Tudeck came sinking through the air in front of him. 

Cheddar reached for Tudeck’s helmet, missing contact only by as much as Tudeck sank 

under his reach.  

Who’s to say what constitutes a good slide, for sliding is as much a matter of 

function as form.  Regardless, Tudeck’s slide was arguably the ugliest in baseball history, 

more a bounce than a slide. Without the second bounce, his fingertips might not have 

reached home plate.  

Tudeck claims Cheddar made contact a half-second later. The two men held their 

pose, Cheddar with his glove pressed down on Tudeck’s wrist, as if catcher were 

fingerprinting base runner on home plate, their heads turned for verdict from veteran 

home plate umpire, Bobby Krasden.  

Krasden recalls the moment. “I knew ahead of time it would be a close one, so I 

prepared myself accordingly—and still, it was almost too close to call. But what few 

people know about us umpires is that we have an instinct that takes over, letting us divine 

the truth about most plays. I let that instinct take over, and somehow I just knew Roger’s 

fingertips made contact with home plate before Darryl’s glove touched his wrists.” 

Replay after replay confirm Krasden’s umpiric instincts. 

With the luck and victory of the play on his side, Roger Tudeck stood to celebrate 

his inside-the-park homerun by taunting the ashamed home crowd. If only the momentum 
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of such moments lasted, for the home crowd would get their revenge. Tudeck’s was the 

only run for the O’s that game, so despite racking up four errors on one play, the Lazy 

A’s sluggers did the job right off their bats, blasting balls from three different O’s 

pitchers for an 8-1 win. Yet Tudeck’s fluke play survives as the highlight that day, 

surviving baseball history as one of the most commonly retold plays. The baseball history 

books name it differently, but players and fans alike lean toward Sean “Shorty” 

McWittleguy’s words, calling it “The Lazy A’s Clusterfuck in the Diamond.” 
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Letter to my son or daughter 

 

I’m told your eyes and ears moved into place several months ago, and your chin 

rests less on your chest. Earlier today, your mother and I were on our way to the bank 

when a diseased man robbed us. I’ve never been a strong man, but because you were 

there, I took control. When he swung the gun in your direction, I told him new laws 

would try him for her death and yours, accident or not. He was a sick man, but he still 

had some place in him where that made sense.  

He pointed the gun in my direction and asked for all our money. The deposit 

envelope came slowly out of my pocket, but the sight of it angered me. That money was 

for you, for all of us. I didn’t want this ugly man to have it, not even a twenty. When I 

saw my chance, I went for the gun. It seemed the easiest way to get things over with. I 

yanked it down and away from you and your mother. The man fired two shots, maybe 

three. I hardly remember hitting him so many times, but your mother says it was half a 

dozen or more before I followed him to the ground and kept swinging. When his nose 

wasn’t a nose anymore, I pried the gun loose and took full possession.  

I hope I blocked some of the sound of the gun shots. No doubt, you heard them, 

and although you didn’t witness the fight, your mother saw it all. Whatever shock she felt 

crystallized inside her, and you were dusted in it. I am sorry for that. I want you to shake



 

them loose. Kick and swing your arms until they’re all gone. You don’t need to bring 

those with you, or even consider them. Let her remove them with her own waste.  
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It’s not all bad out here, I promise, but that feeling and those sounds do happen to 

good people. Try to put it off as long as you can, but whenever you’re ready, you just 

come on out. I know this world has something decent for you. 
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(wo-)man-i-fes-to(-mb) 

 

when our server comes to take our orders i flirt with her the whole time my mother 

doesn-t seem to notice but my father is visibly upset too bad for him his beliefs are his 

own problem if they upset him so much perhaps he should consider removing his head 

from his own ass in a world where everyone is happy i would be happy but i know 

utopias can-t exist instead we complain about our burgers not coming the way we ask for 

them my father orders his burger without onions stressing the fact twice so he can throw a 

tantrum and have a reason to tip less when his burger comes with onions which he-ll 

scrape into a pile of unwanted things to regard as trash before it-s trash those unwanted 

onions would mean a lot to the hungry around the world so sam what now my parents ask 

i-ve had my bachelor-s degree about one hour and already the conversation turns into a 

status report on what progress i-ve made toward getting a good job so i can establish a 

credit rating and work a full life before retiring my way into the twilight of the american 

dream whether i share this dream or not is not up for discussion so i keep it to myself that 

i-m weighing my options still the conversation goes on around me as if i were 

participating the whole time i grow more angry about having to negotiate my future with 

my parents who could just as easily pay attention to their own futures i know i have my 

own plan so just as i-ve done many times before i pretend to listen to wise parental 

philosophy about what is the best way to get a job or two a family and a house or two and



 

be just like everyone else for the rest of my life when in fact i-m blatantly giving the hey-

you-wanna-go-do-it eyes to this guy I hooked up with once or twice who sits with his 
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family a few tables away (probably getting the same reality talk as me) my parents tell 

me i need to plan my future because they didn-t plan theirs as well as they-d have liked so 

i should learn from their mistakes because now they-re one-hundred-thousand in debt 

from the loans they took out so i could go to school even though i told them i just wanted 

to go to the community college and get an associate-s degree to which they replied that a 

cheap degree means a cheap job after graduation which sounded alright to me but they 

had different plans for the shape of my future they wanted me to come out of college like 

a screaming bullet and blast through a whole line of job applicants to get the perfect job 

so i could help them pay back all the school loans i didn-t want them to take in the first 

place i already know life does not go according to plan on this we agree but from here on 

we split i say just live simply adapt as you need while they say it-s better to build a huge 

unstable platform from which it is possible to get a shaky view of the future so you can 

predict the surprise attacks life will throw at you which is when i tell them surprise 

attacks are called surprises because you don-t see them coming it seems more beneficial 

to stay loose so you-re more capable of reacting to surprises but they insist on and on that 

it-s better to force your future than to live naturally into one which is when i stop 

listening altogether because right at this moment all i can think about is my hook-up 

friend making his way into my future if you know what i mean our food arrives and my 

father instantly lifts the top of his bun so he can complain that he asked for his burger 

without onions the server offers to bring a new burger but my father refuses so he can 
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continue to be dis-satisfied when the bill comes i-ll side with the server if a discussion 

comes up and not just because she-s hot but because i-ve worked food service and i know 

how much it sucks getting paid a handful of loose change per hour to serve assholes who-

ve never once waited on people like themselves and who tip well below their means 

because they believe servers should get different jobs as if better jobs are being handed 

out somewhere if these assholes put just one more second of thought into their 

philosophies they-d see how completely short-sighted they are some customers don-t 

have a clue what-s involved in serving so they take their ignorance out on their servers 

when the fact is that there are so many servers which lets greedy customers believe 

servers are disposable people what better reason to tip them less apparently i was home 

sick from elementary school the week everyone else was taught an addendum to the 

golden rule i learned slow and painful that the rude and rich get to choose the balance 

between screwing and not screwing the poor while the poor and polite must continue to 

follow the golden rule if they know what-s best for them they should not be so animalistic 

treating each other like obstacles instead the poor and polite should do more charity work 

rather than being so damn selfish all the time the rude and rich deserve everything they 

have because they took it fair and square according to man-s laws the only way the rest of 

us will ever get there is by learning that we-re not animals only then can we be rich 

except for the small fact that only so much money exists the polite and poor maintain the 

debt so the rude and rich can feed off that debt and live their american dreams my father 

and hoarding customers like him are doing our server a favor by reminding her that it-s a 

struggle to the top she-ll have to fight her way out of poverty if she really wants an 
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american dream meanwhile he-ll go on thinking her poverty is her own fault as he makes 

her poorer by wasting her time demanding excellent service for next-to-no tip so she-ll 

learn to lift the bun of every burger that comes off the grill how else can she learn to 

mistrust the cook by cross-checking the food he places on the order window with the 

extra set of order notes she scribbled out before handing the one and only ticket over to 

him really our server acts as spokesperson for her section of the restaurant as a 

spokesperson for the poor she should always act grateful since not everyone can live 

american dreams at once the poor and in-debt should remember to stay poor and indebted 

to the rich because that is what we would want them to do for us if the roles were 

reversed the spokespeople of the rich are in charge for they once more decide the balance 

of when it is okay to be an animal and when it-s just business they have determined that 

pretend equality is better than the state of nature because it keeps us all in limbo like in 

nature but keeps the rules of getting ahead hazy enough that it is easier to teach everyone 

to be good so some remain easy prey our capitalist society allows a survival of the fittest 

approach to economy because it promotes fierce competition but in a simple turn of the 

face the spokespeople of the rich will remind the poor that we are not actually animals 

and should put the needs of others ahead of our own survival of the fittest is just a figure 

of speech the spokesmen-ll say thoroughly confusing the poor who struggle to survive 

their own circumstances for the poor survival of the fittest is no figure of speech it-s 

reality the truth of the matter is there is no longer actual truth there is only what the 

spokesmen of the rich decide is the truth if the natural earth comes to an end these 

spokesmen of the rich will act as bouncers at the bio-dome door deciding who is worthy 
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of entry they determine this using sub-texts to decide who among us are smarter than the 

other animals the state of nature makes conflict easy to decide if some animal comes 

along and finds me eating my kill i either harm the encroaching animal defending what’s 

mine or i get injured myself there is no middle ground whereas a rich man can swoop in 

and claim his right to my kill because he has more money than i do and then i just accept 

the fact as fair when it-s not the state of nature that is not fair whatever it is we live by 

today is neither fair nor simple now survival is based on how well one trips another 

member of the herd without making it look intentional who knows in the complicated 

world of the bio-dome future a rich man may prefer to have poor people around him 

because they will be thankful only to have been admitted to the bio-dome yet they will 

also be easy for him to control i don-t know for sure who the rich man will have his 

spokesmen admit because i can-t necessarily think like him my academic advisor must 

have just been pushing me on through when i defended my final research project because 

she approved me for graduation she probably thought i would recognize the favor she 

was doing me even though i didn-t care what she did with me i might be more thankful 

now if she had held me back it might have made the school look as incomplete as it is i 

didn-t really want to walk during my graduation but my parents insisted that i celebrate 

my big day not feeling the need to argue i shook hands with the dean and received my 

admission ticket to corporate america with the crowd clapping politely because what else 

are you supposed to do for someone on graduation day i-d never met the dean under his 

gray hair he wore a smile like we were best friends i also noticed that desperate twitch in 

his eyes that men get when they try to hide their desire for some man-handle inside them 
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they pretend they don-t want it and couldn-t possibly need it makes no difference to me 

his frustrated life is his own i know i will live a life of debt anyway (like the sun rises 

each day) but i hide this plan from my parents who want me to live the american dream 

of having back-up plans to cover myself by ensuring that others remain in debt so i may 

succeed of course none of this is official jargon passed on by the spokesmen of the rich 

our server brings the bill and i feign taking hold of it a few times so she-ll make eye 

contact with me when she leaves i pass it to my dad who jokes maybe i should pay it now 

that i-m a college graduate he is not very happy when i say loudly i-m a communist and 

explain that the bill is as much mine as it is everyone else-s my dad thinks all commies 

are gay hippies and my mom disapproves of my jokes because they remind her how 

different i am from those crystallized kids on the brady bunch my spirit simply demands 

more than to be owned and controlled as one more part of the collective consciousness 

during my last meeting ever with my academic advisor she told me my research project 

was not up to par with current research i reminded her i was an undergrad and had not yet 

experienced a career in biology she did not care for my attitude and never really liked me 

because she couldn-t figure me out had there been another choice for advisors i would-ve 

chosen someone softer but all the other professors at my university were like her all 

having dedicated themselves to one head-first life-long plunge through academia to get as 

far as they can before death the advisor i got stuck with prefers students she can relate to 

through science whereas evolutionary biology means something different to me i like 

learning about my cosmological past which my advisor considered a waste of her time 

biologists are supposed to use evolution as nothing more than a stepping stone into the 
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past for confirming or debunking theories about the history of species to me anything 

seems possible even those things dis-proved by experiment there-s always a possibility 

that the experiment didn-t take something into account this is woven into the very 

foundation of scientific theory yet scientists seem to talk as if things can be proven one-

hundred percent i focus on the reverse concept which makes me a terrible scientist in the 

eyes of academia i-m supposed to receive a professor-s teachings because they have been 

all-but-proven by previous scientists my job as student was to duplicate on exams what 

was being taught in classes i am now to carry this information out into the job market 

where I should do the same old goddamn thing all day every day continuing not to 

change until retirement on the way out of the restaurant i slip our server a few extra 

dollars and a scrap of paper with my cell number she seems uncomfortable with the 

exchange i don-t know if it-s taking more money with my father peering over my 

shoulder or if the phone number made her uncomfortable she is extremely hot so i may 

have embarrassed her with the phone number but i think it-s the money she probably 

thinks i-m trying to pay her to go on a date with me we-re already outside when this last 

thought occurs to me i just hope she can see me as more than that my parents walk fast 

ahead of me to the car like i-ve got some disease i-m glad my mom doesn-t offer me the 

front seat i just want to sink into the back seat and disappear from their world for a bit it-s 

not easy having so much extra perspective on the world one of the last electives i took 

was a creative writing workshop my least favorite thing to hear in class was that 

something in my story could never happen those brainwashed completely by science and 

reason must think they somehow control art simply by drawing attention to the ways 
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science and reason can trump fiction with one simple lick of the tongue it-s much easier 

to bounce details off one set of standards than it is to expand on that set by considering 

infinite possibilities at the same time opinions of what is widely accepted flourish in 

workshop people head straight for biblical allusions in fiction despite having just 

complained that my story strayed from empirical reality they do not see the bible for what 

it is (the most widely read piece of fiction ever written) yet people in class use it as if it 

were scientific evidence for validating a work of art the true ugliness of the bible is that it 

reinforces the same old droning it takes no interest in the world as something capable of 

change just like academia it teaches us to learn what it wants us to learn based on its own 

self which is why academic material is so difficult to learn none of it is essential 

information and ignores nature-s teachings that what we really need to know is what we 

feel if there is one thing i learned from college it is how to reinforce my own opinions to 

keep quiet until others think they have me convinced i just listen as their argument 

missiles come and land in my country getting a college education is like joining the 

american military students learn to fling academic missiles and bullets as phallic 

exclamations and imperatives even though the act serves no real benefit to those 

receiving what a soldier-student tries to force into your mind in america there must 

always be a winner and no one wins if we only engage in friendly academic discussions 

whereas in arguments-as-battles there can be only one winner so let it be known that you 

can-t change a would-be persuader-s mind unless you assume h(-is)(-er) methods and 

out-brute-force h(-im)(-er) otherwise just pretend to listen even though you care nothing 

about what they have to say eventually they-ll think they have changed your mind they 
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only want you to be an extension of them of course don-t just take my word for it because 

then i-m the soldier and you-re the deceased with knowledge crammed into your rotting 

head unfortunately academia doesn-t reply only on the creation of soldier-students the 

knowledge already comes pre-packaged in specialized compartments each academic 

department feels it must gaze through microscopes to learn more by examining only one 

fraction of the overall spectrum all fields of study isolate themselves because this is what 

college teaches we must figure out which compartment we like most while we take quick 

tours through the others our money and time depend on the velocity we use to get degrees 

most often this velocity takes the form of a spear straight and piercing the classes are like 

animals we spear along the way carrying all subjects on one spear that represents the 

fixed, dead knowledge we have gained in the form of a specialized degree which is really 

just a spear full of dead stuff meanwhile a true-r form of learning proceeds without us in 

circular motion because we-ve only learned how to know something to death so we can 

fill our spears if we want to learn more then we grab a new spear and start filling it with 

new deaths the absurd notion that one last academic thrust will propel the human mind 

through the rest of life is phallic nonsense learning is an ongoing circular process that 

allows re-invention of the world we have lost faith in our abilities to re-adapt to what we 

are continually adapting to anyway we have forgotten how to real-ize new connections 

we have evolution all around us to remind us that the present is an ongoing experiment if 

we focus only on our feet while the earth continues turning and time continues flowing 

then we-re missing reality which happens right now in the here and keeps on happening 

as we look at our feet an accountant can crunch numbers all day but if the accountant 
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can-t understand the philosopher and thinks the philosopher has got all of philosophy 

taken care of then the accountant has no input regarding the philosophy of everyone-s 

existence we need to be more than just distant resources for hire we need to keep enough 

of each other in mind to understand others on a regular basis at the rate we-re going 

pretty soon we-ll be too specialized that we-ll all speak in knowledge-specific dialect so 

fine-tuned that we won-t even be able to order coffee without the baristas feeling their 

coffee knowledge places them in a different existence from non-baristas the last story i 

turned in for workshop was not received well to say the least i based it on one of my 

dreams i was in a void in front of a yin-yang that spun like a flipped coin slowly un-

rotating in front of me when it stopped i tightrope-walked along the curved dividing line 

in the middle wondering if one side was more right than the other the character in my 

story becomes fascinated with the symbol seeing evidence of it everywhere my 

classmates hated the story i don-t think one person said a single valuable thing about it 

one girl-s comments against my story were like are you kidding i mean are you serious 

do you know what i mean and some other asshole commented that it was a postmodern 

exploration of retro-romanticism whatever the fuck that means even micah (the shy guy i 

wouldn-t mind having a good shag with and who would probably come see about me if 

he didn-t let himself listen to what others think) was putting out vibes like he wanted to 

give my story a genuine compliment when everyone else-s negative energy fucked his 

words back into the corner all over the room comments felt fucked into place by the 

roundtable of fencing cocks i stopped listening when nothing new was being said so i 

diverted my attention to the plump erections on their foreheads they stabbed these head-
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cocks through the air to jab their arguments into place and instead of making clucking 

noises they blurted out fuck each time their heads bobbed even the professor was fuck-ing 

along with everyone else i-m not a fighter so i slid into a pile of myself under the table 

once they were done fucking my story to death they started having a mind orgy with the 

other stories for the day faking their enjoyment of the works so i-d hear them and think 

mine was worthless comparatively but they were only kidding themselves i-m one for 

only so much predictable and well-planned structure you know boy-meets-girl-in-a-club-

and-then-nothing-else-happens-until-boy-kisses-girl so crawled out from under the table 

and left class early let them dip their bread sandwich compliments in each other-s bland 

stew while i go wandering in search of something new the good stuff in a story draft is 

like those fringes from tearing the pages out of the notebook we-re asked to remove the 

good stuff so our stories conform to the pile while others call it creative writing i call it 

cremative writing because it teaches us to sacrifice the parts of us that are alive 

independent of everyone else-s needs (the way i see it better to think in circles and walk 

in spirals) most of those who have read this far probably recognize the world for what it 

could be rather than what it is right now these people won-t care what i say because to 

them the argument has to lead somewhere in a straight line rather than continuously re-

looking at the un-ordered whole we can compartmentalize the three dimensions of space 

according to what we see hear smell taste and touch yet we-re at a loss for explaining the 

fourth dimension we might sense and experience the breathing of the universe but instead 

we hear and see the flat ticking of a clock we-re no different than if society had moved on 

thinking the world is flat the only thing that really matters is the present which shows us 
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that the world is round just stop right this moment and look around (the clue is in looking 

a-round) regardless of what science and reason have told us about the earth being nearly 

spherical in shape at first glance the world sure looks flat as my dad drives us home the 

earth is flat enough for the car tires to roll over and flat enough to set wall of shops and 

plazas along both sides of the road but the earth is only flat if you look directly at your 

feet the wheels on a car are designed to overcome flatness as my dad drives through open 

areas where i can have a different look i see all around me a round horizon that moves 

with me infinitely the space my dad drives through seems fixed and the time moving 

along with me seems to flow on in one linear direction with my life as compartment on 

the overall line (measuring from my birth to my death) while another way of seeing the 

exact same timespace is that reality is round and time flows in circles or maybe epicycles 

on larger orbits which might themselves be epicycles of larger orbits and so on such 

cosmic structuring allows better adaptation to the present by rounding the edges better to 

move in spirals than stand still looking at our feet through microscopes still we don-t care 

that less and less we ask the question of what we-re all doing here instead we fret over 

books and loans when we could be lying on our backs with our eyes to the stars where we 

first looked for answers if we look up at the sky long enough we-ll experience the 

moments where the past intersects the future those moments are called the infinite present 

we could have an academy where all students spin clay pots to think and hike mountains 

to learn but there-s a hierarchy in place to prevent dis-organized learning because these 

actions don-t make money or produce debt so they can-t guarantee that we-ll need to 

succeed in our world success equals money if we learn to succeed without money then 
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we would have no need to depend on the rich who depend on our debt this new world i 

speak of sounds like a world where all are equal which doesn-t seem likely in a world 

where everyone is happy I would be happy but i-m not and they-re not so until utopia 

falls into place i-ll continue walking the wavy boundary between dark and light deriving 

my inspiration from life as an infinity between birth and death no more fakeness about 

living this life like it-s got a deadline because this life is not about planning for a 

compartment we call the afterlife i won-t be compartmentalizing any possibilities in this 

life or any other my thanks to the academy for deterring me in the right direction which is 

no direction in particular just bouncing downstream a decomposing leaf  
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The case of the Nacirema v. Joe Q. Patriot (& the Other Guy)  

 

Prohibition goes beyond the bounds of reason in that it attempts to control a man’s 

appetite by legislation, and makes a crime out of things that are not crimes. 

— Abraham Lincoln  

Whatever affects one directly, affects all indirectly. 

— Martin Luther King, Jr. 

 

–– Act I –– 

Questing for Smoke = Breaking the Law:  

Man and his Laws v. Nature and Hers 

NARRATOR: I must’ve wandered the Southend dorm all night with a wine bottle 

in my hand. It’s a wonder campus police didn’t bust me. Rules are rules, right? I’m old 

enough that the country says I can drink, but the campus says no glass bottles—even if 

you’re over 21. I’m old enough. I’m an alumnus. 

I still carry my expired student ID which could work at a glance, but I’m not 

expecting trouble. I lived on campus all four years, so security is used to seeing my face. 

It’s that kind of college where everyone recognizes everyone else, and I’m especially 

recognizable: one of the few black students to have ever walked those properties. If you 

went to a mostly-white school, you knew of someone like me. The college makes sure we



 

end up on the brochure cover. My freshman year they asked me to pose for a 

“spontaneous” picture. You know, just me and all my interracial friends smiling and 
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having a grand time on the sunshiney steps of Old Bailey Hall. Well, once was enough. I 

didn’t fall for that shit again. I let my hair grow into wild, unsuitable “brochure material.” 

At first, my quest for smoke in the Southend dorm was looking like a failed one. 

Holla said he was fresh out. I went up the back stairs to Psilly’s, but she’d been dry for 

days. Crossing the building offered one last opportunity, but even Rezin left but a little 

hope. I even thought about trying one of the freshman dorms. On rare occasions, weed 

can be difficult to find. I mean it’s not like I was trying to find shrooms or anything. All I 

wanted was some celebratory kind bud, something for my sister’s graduation. I was 

driving up a few days before the big day so she and I could have some fun before the 

parental units arrived. Man, I was so proud of her, getting a B.S. in Physics magna cum 

laude, and with plans for graduate studies in the fall.  

My only counter-argument is that physics can get you work, but it can’t get you 

cosmic influence. I’m still glad I chose philosophy. Philosophy can get you whatever you 

want. Just not in this life. 

Eventually I decided to give up until morning when I could place some calls 

outside town. I found a loud room and hung out for a while to observe. Alcohol’s an ugly 

drug in excess, which is the only way freshmen understand it. Some torched fool crawled 

under the desk as if no one could see, hear, or fuckin’ smell him retching in the trash can. 

Soon his girlfriend joined him. When they’re both done puking, they start making out, 

tasting each other’s vomit. Drunk freshmen.  
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I left the last room when I got a call from Rezin. In his room, he: 

1. went to the dial safe under his desk and tossed me a freezer bag within a freezer 

bag within a freezer bag; 

2. told me all about his new system where he didn’t touch the product (“If someone 

busts in, you’re the one holding them,” he said. I didn’t see the point in telling 

him the drugs were still in his room)… 

 … so I: 

1. grabbed the old-fashioned double-platform scale and cheap folding-top baggies 

from underneath his roommate’s bed; 

2. unpacked the center freezer bag and took out a meaty handful of weed, adding 

buds to the cup until I found the balance with a one-ounce weight; 

3. paid the man and left. 

I wonder how pissed Rez was when he found my wine bottle still in his room.  

At home, my place looked empty. The living room table was covered with bent 

beer cans. The whole place smelled like the chain of ashtrays on the mantle. I just wanted 

to make it up the creaky stairs and into my bedroom without waking the roommates.  

It’s important to control the roommate situation, especially when it comes to 

weed. I live with some lazy-ass scavengers who consider rent a lesser priority than 

partying, so I keep my stuff well hidden. Plus it’s just good practice for when the power-

hungry cop dogs show up on a noise complaint and feel they can go wherever their noses 

take them. For this reason, I keep a small lockbox hidden in my room. I’m pretty sure I 
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still have a few Constitutional rights, and the private matters of my lockbox should still 

be among them. 

In my room,  

I locked up the new stash, but left out the remainder of my months-old stash. It 

looked pretty dry, but crumbled up nicely it would be one and a half reasonable joints. I 

also left out some uneaten mushroom dust from a recent trip. All of that went into the 

smaller of the two joints.  

The fatigue of the evening still had not set in, despite not knowing sleep since I’d 

woken for work nearly twenty-four hours earlier. Sometimes I get that way near the 

Saturday sunrise, so with mushroom joint lit and dawn soon to break, I stepped outside 

for an experience. 

If the thought of this scares you, people like me being out there high on weed and 

shrooms, then call me an idiot and skip ahead to Act II for instant gratification and 

confirmation of your moral beliefs. Or if you’re simply ready to judge me, then skip to 

Act IV. But if you’re wondering how a true American patriot considers the freedoms we 

no longer have, then please read on. Or you can just come to understand it all once the 

moral crusaders put one of your personal decisions in the spotlight.  

 

–– Act III.i –– 

Self-Affirmation, Meet Humility: 

The Legislative Branch v. the People of Civil Resistance 
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NARRATOR: When I came out of sleep, I wasn’t quite sure what time it was. My 

sleep felt like one of those naps that could’ve been thirty minutes or several hours. As 

soon as I opened my eyes, all of my muscles hurt. Oh yeah. The tasing. Perhaps it was 

that, or the drugs, but the world looked ugly. Dull cement, like a burial vault, dilated my 

soul. In the cool emptiness, my ears played the solemn echo of a town clock striking on 

the cell walls. 

HENRY: Good day, friend. 

NARRATOR: I turned to see who had arrived, and the chimes continued, as if 

continuing to announce Henry’s presence. 

ME: Hey. You’re Henry David Thoreau. 

HENRY: Close. I am Henry David Thor-eau, a more thorough man that the one of which 

you speak. But who am I to put words in your mouth. If a man does not keep pace with 

his companions, perhaps it is because he hears a different drummer. Let him step to the 

music which he hears, however measured or far away.i 

NARRATOR: Clomp. Clomp. Clomp went the jail guard’s bootsteps clomping 

down the hall. 

JAIL GUARD: Hey, you. Stop making that noise. 

NARRATOR: Neither Henry nor I said a word, and the clock continued chiming. 

Then came the rattle-rattle-rattle-rattle of the jail guard’s nightstick rattling on the jail cell 

door. 

JAIL GUARD: Stop what you’re doing or I’ll send you to Gitmo. 

 
i Henry David Thoreau, Walden, in Walden and Civil Disobedience (ed. Paul Lauter, 

Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 2000), 259. 
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NARRATOR: The twelfth chime was the last anyway. 

JAIL GUARD: That’s right. I’d better not hear it again. 

NARRATOR: Clomp, clomp, clomp went the jail guard’s bootsteps fading down 

the hall—with the lasting echo of the final bell toll right on his heels. 

ME: What’re you doing here? 

HENRY: I was put into jail as I was going to the shoemaker’s to get a shoe which was 

mended.ii 

ME: I know. But that was like two-hundred years ago. And the charge wasn’t illicit shoe 

mending. It was tax evasion. 

HENRY: I evaded nothing. ‘Twas the government should have avoided me. But, 

wherever a man goes, men will pursue and paw him with their “dirty” institutions, and, if 

they can, constrain him to belong to their desperate odd-fellow society. It is true, I might 

have resisted forcibly with more or less effect, might have run “amok” against society; 

but I preferred that society should run “amok” against me, it being the desperate party. 

However, I was released the next day, obtained my mended shoe, and returned to the 

woods in season to get my dinner of huckleberries on Fair-Haven Hill.iii  

ME: I know. I’ve read Walden many times. 

HENRY: But I own nearly all published copies. 

 
ii Henry David Thoreau, “Civil Disobedience,” in Walden and Civil Disobedience (ed. 

Paul Lauter, Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 2000), 32. 
iii Thoreau, Walden, 156. 
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ME: Not anymore. Walden is now a staple in the modern literary canon, and 

‘Civil Disobedience’ comes with just about every copy. You’re read all over the world, 

buddy. 

HENRY [grinning]: Really? Well, I always knew someday— Wait one moment, friend. 

What is this other work you claim I wrote? Something about disobedience? 

ME: Yeah. ‘Civil Disobedience.’ 

HENRY: I never penned a work by this name. 

ME [smiling]: Oh, okay. 

HENRY: I should think I know better than you the breadth of my own works. I wrote no 

such work! 

ME: Of course you did. I guess if you want to get picky it’s called ‘On the Duty 

of Civil Disobedience.’ 

HENRY: Sir, I doth protest! I have written and presented—twice!—on a topic of a 

similar nature, but that essay was entitled ‘Resistance to Civil Government.’ 

ME: Oh. That’s right. I, uhh... have some bad news about that. ‘Resistance to 

Civil Government’ was posthumously renamed.  

HENRY [his eyes storming]: Unfathomable! Is a man’s work not safe even when the 

picking vultures are at his body? Unfathomable. 

ME: Forgive me, but I don’t see the big deal. ‘Civil Disobedience’ has inspired 

millions of people who have then changed the world for yet billions of other lives.  

HENRY: That may be so, but principle is still principal. I would never in my writing 

reduce the nature of citizenry to one of obedience. It is the government that should obey 
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its citizens. Must the citizen ever for a moment, or in the least degree, resign his 

conscience to the legislator? Why has every man a conscience then? I think that we 

should be men first, and subjects afterwards.iv 

 ME: Okay, fine, but I think you’re missing the big picture here. Questions of 

obedience aside, the true heart of civil disobedience is the movement’s use of the word 

civil in the sense that it is not criminal.v The modern civil disobedience movement has 

endowed activism with a respect that government may never achieve. This alone speaks 

to the spirit of your essay, which has inspired all of this goodness. 

HENRY: Yes, I suppose the spirit is still intact. Under a government which imprisons 

any unjustly, the true place for a just man is also a prison.vi Thus, if an injustice is of 

such a nature that it requires you to be the agent of injustice to [the government], then, I 

say, break the law. vii It does sound like the people have done their part to let their lives 

be a counter friction to stop the machine.viii 

ME: They’ve done their part, yes, but the government has not learned anything 

from it. Our nation has become a prison colony, and today’s prisons are just places for no 

one, because going to jail on principle can mean very little in a nation where inmates 

 
iv Thoreau, “Civil Disobedience,” 18. 

v Mohandas K. Gandhi, “Satyagraha,” in Walden and Civil Disobedience (ed. Paul 
Lauter, Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 2000), 410. 

vi Thoreau, “Civil Disobedience,” 26. 
vii  Ibid., 25. 

viii Ibid. 
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number somewhere near 2 million … The United States [now] holds 25% of the world’s 

prison population, but only 5% of the world’s people.ix 

HENRY: I cannot claim surprise. I am convinced, that if all men were to live as simply as 

I then did [at Walden], thieving and robbery would be unknown. These take place only in 

communities where some have got more than is sufficient while others have not enough.x 

ME: Economic inequality and poor decision making certainly account for a 

majority of inmates, but there is a rather large segment of the prison population that is 

incarcerated strictly for consensual crimes. [Sensing Henry’s confusion:] A consensual 

crime is any activity—currently illegal—in which we, as adults, choose to participate that 

does not physically harm the person or property of a nonconsenting other.xi These 

“criminals” have stolen from no one, nor have hey harmed anyone but themselves. They 

are criminals only in name, because the government has decided it should be so. It has 

made incarceration an issue of personal choice.  

HENRY: Thus, the State never intentionally confronts a man’s sense, intellectual or 

moral, but only his body, his senses. It is not armed with superior wit or honesty, but with 

superior physical strength.xii A man’s mind and soul are stronger together than his body. 

If the prisoner’s mind should grow weak and yield his soul, then he will have handed 

over his entire existence: his body, mind, and soul. Yet these latter two are what helps 

him determine the unjust nature of a law. Speaking only for myself, as I stood 

 
ix Vicky Pelaez, “The Prison Industry in the United States: Big Business or a New Form 

of Slavery?” <http://www.globalresearch.ca/index.php?context=va&aid=8289>. 
x Thoreau, Walden,156-7. 

xi Peter McWilliams, Ain’t Nobody’s Business If You Do: The Absurdity of Consensual 
Crimes in Our Free Country (Los Angeles: Prelude Press, 1996), 16. 

xii Thoreau, “Civil Disobedience,” 29. 
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considering the walls of solid stone, two or three feet thick, and the door of wood and 

iron, a foot thick, and the iron grating which strained the light, I could not help being 

struck with the foolishness of that institution which treated me as if I were mere flesh and 

blood and bones to be locked up. I wondered that it should have concluded at length that 

this was the best use it could put me to, and had never thought to avail itself of my 

services in some way.xiii 

ME: That’s because you spent that one night in jail. Go on and turn your mind 

and spirit loose in one of today's prisons. The first two things you'll notice […] are the 

noise and the smell. The smell is body odor, cigarette smoke, unflushed or backing up 

toilets, diarrhea, vomit, and wafting through it all is the strange but clearly unpleasant 

aroma of the mysterious substances the prisoners are fed. [...] Some of the voices are 

shouting. Some of the voices are babbling. Some of the voices are singing, chanting, or 

praying. Some of the voices are communicating. Because the person they are 

communicating with could be several cells away, to the untrained ear the conversation 

sounds like the rest of the yelling. (Sometimes twenty or thirty of these conversations are 

going on simultaneously.) There is absolutely no privacy. A toilet (with no toilet seat) is 

bolted to the wall of each cell. It is usually only inches from the bottom bunk. If it 

becomes clogged and will not flush, it may take several days to get fixed, but the 

prisoners have to use it anyway. There is little ventilation. This keeps the smells and any 

airborne bacteria or viruses carefully contained. […] It's sweltering in the summer and 

 
xiii Ibid. 
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usually over- or under-heated in the winter. It is a textbook breeding ground for misery 

and disease.xiv How’s that for infringing on the body, mind, and spirit? 

HENRY [humbly]: Mmm, yes. I suffered nothing so horrible. And I suppose I should’ve 

foreseen this devolution of the jailer’s institution. Had no one paid the tax I refused, I 

might have rotted in that place. Jailers act fully justified in locking up their citizens, just 

as boys, if they cannot come at some person against whom they have a spite, will abuse 

his dog. I saw that the State was half-witted, that it was timid as a lone woman with her 

silver spoons, and that it did not know its friends from its foes, and I lost all my 

remaining respect for it, and pitied it.xv  

NARRATOR: Clomp. Clomp. Clomp came the jail guard’s bootsteps again. 

JAIL GUARD: Stop your name-calling, or else. 

HENRY [to the JAIL GUARD]: Oh, quiet you. 

JAIL GUARD: Watch your words, or I’ll ship you to Gitmo  

faster’n you can say ‘Patriot Act.’ 

NARRATOR: Clomp. Clomp. Clomp went the jail guard’s bootsteps back down the hall. 

HENRY [to ME:] I told you. Half-wits, the lot. 

ME: Henry, he’s not joking. The only reason he didn’t follow through is, between 

the two of you, he knows he has all the power. 

 
xiv McWilliams, Ain’t Nobody’s Business, 181-3. 

xv Thoreau, “Civil Disobedience,” 29. 
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HENRY: Then he is mistaken. He is only proof that [t]he government itself, which is only 

the mode which the people have chosen to execute their will, is equally liable to be 

abused and perverted before the people can act through it.xvi  

ME: I’m telling you… just be careful. Yes, on paper, the people have the power, 

but let’s just say literacy isn’t what it used to be. You have no idea how powerless you 

are in this age. 

HENRY: Powerless? Is that how you look upon yourself?  

ME: Yes. The Constitution may have given us the opportunity for choice, those 

days are gone. Now, all we get to run is the cold gauntlet of bureaucracy.  

HENRY: Bureaucracy? 

ME: Yeah. The powerful in-action of government. What you called an inexpedient.  

HENRY: Ah, yes. Government is at best but an expedient; but most governments are 

usually, and all governments are sometimes, inexpedient.xvii 

ME: Well, now the government is at worst a bureaucracy—the rule of no one 

[that] has become the modern form of despotism.xviii The legislative, executive, and 

judicial institutions established by the U.S. Constitution have become one bureaucracy of 

convenience that keeps the American government quite powerful. 

 
xvi Ibid., 17. 

xvii Ibid. 
xviii Mary McCarthy, qtd. in McWilliams, Ain’t Nobody’s Business, 328. 
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HENRY: Yet there are still those who act in resistance to it. You are here with me now. 

Why is it the State saw fit to punish your body? What have you done to challenge its 

authority? 

 

–– Act II –– 

(In-)Security Robots, Meet Responsible Humans:  

The Executive Branch v. a People of Their Own 

NARRATOR: The soles of my shoes drew dense, multi-dimensional grinding 

sounds from the concrete rolling underneath. The mushroom joint led me north of 

campus to a public park. The parking lot lights shed their dull glows into the graying of 

dawn. Birds announced the coming of the sun, and cars swished on the highway edge of 

town. Townie Dave and his old Bronco, parked near the far corner of the lot, were the 

only visible evidence of a living human. He looked lonely in the slow, receding shade of 

night, sitting with his back to a tree. As usual, he had his flask in hand, probably with an 

inch of whisky left. 

ME: Hey, Dave. 

NARRATOR: Dave nodded. 

ME: I figured I’d find you still up. 

DAVE: Just dropped two tabs. 

ME: Mind if I come along? 

DAVE: Nope. 
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NARRATOR: That was the last word in our pre-dawn mind-loop. I think I met a 

few stellar relatives watching the faded grays of night bleed to death in the swirling time-

sky.  

 

Once the day turned a steady orange-yellow, Dave and I found more words.  

Well, I found words, and, if phrased in questions, Dave might answer them.  

ME: Hey, Dave?  

DAVE: Huh. 

ME: If there’s no god, then how did all the religious people in the world get 

fooled? 

DAVE [sipping from flask]: ‘Cuz they’re fools. 

ME: What if you’re the fool? 

DAVE: I wouldn’t care. 

NARRATOR: I took the other joint from my pocket, sparked it, and hit it twice. 

Passing it to Dave meant holding it out long enough for him to notice the smoke trail 

rising from my fingers. Just then, a campus police jeep entered the parking lot, driving 

slowly toward us.  

The driver veered past and doubled back, stopping with the driver’s-side window 

facing us. The window lowered with a smooth, mechanical hum, ridding itself of the 

tumbling reflection of chaotic leaves. The worn face of a sunglassed woman waited 

behind the glass. I didn’t recognize her. She must’ve been one of the new hires.  
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She watched without words, perhaps waiting for us to grant authority to her 

presence, but I saw only desperation lying in the grooves of her face. I looked at Dave. 

He’d taken the joint and was hitting it, looking down at the grass. He hadn’t even noticed 

her yet. What an idiot. 

OFFICER 3-7: Morning, gentlemen. 

ME: Yep. Sure is. 

Her mirrored sunglasses locked onto the hand-rolled smoking paper in Dave’s 

fingers. She sniffed at the air, stepping down from the jeep. She was much shorter 

standing on the ground. 

OFFICER 3-7: You two know it’s against the law to possess and use marijuana? 

NARRATOR: Who didn’t know that?  

ME: Normally, no one bothers us here this time of day. 

OFFICER 3-7: Sir, the law is the law. 

ME: Yes it is, but the law doesn’t enforce itself. There’s no need to arrest us just for 

sitting here peacefully smoking a joint? 

OFFICER 3-7: Sir, you are smoking marijuana on public property. A warning is out of 

the question. 

ME: Ma’am, all we’ve done is everything you’ve seen us do. Have we harmed anyone? 

NARRATOR: I studied her face, her eyes still shielded by sunglasses, and the rest 

of her face immune to change. I knew there would be no fruitful discussion with her, so I 

managed to hold my tongue.  Mistaking my silence for obedience, she turned her head a 

click to get the same from Dave. 
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OFFICER 3-7: You, sir, with the marijuana cigarette. 

NARRATOR: Dave stood up, passed me the joint, and walked toward his car. 

Officer 3-7 called after him, each subsequent order sounding more like forceful. When 

she bordered on shouting, I wondered why she wasn’t going after him.  

I’m sure what happened next was a confusing moment for all three of us. Dave 

was removing himself and his truck from the situation, I was trying to do the same on 

foot, and Officer 3-7 was trying to figure out where her authority lay. Maybe she chose 

me because I was the one left holding the joint, or because I was the one holding it when 

she drove up. Or maybe she was just about to go after Dave when she saw me start 

walking away. I tend to think she chose subconsciously for other reasons. 

I walked past the hood of Dave’s truck just as he brought the cold engine to life 

with a horrifying string of vulgar revving sounds. If Officer 3-7 issued any warnings to 

me, I swear I didn’t hear them. I only felt her trying to trap my wrists behind me. 

Shrugging her grip was, admittedly, not the smartest move, but what can I say? I thought 

we were keeping the authority game light. Therefore, I was fully unprepared for the jolt 

that followed.  

Quite clearly, I had crossed some threshold of challenged authority. My penalty 

was to suffer a fiery fifty-thousand volts penetrating every muscle in my body. Officer 3-

7 put the fear of electricity in me. In the following absence of voltage, I barely noticed 

her zip-tying my wrists behind my back. The muscular trauma of the tasing rendered me 

immobile. This is the strange paradox. Officer 3-7 used the taser to bring me under full 

control, then ordered me around like I could actually control my muscles enough to 
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follow her orders. When I didn’t respond, she upped the level of roughness. Mostly of her 

own accord, she worked me into a sitting position against the back wheel of her jeep, 

where I sat like a silenced puppet. After ordering me not to move again, she grabbed her 

radio transmitter from the jeep. 

OFFICER 3-7: Base, this is Unit Three-Seven. Over. 

BASE: <khyk> Go ahead, Three-Seven. <khyk> 

ME: Ma’am— 

OFFICER 3-7 [her mirrored shades trained on me]: Sir, I advise you to keep quiet. [Into 

the transmitter:] Base, Three-Seven requesting back-up on the southwest corner of 

Birchner Park. I have a black male in my custody for resisting arrest and suspicion of 

marijuana possession. Over. 

BASE: <khyk> Three-Seven, this is Base. Request confirmed. Please stand by for the 

Sheriff’s department. < khyk > 

ME: Officer, this isn’t necessary. Why don’t you let me go like you did my friend? 

OFFICER 3-7: I’ve already called it in. 

ME: But you didn’t even mention him when you called it in. 

OFFICER 3-7: Sir, you’ve broken the law. I’ve already notified the Sheriff’s department, 

who are on their way to take you into custody, so I advise you to keep quiet until the 

proper authorities have arrived. 

ME: Yeah, well, at least we agree on one thing. You are not the proper authority.  

OFFICER 3-7: Sir, don’t make this personal.  

ME: Oh, I’m not the one making this personal. 
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OFFICER 3-7: You’re not doing yourself any favors. Just calm down before you say 

something you’ll regret. 

ME: No, I don’t think so. Why should I calm down when emotions are all I’ve 

got? They’re the only thing you can’t control for me. Aren’t they? You’ve got the power 

of the legislative and the executive branches on your side, and that might make you 

righteous, but it can’t make you human, so I’ll express as much emotion as I want, 

because it’s the one thing that sets me apart from you.  

OFFICER 3-7: Shut your mouth! 

ME: Ah, yes. That’s it. Now you’re shedding the automaton exterior. 

NARRATOR: With a better handle on her emotions, Robot 3-7 calmly ordered 

me to stay put before walking to the back of the jeep. I couldn’t really see what she was 

doing back there, but the hydraulic levers lifted the back window and muffled squawks 

escaped from the cargo area. Robot 3-7 mumbled unclear words, and some thuds were 

heard until the squawking sounds were silenced. It was then that police cruisers began 

arriving on the scene, one after another, until I wondered exactly how many police 

officers it would take to properly process someone like me. Land of the free my ass. Each 

car and operator beyond the first meant more tax dollars mid-flush—a total misallocation 

of potential 9/11 energy.  

The war on drugs is a manufactured war, just like the war on terrorism. Both are 

wars announced against the irresponsible. The irresponsible drug user gives all drugs a 

bad name, just like the irresponsible activist of some foreign nation gives all its people 
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the title of terrorist. How blind the righteous are when they deem unreasonable force the 

necessary antidote for all who fit a stereotype.  

Had they ever known the true feeling of being tased—by which I mean, had they 

even been tased in a real setting where their words and decisions matter, and where 

principles and rights were at stake? Or had they only been tased in the break room at the 

station... as a prank or as something to laugh about over lunch?  

Eventually, one of the deputies read me my Miranda rights, but I was remaining 

silent regardless of them. After losing my temper with Officer 3-7, a moment of silence 

and clarity was what I needed to reclaim my elegance. Anger was 3-7’s thing, and I’d let 

her drive it into me. I was committed to regaining control, so I didn’t say another word to 

any of them ever again—not even as their iron hands stuffed me into a police cruiser, and 

then a jail cell. 

The cliché sound of slamming bars is akin to its cousin, the pounding gavel. Both 

are supposed to echo in the criminal’s head—to shake some sense of guilt loose. Too bad 

for them, I guess.  

I didn’t tell Henry this whole story, because he’s already been there. I only went 

back to tell you, because I thought you should know what it’s like to believe, with all 

your might, in something the American government does not. 

 

–– Act III.ii –– 

Righteous Gardner, Meet the Weeds: 

The Legislative Branch v. the Laws of Nature  
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ME [pulling a leaf from my pocket, handing it to Henry]: They locked me up for 

recognizing one of God’s plants on American soil. 

HENRY [rubbing the leaf between his fingers]: Ahh, yes. Cannabis sativa. The hemp 

plant. But why would the State take a stance against one of the nation’s most valuable 

textiles? 

ME: Because the American people have forgotten that hemp was one of the 

primary agricultural products in this country for more than 250 years.xix Regardless of 

its past, public discussions of hemp now meet with general disregard and fearful silence 

because of the moralizing propaganda and organized smear campaign against it. Hemp 

has become something of a taboo, mainly its drug form: marijuana. 

HENRY: How unfortunate that Nature has no human inhabitant who appreciates her.xx 

Of course, I can only offer my perspective on the short-sighted government of my own 

day, but I imagine [s]tatesmen and legislators [still stand] so completely within the 

institution [that they] never distinctly and nakedly behold it ... They are wont to forget 

that the world is not governed by policy and expediency.xxi  

ME: Well, that’s the very ignorance of the war on drugs. 

HENRY: A war? Against inanimate objects? 

ME: I know. It sounds silly, but the government has proclaimed loud and proud 

its war against drugs. This way, Americans are inclined to take the easy approach to 

governed life by accepting the facile and mendacious ideological veneer that is wrapped 

 
xix McWilliams, Ain’t Nobody’s Business, 626. 

xx Thoreau, Walden, 175. 
xxi Thoreau, “Civil Disobedience,” 34. 
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like a mantle around the shoulders of those who prosecute the war.xxii This way, citizens 

allow mythic reality to rule ... [even though] the goal we seek when we embrace myth is 

impossible to achieve. War never creates the security or the harmony we desire.xxiii  

HENRY: Then it is the fault of the government itself that the remedy is worse than the 

evil.xxiv 

ME: Exactly. Those who use drugs responsibly see this, but their words go 

unrecognized. These dissenters call the mythic war on drugs by a different name though. 

They call it ‘the drug problem problem.’ This is not to say that drug don’t cause problems 

for people, but the lie in war is almost always the lie of omission.xxv In the case of the 

government’s war on drugs, the lie of omission is that drugs serve humanity no purpose 

whatsoever. The government has trained people to forget the history of humans using 

drugs as tools. By their very existence, Nature has put these chemical substances here for 

our use. The government should regulate them to ensure responsible use, yet it would 

rather claim that it knows better than God.  

Take, for example, one of the most feared drugs of all: heroin. 

HENRY: Heroin? 

ME: Yeah. From the poppy plant. 

HENRY: Ahh, yes. The poppy plant. Papaver somniferum, an exotic flower from the 

East, land of the Mussulman.  

 
xxii Chris Hedges, “The Myth of War” (in Emerging: A Reader. Ed. Barclay Barrios. 2nd 

ed. Boston: Bedford/St. Martin’s, 2009: 132-48), 133. 
xxiii Hedges, “The Myth of War,” 134. 

xxiv Thoreau, “Civil Disobedience,” 24. 
xxv Hedges, “The Myth of War,” 135. 
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ME: I’m impressed. You really know plants. 

HENRY: I revere God’s plants. [His eyes seeking some distant place not encased in 

concrete:] They obey their own laws, and spring and grow and flourish as best they can, 

till one, perchance, overshadows and destroys the other. If a plant cannot live according 

to its nature, it dies; and so a man.xxvi [Returning from his mind-walk:] What claims does 

the government make against the poppy plant? 

ME: Most directly, it rails against the drugs humans have learned to extract from 

it, namely opiates like heroin. 

HENRY: And is this heroin drug is similar to marijuana? 

ME: Not really. Heroin has great potential to create strong physical addiction—

although I should qualify this by adding that I have not tried heroin. I’m speaking based 

on the results of scientific studies, which have shown that the pharmacological and 

behavioral processes that determine addiction [to tobacco] are similar to those that 

determine addiction to drugs such as heroin and cocaine.xxvii 

HENRY: If this heroin drug is so addictive, why do you speak on its behalf? 

ME: Because I think it’s safe to assume the government has probably exaggerated 

the addictive properties of heroin, considering [o]ne in six deaths in this country ... are 

tobacco related ... yet, not only are cigarettes perfectly legal and available everywhere, 

tobacco growers are subsidized by the federal government.xxviii  

 
xxvi Thoreau, “Civil Disobedience,” 30. 

xxviiThe American Cancer Society, qtd. in McWilliams, Ain’t Nobody’s Business, 589. 
xxviii McWilliams, Ain’t Nobody’s Business, 588. 
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stricter

                                                

This pretty much exemplifies the hypocrisy of our government’s regulation of 

drugs. In 1922, it created the Federal Narcotics Control Board. In 1924, it banned the 

importation or manufacture of heroin in any form, even for medical purposes. Since that 

time, one of the most effective painkillers known has been missing from the 

pharmacopoeia of physicians.xxix And once the prohibition of heroin made the drug 

easier to transport and smuggle, the government’s reaction was, of course, more laws, 

 enforcement of the laws already on the books, and yet another agency.  

In 1930, the Federal Bureau of Narcotics was created within the Treasury 

Department under the direction of Commissioner Harry Anslinger. Enter one of the true 

villains of the piece—particularly with regard to marijuana prohibition.xxx  

Since this sort of self-serving, distorted logic became our government’s 

perspective on drugs, the only ones still legal are those favored by white Americans, 

conveniently the same people who have long held the majority of this country’s power—

economic, political, and otherwise. Thus, white America still gets the right to choose its 

drug use. No major decision was ever made without the influence of alcohol, nicotine, 

caffeine—often all three.xxxi 

HENRY: Yes, I am well familiar with these vices: the smell of whisky on the 

townsmen’s breath, or the smell of their cigar smoke, which I find as offensive as their 

politics.xxxii I cannot understand man’s need to turn plants into intoxicants. Nature 

provides enough opportunities for spiritual intoxication. Why does man require the spell 

 
xxix Ibid., 278. 
xxx Ibid., 279. 

xxxi Note on Bulletin Board; qtd. in McWilliams, Ain’t Nobody’s Business, 308. 
xxxii Thoreau, “Walking.” 
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of a drug upon his body? What can the casting of these spells offer me that a day of 

huckleberrying or hoeing my beans cannot? I am glad to have drunk water so long, for 

the same reason that I prefer the natural sky to an opium-eater’s heaven. I would fain 

keep sober always; and there are infinite degrees of drunkenness. I believe that water is 

the only drink for a wise man; wine is not so noble a liquor; and think of dashing the 

hopes of a morning with a cup of warm coffee, or of an evening with a dish of tea! Ah, 

how low I fall when I am tempted by them! Even music may be intoxicating. Such 

apparently slight causes destroyed Greece and Rome, and will destroy England and 

America.xxxiii 

ME: Whoa, whoa, whoa, Henry. Slow down the train of emotion there, buddy. 

Whether you’re doing so casually or not, you’re being an irresponsible American for 

suggesting that intoxication of any kind will destroy America. Quite the opposite is true. 

A prohibition law strikes a blow at the very principles upon which our government was 

founded.xxxiv Every human regards drugs differently. You have expressed your distaste, 

and that is your Liberty. But what’s true for you may not be true for all people. Shouldn’t 

all Americans get the chance to decide for themselves?  

HENRY: Of course, Liberty should reign. The wisest and truest form of democracy is for 

each man to rule himself, which is why I heartily accept the motto, ‘That government is 

best which governs least,’ and I should like to see it acted up to more rapidly and 

systematically. Carried out, it finally amounts to this, which I also believe—‘That 

government is best which governs not at all;’ and when men are prepared for it, that will 

 
xxxiii Thoreau, Walden, 186. 

xxxiv Abraham Lincoln; qtd. in McWilliams, Ain’t Nobody’s Business, 274. 
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be the kind of government which they will have. xxxv However, I also think a man who 

desire self-rule is wiser not to let these substances into his life. For example, I know a 

man who lived on the nearby Baker Farm: An honest, hard-working, but shiftless man 

plainly was John Field […who] told me his story, how hard he worked “bogging” for a 

neighboring farmer, turning up a meadow with a spade or bog hoe at the rate of ten 

dollars an acre and the use of the land with manure for one year, and his little broad-

faced son worked cheerfully at his father’s side the while, not knowing how poor a 

bargain the latter had made. I tried to help him with my experience, telling him... that I 

lived in a tight, light, and clean house, which hardly cost more than the annual rent of 

such a ruin as his commonly amounts to; and how, if he chose, he might in a month or 

two build himself a palace of his own; that I did not use tea, nor coffee, nor butter, nor 

milk, nor fresh meat, and so did not have to work to get them...; but as he began with tea, 

and coffee, and butter, and milk, and beef, he had to work hard to pay for them, and when 

he worked hard he had to eat hard again to repair the waste of his system—and so it was 

as broad as it was long, indeed it was broader than it was long, for he was discontented 

and wasted his life into the bargain; and yet he had rated it as a gain in coming to 

America, that here you could get tea, and coffee, [p. 179] and meat every day. But the 

only true America is that country where you are at liberty to pursue such a mode of life 

as may enable you to do without these, and where the state does not endeavor to compel 

 
xxxv Thoreau, “Civil Disobedience,” 17. 
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you to sustain the slavery and war and other superfluous expenses which directly or 

indirectly result from the use of such things.xxxvi  

ME: Sure, but by the same token, the basic principles of this nation are Life, 

Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness. There are still a good many ‘John Fields’ in this 

country who work hard for things they think they need, but that is their right to work so 

they can choose those things. To use your words, ‘the only true America’ should also be a 

country where people possess the personal Liberty to choose which substances contribute 

to the Happiness in their Lives. And just as people should choose their Happiness, they 

should also have the right to choose personal Hardship, as long as those people do not 

force their hardships on others.  

This is where the government has gone offensively awry. It has made all drug use 

a moral issue, despite the Constitution’s first Amendment stressing that Congress shall 

make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise 

thereof.xxxvii As someone who uses it responsibly, I enjoy the spiritual lift I get from 

smoking marijuana. Unfortunately, I live in the land of a government run by whites who 

feel no need to pursue campaigns against the drugs that bring them happiness. This is the 

ignorance used to justify America’s racist drug prohibition. 

HENRY: What is the relation between the races of Man and the government’s argument 

against drugs? 

 
xxxvi Thoreau, Walden, 178-9. 

xxxvii Commission on the Bicentennial of the United States Constitution, “The 
Constitution of the United States,” 13th ed. (Washington: GPO, 1991), Amendment I. 
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ME: Most national myths, at their core, are racist. They are fed by 

ignorance.xxxviii So when the government decided to start a war against drugs, it needed 

help making the American people believe in its cause. Racism provides the perfect moral 

backdrop for stirring up drug propaganda. The proof is in America’s long history of drug 

laws stemming from racist arguments. The country’s first drug ban explicitly targeted the 

opium of “the heathen Chinee.” Cocaine was first banned in the south to prevent an 

uprising of hopped-up cocainized Negroes.xxxix  

HENRY: “Mmmm. Yes, I have observed such arguments of ignorance in action. Every 

day or two I strolled to the village to hear some of the gossip which is incessantly going 

on there, circulating from mouth to mouth, or from newspaper to newspaper.xl 

ME: Well, in Anslinger’s case, he had a newspaper man named William 

Randolph Hearst on his side. Around the time of Anslinger’s appointment to the Federal 

Bureau of Narcotics, Hearst was suddenly printing provocative anti-hemp stories.xli 

Anslinger’s moral crusade against marijuana gave Hearst a means for furthering his anti-

Hispanic agenda. Many believe he and fellow yellow-journalism baron Joseph Pulitzer 

started the unnecessary Spanish-American War. Hearst used the Mexican term for hemp, 

marijuana, in his many salacious anti-hemp stories.xlii  In order to stir up public concern 

over hemp, his newspaper articles wore titles like: 

1. NEW DOPE LURE, MARIJUANA, HAS MANY VICTIMS 

 
xxxviii Hedges, “The Myth of War,” 135. 

xxxix Dan Baum, The Nation, qtd. in McWilliams, Ain’t Nobody’s Business, 275. 
xl Thoreau, Walden, 153. 

xli McWilliams, Ain’t Nobody’s Business, 281. 
xlii Ibid. 
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2. MARIJUANA MAKES FIENDS OF BOYS IN 30 DAYS 

3. HOTEL CLERK IDENTIFIES MARIJUANA SMOKER AS 

‘WILD GUNMAN’ ARRESTED FOR SHOOTINGS.xliii 

With titles like this, it’s no wonder that most Americans never associated 

marijuana with the hemp their grandfathers grew, or the extract of cannabis their 

grandmothers took.xliv  

And the rest is drug history as usual: taxation first,  regulation second, then 

uncompromised prohibition. 

HENRY: As you may know, I say, Let every man make known what kind of government 

would command his respect, and that will be one step toward obtaining it.xlv Therefore, I 

ask, what are advocates of hemp doing to show they disapprove of the government’s 

unjust hemp laws? 

ME: The only thing they can do. They use marijuana against their government’s 

wishes, and they enjoy it as much as they can in secrecy. 

HENRY: Then they are doing nothing at all. Those who, while they disapprove of the 

character and measures of a government, yield to it their allegiance and support are 

undoubtedly its most conscientious supporters, and so frequently the most serious 

obstacles to reform.xlvi Unjust laws exist: shall we be content to obey them, or shall we 

endeavor to amend them, and obey them until we have succeeded, or shall we transgress 

them at once? Men generally, under such a government as this, think they ought to wait 

 
xliii Ibid. 
xliv Ibid. 

xlv Thoreau, “Civil Disobedience,” 18. 
xlvi Ibid., 23. 
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until they have persuaded the majority to alter them. They think that, if they should resist, 

the remedy would be worse than the evil. But it is the fault of the government itself that 

the remedy is worse than the evil. It makes it worse. Why is it not more apt to anticipate 

and provide for reform? Why does it not cherish its wise minority? Why does it not cry 

and resist before it is hurt? Why does it not encourage its citizens to be on the alert to 

point out its faults, and do better than it would have them? Why does it always crucify 

Christ, and excommunicate Copernicus and Luther, and pronounce Washington and 

Franklin rebels?”xlvii Moreover, any man more right than his neighbors constitutes a 

majority of one already. [Remember this as you] meet this American government, or its 

representative, the State government, directly, and face to face.xlviii 

 
xlvii Ibid., 24. 

xlviii Ibid., 25. 
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–– Act IV –– 

Judges of the Moral Agenda, Meet People Who Judge Themselves: 

The Judicial Branch v. the Declaration and Constitution of the American People 

NARRATOR: My family is present for today’s court hearing. Since the arrest, my 

parents have told me they are “disappointed” in me for using drugs. On the other hand, I 

think my grandma respects me more than ever for standing up to a ridiculous 

government. (I also suspect even she enjoys a toke when she can get it.) Surprisingly, my 

sister is somewhere in the middle. Obviously, she doesn’t care that I smoke weed. She 

just thinks I’m stupid to stand up for drugs. 

I’m taking my place at the defendant’s table, alone. I’ve decided I don’t want 

some lawyer working the legal loopholes for me. And yes, I’ve heard all that stuff about a 

man who defends himself having a fool for a client, but quite frankly, I’d rather be a fool 

than have a mouthpiece speaking for me. I’d rather the whole court room know that in 

my law book, marijuana prohibition is unacceptable. 

It’s weird in the court room. Everything is wooden, but it’s a dead wood. Even the 

people in the cheap seats are wooden (everyone, that is, except my family). Reporters 

clunk their wooden cameras off each other’s wooden noggins, all going for the front-page 

shot. Those next to the ones with the cameras write with pencils (the old wooden kind) 

and paper (which used to be wood). It’s all wood, wood, wood, wood, wood.  
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A wooden door stage right opens and the judge walks out. As he walks to the 

bench, I see from his profile that he has two faces. The face on his front side is wooden, 

but the face on the back of his head is flesh. 

THE WOODEN BAILIFF: All rise for the Honorable Judges Dortimer U. Hortimer.... 

NARRATOR: And we all rise. 

FRONT JUDGE: Be seated. <pound-pound> For the love of God and my right hand on 

this gavel, sit down!!! <pound-pound-pound> 

NARRATOR: I’m unsure why he’s shouting. Finally, the gavel breaks, and he 

grabs a new one from his coat pocket. He tosses the broken one out into the cheap seats 

for the wooden people to devour. 

BACK JUDGE: Alright, we’re going to begin, so please be seated everyone. 

NARRATOR: And we all sit. I look back at my parents and am surprised to see 

Henry sitting behind them. Henry’s not made of wood either. 

FRONT JUDGE: Okay, so we’re here for Case 

1,985,484,838,067,272,057,823,493,328.0746593937,  

The Nacirema versus Joe Q. Patriot (& the Other Guy). 

ME: Yes, your Honors. That’s me. I’m Joe Q. Patriot. 

FRONT JUDGE: Well, where the fuck is the Other Guy? 

BACK JUDGE: We won’t proceed without him. 

ME: Sir, he’s sitting back there behind my family. 

NARRATOR: My family members turn around to introduce themselves to Henry. 

FRONT JUDGE [gesturing to Henry]: Other Guy, get your ass up here, now! 
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ME: Uhh, excuse me, your Honors? The Other Guy doesn’t respond well to 

authority. Do you think you might ask him nicely? I mean, I know this is your court room 

and all, but isn’t it at least partially his court room too? 

BACK JUDGE: Other Guy, please join your friend at the defendant’s table. 

NARRATOR: Henry joins me. 

FRONT JUDGE: This Federal Court, by the will of the people of Lained County, charge 

you, Joe Q. Patriot, with Resisting Arrest and Obstructing an Officer, as well as 

Possession of an Unlawful Narcotic. Other Guy, you’re not being charged. You’re just 

having an example made of you. 

BACK JUDGE: Unless there is no other business, let’s proceed. 

NARRATOR: The judges’ gavel is poised to strike as Prosecutor Loebloe sparks from 

his seat. 

LOEBLOE: Your Honor, the People object that this case is even going to trial. According 

to federal, state, and local laws, Joe Q. Patriot is obviously guilty. The prosecution 

wonders what all the uncertainty is. The black defendant was arrested by a white 

authority figure, who caught him red-handed smoking a marijuana cigarette. 

NARRATOR: The jury and crowd of wooden people laugh. 

ME: Well, as long as we’re talking colors here, my white friend was also there 

smoking the joint when Officer 3-7 arrived. And he walked off scot-free, didn’t he? 

LOEBLOE: Your Honor, we’ve since searched for the defendant’s alleged friend, and 

found nothing. Nothing at all! Your Honor, marijuana can turn people into rabid liars and 

violent offenders. This case is clearly evidence of both. We are here to ensure that people 
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like the defendant are removed from society, so why not simply set the precedent right 

now by saving the court some time and energy? 

FRONT JUDGE: It makes sense to me— 

BACK JUDGE: Except that all Americans are entitled to fair trials.  

BOTH JUDGES: And so, Joe Q. Patriot, on the above charges, how do you plead? 

ME: Your Honors, I plead that even though the court’s out-of-date laws consider 

me guilty, I have done nothing wrong as a citizen. 

FRONT JUDGE: So, not guilty. Was that so hard? 

BACK JUDGE: Defense, you may proceed with your opening statement. 

ME: Thank you, your Honors. 

NARRATOR: I stand and walk around the table to where I can pace while I talk. 

It helps me think. Henry stays seated. Since our talk in jail, he has taken a vow of silence 

against the new America he knows—where people are even more ass-backwards than the 

Americans he knew. He need not speak this to me. I just know it. 

And I feel for him. His spirit is broken. Mine might be too, had I come from a 

simpler time like his. Luckily for us, I was born into this new world of myriad laws and 

authority-or-else. 

I approach the wooden jury, and begin my opening statement. 

ME: I want to begin with a story about the land of the Nacirema. These people, the 

Nacirema, established their land with one main concept in mind: Liberty. The Nacirema 

loved freedom more than anything, because they lived under the corrupt power of a royal 

tyrant. And so the founding members of the Nacirema drew up a document declaring 
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their independence from the meddling king. One of this declaration’s creators wrote into 

one of the most brilliant definitions of freedom in history: We hold these truths to be self-

evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with 

certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of 

Happiness.xlix The government that resulted from this Separation of Political Bands 

avowed respect for its people—as progress from an absolute to a limited monarchy, from 

a limited monarchy to a democracy, is a progress toward a true respect for the 

individual.l If only good things lasted. 

Over time, moralists among the Nacirema decided they knew best how to limit the 

freedoms of all. Whatever good intentions they may have had, these moralizing Nacirema 

did not realize their actions contradicted the very roots of the government that gave them 

freedom. The nation’s founding document clearly states that its government shall make 

no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof.li 

However, this precautionary statement had little effect, for the prejudice of one 

generation became the toleration of the next generation.lii  

Those who implemented this religious morality into a secular system are the Nacirema—

the backwards American; the true American patriot, on the other hand, is that person who 

believes in the original America, which was born of revolt, flourished on dissent, [and] 

became great through experimentation.liii Whereas the Nacirema believe in the moral 

 
xlix Thomas Jefferson, qtd. in McWilliams, Ain’t Nobody’s Business, 62. 

l Thoreau, “Civil Disobedience,” 36. 
li United States, Amendment I. 

lii McWilliams, Ain’t Nobody’s Business, 51. 
liii Henry Steele Commager, qtd. in McWilliams, Ain’t Nobody’s Business, 104. 
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agenda of government authority, [a] free country of free individualists must, of necessity, 

have free choice. The moralists in their paternalistic splendor want us to believe that, 

yes, we can handle certain choices (such as whom we marry), but we cannot handle 

others (such as the gender of the person we marry, the number of people we can be 

married to at the same time, and who gets to wear the wedding dress). The moralists 

attempt at every turn to convert us to their own sense of superiority. They want us to join 

the ranks of their paternalism. ‘You and I, of course, can take part in our simple 

pleasures without overdoing it,’ they tell us, ‘but whereas we use it to amuse ourselves, 

they use it to abuse themselves.’ […] Such nonsense. It’s nothing more than the elitism of 

the pecking order.liv  

The problem with such elitism is that it prevents a world where we trust each 

other to be responsible for ourselves. I am told that you can effectively do someone in by 

slipping ground glass into his or her Lean Cuisine. Do we ban glass? Then there are 

blunt instruments, high places, bathtubs, electricity, and a whole series of potentially 

lethal ‘weapons’ that can be put to use by even remedially creative humans bent on the 

destruction of others. As with drugs, prostitution, gambling, consensual sex, and all 

[other consensual crimes], it’s not the item or act that causes misery, but human misuse 

of same.lv  

Following the repeal of [alcohol’s] Prohibition [...] after a minor burst of 

curiosity, alcohol consumption actually went down. Some people discovered they had 

problems with alcohol, and stopped drinking altogether. Others found that, when 

 
liv McWilliams, Ain’t Nobody’s Business, 264-5. 

lv Ibid., 93. 
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drinking stopped being clandestine, it wasn’t as much fun. Still others found that one or 

two drinks a couple times a week were all they wanted. With alcohol readily available, 

they stopped overindulging because they no longer had to compensate for scarcity.lvi  

Why does the government continue its moralizing and unreasonable prohibition of 

marijuana, even though many suffer in prisons because they chose to disobey a 

government that would choose for them? How did the U.S. devolve into a nation that 

incarcerates over 2.13 million people, when just a quarter century ago the number was 

475,000? What happens when the criminal justice system deals out vengeance instead of 

justice? lvii  

Hundreds of thousands of marijuana arrests are made each year. Police arrested 

an estimated 723,627 persons for marijuana violations in 2001, according to the Federal 

Bureau of Investigation's annual Uniform Crime Report, released today. The total is the 

second highest ever recorded by the FBI, and comprises nearly half of all drug arrests in 

the United States. ‘These numbers belie the myth that police do not target and arrest 

minor marijuana offenders’ ... ‘In fact, the war on drugs is largely a war on pot smokers.  

This effort is a tremendous waste of criminal justice resources that should be dedicated 

toward combating serious and violent crime, including the war on terrorism.’ … The 

total number of marijuana arrests far exceeds the total number of arrests for all violent 

crimes combined, including murder, manslaughter, forcible rape, robbery and 

aggravated assault, [... and in the ten-year period between 1992 and 2001,] 

 
lvi Ibid., 265. 

lvii Prema Polit, “Crime, Punishment and Vengeance in the Age of Mass Imprisonment,” 
<http://www.alternet.org/rights/50464>. 
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approximately six million Americans [were] arrested on marijuana charges, a greater 

number than the entire populations of Alaska, Delaware, the District of Columbia, 

Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, Vermont and Wyoming combined.lviii 

Why does your government treat its citizens this way? Why are people like 

myself arrested for no other reason than the personal choices they make? The answer lies 

not in marijuana’s use as a drug, but in its value as an industrial resource.  

Prior to prohibition in the United States, industrial hemp raised considerable 

excitement and speculation.lix All I ask is that you humor me by following the money 

trail.  

LOEBLOE: Objection, your Honor. We’ve already listened to this man’s ramblings for 

ten minutes, and now he thinks we need a history lesson? The fact of the matter is, 

marijuana is illegal. We get that much so far. What else is there to know? 

ME: Excuse me, sir. I’m in the middle of my opening statement here. 

LOEBLOE: The middle?!? Oh geez. 

NARRATOR: The wooden people of the jury sigh with Loebloe. 

FRONT JUDGE: Please humor the prosecution. Will the defense’s opening statement be 

much longer? 

ME: Uhh, I don’t know. I guess not. But— 

 
lviii NORML, “Special Release: Marijuana Arrests For Year 2001 Second Highest Ever 

Despite Feds’ War On Terror, FBI Report Reveals,” 
<http://norml.org/index.cfm?Group_ID=5444>. 

lix Skaidra Smith-Heisters, “Illegally Green: Environmental Costs of Hemp Prohibition” 
(Reason Foundation, Policy Summary of Study 367, March 2008), 6. 
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BACK JUDGE: Regardless, the defense may take whatever time is required to make an 

opening statement in full. The prosecution may proceed only after the defense is finished. 

ME: Thank you, your Honors. Now, where was I? Ahh, yes. The shameful truth 

about hemp prohibition. In 1930, Harry J. Anslinger was named director of the Federal 

Bureau of Narcotics. For some reason, Anslinger had a real seed under his dentures 

when it came to the subject of marijuana. Yes, he was ruthless in pursuing all those other 

narcotics violators—the coke-heads and the junkies—but there was something about 

marijuana that infuriated him. Perhaps it was because marijuana was not officially 

labeled a narcotic, thus not under his jurisdiction. Perhaps it was his well-documented 

racism. Perhaps he wanted a drug to call ‘his own’ and hold proudly before the 

evangelicals as David had held the head of Goliath. Perhaps he wanted to be a hero in 

the Hearst papers, as Hearst was suddenly printing provocative anti-hemp stories. 

Perhaps he was on the take from DuPont. Perhaps it was some combination of these.lx 

One thing was clear though. He made marijuana prohibition his primary goal as director 

of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics.  

As it turns out, William Randolph Hearst was printing anti-hemp stories because 

he disliked hemp almost as much as Anslinger. In the mid-1930s, machinery was 

perfected that would allow hemp fiber to be more easily and economically separated 

from the plant.lxi You can imagine what this would’ve done to the competitive pricing of 

paper. For this reason, Hearst was interested in the demise of hemp altogether, because he 

not only printed newspapers; he made the paper on which to print them. If hemp became 

 
lx McWilliams, Ain’t Nobody’s Business, 280. 

lxi Ibid., 281. 
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the primary source of paper, not only would much of Hearst’s paper-making machinery 

become obsolete, but all those forests he purchased [would become less than profitable 

too]. Hearst began attacking hemp at every opportunity.lxii This is pretty ironic, 

considering that Benjamin Franklin started one of America’s first paper mills with 

cannabis, [because it] allowed America to have a free colonial press without having to 

beg or justify paper and books from England.lxiii 

As if this weren’t enough corruption for one agenda, around the time Hearst was joining 

forces with Anslinger, a third party became equally interested in the prohibition of hemp. 

The DuPont Corporation had just patented a process for making paper from wood pulp 

(which Hearst would use extensively in the years to come). The process, which relied 

heavily on DuPont chemicals, was not necessary in manufacturing paper from hemp. 

Additionally, Dupont had recently taken German patents and perfected the ‘miracle 

fiber’ nylon... [which was] manufactured from coal tar and petroleum products. 

Inexpensive, readily grown hemp fibers would put a damper on two of DuPont’s future 

money makers, paper production and textiles. Make of these facts what you will. One 

thing is certain: Hearst and DuPont made a fortune thanks to the prohibition of hemp.lxiv  

And if that’s not enough for you, consider the most shameful fact of all: Anslinger 

was appointed head of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics by his uncle-in-law, Andrew 

Mellon, Secretary of the Treasury under Herbert Hoover. Mellon was the largest 

stockholder in Mellon Bank, one of two banks with which DuPont exclusively did 

 
lxii Ibid. 

lxiii Ibid., 627. 
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business. This is, of course, entirely coincidental and has absolutely nothing to do with 

the discussion at hand.lxv  

Inevitably, this one-man Anslinger show, with big money lining his pockets, 

succeeded in his crusade. He used his position of authority to encourage states and cities 

to ban marijuana … [and by] 1937, forty-six of the forty-eight states, as well as the 

District of Columbia, had laws against marijuana. At Anslinger’s urging, marijuana was 

labeled a narcotic and had the same strict penalties as morphine and heroin.lxvi  

For these reasons of greed and personal moralizing, I declare that it should in fact 

be the Nacirema on trial here today, not me, the charges being as follows: 

- Because of their willingness to undermine the Constitution of the United States, 

which secures the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity, I ask that the 

moralizing Nacirema be charged with treason, since [a] prohibition law strikes a blow at 

the very principles upon which our government was founded.lxvii  

- Because their prohibition laws have banned the hemp plant in both its 

pharmaceutical and industrial forms, I ask that the obstructive Nacirema be charged with 

contempt of existence. 

- And through the distraction of their own righteousness, I ask that these intolerant 

Nacirema be responsible for reparations owed to all inmates living and dead who have, or 

are still, serving time for marijuana-related consensual crimes. 

Thank you. 

 
lxv Ibid., 282-3n.*. 

lxvi Ibid., 283. 
lxvii Abraham Lincoln; qtd. in McWilliams, Ain’t Nobody’s Business, 274. 
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THE WOODEN JURY [with confused looks on their faces]: We don’t understand. 

NARRATOR: Needless to say, I do not find my jury to be a jury of my peers. 

BOTH JUDGES: Prosecution, you may proceed with your opening statement. 

LOEBLOE: Your Honor, people of the jury, I just want to thank you for bearing with the 

defendant as he bored us all to tears. I also want to thank you for not falling asleep. 

Otherwise, the court room would be crawling with ACLU. 

NARRATOR: The jury and crowd of wooden people chuckle. 

LOEBLOE: So in the wake of his long-winded and heart-breaking speech, let me be very 

brief so we can get this mere formality over with. The defendant is not talking about the 

way things are written in today’s law books. He’s talking about antiquated ideas the 

Founding Fathers had, ideas that could not stay true for changing times, and ideas that the 

American people have thus very much decided upon by voting to change them. 

Regardless who voted for what laws, those laws exist. Now, skip forward many, many 

years. This black man sitting all by himself over here at the defense table is a criminal, 

because he broke one of those laws. He did knowingly and willfully use marijuana in a 

public park. When an officer of the law arrived and questioned his illicit behavior, he got 

angry with her, and he did what all drug-crazed criminals do. He fought with her. Case 

closed. 

FRONT JUDGE: Alright, that concludes opening statements. 

BACK JUDGE: The defense may proceed with the trial. 

ME: Thank you, your Honors. As my first order of business, I would like to enter a piece 

of evidence. 
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NARRATOR: I reach under the defense table to grab what I brought into the 

court room covered with a blanket. As I pull the blanket off and show everyone what is 

underneath, gasps burst forth from the wooden jury and crowd, who wince at the mere 

sight of what I have to show them. 

ME: As Exhibit A, I would like to enter this bird cage and its contents. Inside is a 

bald eagle, but not just any bald eagle. This is the Bald Eagle of the United States of 

America. In particular, I would like the jury to note the Eagle’s poor condition. I would 

like them to note that the Eagle’s skin pokes through all over like a plucked chicken; that 

It has long since abandoned Its perch; that It now lies slouched with its back against the 

bars, releasing pitiful screeches. 

NARRATOR: As if on cue, the bird strains out a high-pitched, rasping squawk. 

The jury flinches with horror on their wooden faces. 

ME: This… is what has become of our Liberty. Ask yourselves, Why do you look 

away as feather after feather is plucked from our symbol of Liberty? 

NARRATOR: I study their wooden faces for any effect of change. 

ME: I ask you all, will you care if someday the Eagle is entirely bald? 

The jury thinks that’s funny <chucklechuckle>, as do the people in the cheap seats 

<chucklechuckle>, as does Loebloe <chucklechuckle>, as does the FRONT JUDGE 

<chucklechuckle>. 

ME [to Henry]: Okay, not the effect I was going for. 

NARRATOR: Henry barely acknowledges that I have spoken to him. 
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LOEBLOE: Your Honor, we ask that Exhibit A be denied from evidence. Its very 

appearance is frightening to us all, and frankly, the People do not wish to bear witness to 

such horror. America is a country of beauty—not ugly, bald-ass birds. 

NARRATOR: The jury and wooden people laugh. 

FRONT JUDGE: Joe Q. Patriot, what do you have to say for yourself? 

BACK JUDGE: Where has this bird been hiding? 

ME: Your Honors, it has not been hiding at all. It was being held captive in 

Officer 3-7’s vehicle, and smuggled itself into my shirt so it might escape her custody. 

FRONT JUDGE: Order. [Pulling out a new gavel from his pocket:] <pound-pound> 

BACK JUDGE: Are you accusing Officer 3-7 of holding Liberty prisoner? 

ME: I am. 

NARRATOR: Gasps from the wooden… 

ME: And not just her. I believe the Eagle has been passed all over the country. 

I think people who call themselves Americans have been taking turns holding It hostage. 

FRONT JUDGE: Order! <pound-pound> 

LOEBLOE [standing, pounding on the prosecution’s table]: Your Honor, this is absurd. 

Officer 3-7 is an officer of the law. 

ME: And? 

LOEBLOE: Well… need I say more? 

NARRATOR: The wooden people and jury shake their heads in agreement. 

FRONT JUDGE: I think we all respect the law here. 

BACK JUDGE: What is your argument with Officer 3-7? 
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ME: It’s not just her. It’s government-granted authority in general. We all resist 

being restrained. It’s not that I planned to resist arrest. The truth of the matter is, a shiny 

metal badge on her shirt couldn’t make me disobey my natural instincts. 

LOEBLOE [jumping up and down]: Your Honor, this man is insinuating that human 

beings have animal-like instincts— 

ME: Yeah, I am, just like I’m insinuating that Officer 3-7, despite being an officer 

of the law, brings human characteristics to her job. She’s an imperfect person, just like 

the rest of us. She might make biased decisions based on her own emotional prejudices, 

which is why I question her sudden ability to control my freedom. I didn’t try to control 

her freedoms. I was only trying to diffuse the situation by walking away. [Turning to face 

the jury:] And so I ask you, the … ‘patriotic Americans’ I’ve been given to consider my 

case today, do you honestly believe that what I did was so harmful as to incur the 

authoritative wrath of Officer 3-7? I mean, all I did was sit with a friend. And we were 

imposing our wills on no one. We were merely smoking a joint. That’s it. I rest my case. 

NARRATOR: Gasps rise from the wooden people and jury as I sit down. 

FRONT JUDGE: Order. <pound-pound> 

BACK JUDGE: That’s quite enough. 

BOTH JUDGES: Alright, Prosecution. You may proceed. 

LOEBLOE: Thank you, your Honor. Lice and gerbils of the jury, poplars of the cheap 

seats, this black guy at the table next to me sits accused of resisting arrest, not to mention 

abusing marijuana in a public park—which, I might add, is much worse than using it in 

his home. 
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ME: Objection, your Honors. Unlawful park activity is not a crime. 

LOEBLOE: Parks are where our children go to play. Parks are where American families 

go to further the American way of playing baseball and eating apple pie. Parks are why 

the American people have babies. So they can take them to picnics at the park.  

BOTH JUDGES: Objection overruled. 

LOEBLOE: Thank you, your Honor. Now, on the day of his arrest, Joe and his imaginary 

friend were sitting, smoking a marijuana cigarette. Just then, Officer 3-7 came by on her 

patrol route, finding the defendant in possession of a marijuana cigarette. At this point, 

Officer 3-7 attempted to do her job by taking the defendant into custody for the illegal 

nature of his act. 

ME: I object, your Honors. 

BACK JUDGE: On what grounds? 

ME: Your Honors, I object to the very nature of a job that places one person in a 

position of power over another. Government-granted authority is a self-serving opinion 

that leaves citizens mostly powerless. 

FRONT JUDGE: Well, tough shit, kid. Get used to it. 

BACK JUDGE: After consideration, objection overruled. 

LOEBLOE: In my experience, officers of the law are given force for a reason. There’s no 

such thing as a peaceful criminal. A criminal is a criminal is a criminal. 

NARRATOR: The jury and wooden crowd laugh. 

LOEBLOE: So, at this point, Officer 3-7 had a choice. Place yourself in her shoes. 

[Looks down at court documents:] It says here Size 8, Womens. 
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NARRATOR: The jury and wooden crowd laugh. 

LOEBLOE: Imagine that during the course of your shift, you encounter someone 

breaking the law. He is clearly in possession of marijuana, and he is a black man, so you 

may presume he is drug-crazed criminal. I ask you, given the circumstances, what would 

you have done? Are you done thinking yet? Now I ask you to think about what I should 

do. Place yourselves in my shoes. Size 12, Mens. 

NARRATOR: The jury and wooden people cheer. 

LOEBLOE: Given the defendant’s proclivity for breaking drug laws— 

ME: Your Honors, I object to the very nature of prohibition laws. A prohibition 

law strikes a blow at the very principles upon which our government was founded.lxviii 

FRONT JUDGE: Order. <pound-pound> 

ME: They are lies told to the American people by two-faced moralists who want 

the country to run their way, and only their way. 

FRONT JUDGE: Order. <pound-pound> 

ME: And now we’re stuck with the changes they made. 

FRONT JUDGE: Order! <pound!pound!!> 

NARRATOR: The new gavel breaks, and the judges feed it to the wooden 

spectators in the back of the courtroom. 

BOTH JUDGES: Tread lightly, young man. As one with two faces, I am beginning to 

take offense. 

 
lxviii Abraham Lincoln; qtd. in McWilliams, Ain’t Nobody’s Business, 274. 
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ME: As well you should, your Honors. The judicial is as much to blame as the 

legislative and executive branches. I know we can’t just stick the Constitution in 

preservative and expect the country to run on old ideas, but for God’s sake, why did we 

stick the Constitution in preservative and also start ignoring its truest purposes? 

BACK JUDGE: I see your point. 

FRONT JUDGE [to the back judge]: Shut up, you. We must be fair here. 

LOEBLOE [to the front judge]: Oh, for Christ’s sake, your Honor. I wish you’d get 

someone to hack off that lump on the back of your head. 

BACK JUDGE: Watch it, Loebloe! 

The wooden people knock against each other and murmur, as does the wooden jury. 

FRONT JUDGE: Prosecutor, I feel your pain. Unfortunately, I must keep it for balance. 

[To me:] As for you, marijuana laws already exist, so you’d better get used to it. 

Pretending they don’t exist will not help you win. Objection overruled. 

BACK JUDGE: Regrettably. 

LOEBLOE [to the wooden ones]: Good. Yeah, here’s why objection overruled. The 

defendant had the audacity to question the will of Officer 3-7, and by proxy, the will of 

the American government and all its people. Need I say more? I mean, we all know how 

the defendant feels about law enforcement personnel.  

ME: Loebloe, don’t get simple with me. Officer 3-7 clearly saw a peaceful man in 

me that day, and I respected her as a person, right up until the moment she refused to 

reason with me, which is when she stopped treating me like a person and started treating 

me like an object. She pulled her taser to subdue a peaceful, unarmed man.  
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LOEBLOE: Your Honor, Officer 3-7 has within her power the right to control anyone 

she sees as an obstruction to her authority. She acted as she saw fit. Knowing the 

defendant was under the influence of marijuana, she knew he posed a threat not only to 

her but to himself. He was probably under the influence of more than just marijuana that 

day in the park. For all we know, he could be high right now. 

ME: And if I were, it would be none of your goddamn business. 

LOEBLOE: Your Honor, I order a drug test done immediately. I mean, he did, just 

moments ago, right here in this very court room, admit to smoking the marijuana joint 

that landed him here. Only the mind of a dope fiend could be so careless as to admit to 

the crime for which he is being tried. No doubt, he is high this very moment on marijuana 

and God only knows what else. I charge that he be held in contempt for disgracing this 

court room with his intoxicated presence. 

ME: You know, Loebloe. You seem pretty hip. I bet you did a little tokin’ back in 

the day. Didn’t you? 

LOEBLOE: Objection, your Honor. 

FRONT JUDGE: I should think so. 

BACK JUDGE: Sustained! You will watch your tone with the Prosecutor. Understood? 

ME: Yes, your Honors. I’m sorry. I couldn’t resist. 

BACK JUDGE: Well, you’re going to have to, son. Unless you want to add a contempt 

charge to what you already have against you. 
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ME: I understand. It’s just… I don’t want to waste this court’s time trying to 

pretend I wasn’t using drugs that day. I’ll admit flat out I was using drugs on public 

property. 

LOEBLOE: You see, your Honor. He confirms my suspicion that he was abusing more 

than just marijuana that day. He said drugs, with an s on the end. 

ME: No, see that’s where Mr. Loebloe is exaggerating. Your Honors, I never 

abused anything. Yes, I broke a law, but what real harm was I doing? Loebloe accuses 

me of abusing something when in fact the only real abuse in the park that day was 

perpetrated by Officer 3-7. She had in her mind a substance much more potent than any 

strain of marijuana. All she wanted was to use her power. Force [...] is as pitiless to the 

[wo]man who possesses it, or thinks [s]he does, as it is to its victims; the second it 

crushes, the first it intoxicates.lxix Officer 3-7 did not stop to think about who or what I 

was hurting by smoking marijuana in the park, because she was consumed by her own 

intoxication by power. I was trying to walk away, but she couldn’t resist moving me 

around like a training dummy, so she assaulted me. For her, I was just a means to an 

end—as the needle is for a heroin addict. 

LOEBLOE: Objection, your Honor. Does the defendant honestly believe the 

people will believe this nonsense? 

FRONT JUDGE: I’m inclined to overrule. 

BACK JUDGE: But I’ll allow it. 

FRONT JUDGE: Because I’m really enjoying this. 

 
lxix Simon Weil, qtd. in Hedges, “The Myth of War,” 134. 
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ME: Right. Listen, I’m sorry if I hurt Officer 3-7’s feelings and all, but if she 

can’t take a little criticism doing ‘the will of the American people,’ then she should go 

job hunting—for it is, after all, with [Officer 3-7] and not with parchment that I 

quarrel—and [s]he has voluntarily chosen to be an agent of the government. How shall 

[s]he ever know well what [s]he is and does as an officer of the government, or as a 

[wo]man until [s]he is obliged to consider whether [s]he shall treat me [...] as a 

neighbor and well-disposed man, or as a maniac and disturber of the peace, and see if 

[s]he can get over this obstruction to [her] neighborliness without a ruder and more 

impetuous thought or speech corresponding with [her] action.lxx    

I mean, it’s not like I challenged her to a fight or lashed her with insults. I merely 

started walking away. But this is one of the great ailments among our security forces—

their in-security, if you will. 

NARRATOR: I pause, waiting for reactions from the wooden jury, but all I get is 

the sound of them sawing logs. 

ME: Meanwhile, I was simply minding my own business, and doing so 

responsibly. As a recreational drug user, the only person I harm is myself—like someone 

who drinks three tumblers of whiskey with each meal, or someone who smokes two 

packs of cigarettes a day, or someone who stays up late drinking pot after pot of coffee. 

These people have every right to poison their livers with alcohol, poison their lungs with 

cigarettes, and stress their hearts with caffeine. The only difference between them and me 

is that many decades ago, some jackass named Harry Anslinger— 

 
lxx Thoreau, “Civil Disobedience,” 25-6. 
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LOEBLOE: Objection, your Honor. The defendant is insulting me. 

FRONT JUDGE: Watch your fucking mouth in my court room.  

BACK JUDGE: Do you understand? 

ME: I do, your Honors. I’m only trying to get across the point that , regardless 

what the American people actually wanted, Harry J. Anslinger and his rich lackeys 

benefited personally from the prohibition of hemp. This sort of selfishness has no rightful 

place in our government. 

LOEBLOE: Objection, your Honor. I ask that the defense’s last statement be stricken 

from the court record. Anslinger is a relative of mine. 

ME: He is? 

FRONT JUDGE: Sustained. [To me:] Son, you’re treading on the graves of men well-

respected within the criminal justice community. 

BACK JUDGE: Well-respected? 

FRONT JUDGE: Quiet you. 

ME: Then allow me to apologize to Loebloe. 

LOEBLOE [To me]: You might as well save your breath. Your apology would mean 

nothing, coming from a worthless drug addict such as yourself. My father fought hard to 

rid this country of the evils of marijuana.  

ME: Your father? Well, in that case, I also apologize for what I said earlier about 

you tokin’ in law school. You have obviously never smoked marijuana. 

FRONT JUDGE: Order. <pound-pound> 

BACK JUDGE: We will not warn you again. 
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ME: Okay, I apologize. It will not happen again. I was only making a point. 

LOEBLOE: Which is what? That marijuana is ‘cool’? It’s not so cool when your 

impaired judgment affects another. 

ME: How is that even an argument against drugs? Neither you nor anyone else 

has any right to blame marijuana for my actions—especially if those laying the blame 

have never even felt marijuana’s effects on the body and mind. This is hypocrisy of the 

highest degree. Abraham Lincoln once said, Our progress in degeneracy appears to me 

to be pretty rapid. As a nation we began by declaring that ‘all men are created equal.’ 

When the Know-Nothings get control, it will read ‘all men are created equal, except 

Negroes and foreigners and Catholics.’lxxi  

LOEBLOE: Oh, gee. Great story. 

ME: My point is, if I didn’t consider myself responsible enough to use marijuana 

around other people, then I should be held responsible for whatever harm I cause them. 

But that’s a different crime. The government has no right to blame my foolish actions on 

drug use. Do we blame alcohol when a drunk driver kills someone? No, we blame the 

driver, and the charges are not possession and abuse of alcohol. They’re vehicular 

homicide and driving under the influence, which are charges aimed at the irresponsible 

individual. I would expect the same charges if I killed someone while driving under the 

influence of marijuana.  

LOEBLOE: Well, unfortunately for you, marijuana possession and use are crimes.  

 
lxxi Qtd. in McWilliams, Ain’t Nobody’s Business, 587. 
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ME: And that’s the very point I keep railing against. Some of the laws in our 

lexicon do not make sense in a land where freedom is supposed to mean something. One 

may well ask: ‘How can you advocate breaking some laws and obeying others?’ The 

answer lies in the fact that there are two types of laws: just and unjust. I would be the 

first to advocate obeying just laws. One has not only a legal but a moral responsibility to 

obey just laws. Conversely, one has a moral responsibility to disobey unjust laws. I would 

agree with St. Augustine that ‘an unjust law is no law at all.’lxxii 

LOEBLOE: Objection, your Honor. 

FRONT JUDGE: I know what you’re going to say, and I agree. We’ve heard enough. 

THE WOODEN JURY: Guilty, please. 

BACK JUDGE: But first we do closing statements. 

NARRATOR: The wooden jury groans and mumbles. 

BACK JUDGE: First the defense. 

ME: Thank you, your Honors. Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, I say to you this: One 

who breaks an unjust law must do so openly, lovingly, and with a willingness to accept 

the penalty. I submit that an individual who breaks a law that conscience tells him is 

unjust, and who willingly accepts the penalty of imprisonment in order to arouse the 

conscience of the community over its injustice, is in reality expressing the highest respect 

for law.lxxiii I have broken hemp laws because I respect this nation’s Constitution. 

Marijuana laws are unreasonable and unjust, but most importantly, they are un-

 
lxxii Martin Luther King, Jr., “Letter from a Birmingham Jail,” in The Portable Sixties 

Reader (ed. Ann Charters, New York: Penguin, 2003), 29. 
lxxiii King, Jr., “Letter,” 31. 
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Constitutional. I want you to think about this in the context of those who had the brilliant 

insight to found our nation as they did. For them, hemp was a way of life, so I want you 

to ask yourself what changed so drastically along the way that Anslinger and his anti-

hemp goons were justified in putting to an end your nation’s long history with hemp:  

1. Marijuana ... was one of the primary agricultural products in 

this country for more than 250 years.lxxiv 

2. Marijuana was one of the few painkillers in colonial America. 

George Washington, who had dental problems his entire life, was 

obviously concerned about the medicinal uses of marijuana.lxxv 

3. Cannabis hemp was legal tender in most of the Americas from 

1631 until the early 1800s; You could pay your taxes with 

cannabis hemp throughout America for over 200 years;  

4. You could even be jailed in America for not growing cannabis 

during several periods of shortage, e.g. in Virginia between 1763 

and 1767; 

5. George Washington and Thomas Jefferson grew cannabis on 

their plantations. Jefferson, while envoy to France, went to great 

expense—and considerable risk to himself and his secret 

agents—to procure particularly good hemp seeds smuggled 

illegally into Turkey from China. The Chinese Mandarins 

 
lxxiv McWilliams, Ain’t Nobody’s Business, 622. 

lxxv Ibid., 298. 
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(political leaders) so valued their hemp seeds that they made 

their exportation a capital offense; 

6. The United States Census of 1850 counted 8,327 hemp 

‘plantations’ (minimum 2,000 acre farms) growing cannabis 

hemp for cloth, canvas and even the cordage used for baling 

cotton. (This figure does not include the tens of thousands of 

smaller farms growing cannabis, nor the hundreds of 

thousands—if not millions—of family hemp patches in America.); 

7. In 1942, after the Japanese invasion of the Philippines cut off the 

supply of manila (Abaca) hemp, the U.S. government distributed 

400,000 pounds of cannabis seeds to American farmers from 

Wisconsin to Kentucky, who produced 42,000 tons of hemp fiber 

annually for the war effort until 1946. In 1942-43 farmers were 

made to attend showings of the USDA film Hemp for Victory, 

sign that they had seen the film and read a hemp cultivation 

booklet. Farmers from 1942 through 1945 who agreed to grow 

hemp were waived from serving in the military, along with their 

sons; that’s how vitally important hemp was to America during 

World War II.”lxxvi  

 
lxxvi Jack Herer, The Emperor Wears No Clothes, qtd. in McWilliams, Ain’t Nobody’s 

Business, 626-7. 
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8. Heck, early drafts of the Declaration of Independence were 

written on hemp paper.lxxvii 

Perhaps they did not quite understand the extent of their disrespect for America’s 

past, but one thing is for sure. Anslinger and the moralizing Nacirema outlawed the 

number one vegetable on the planet.lxxviii The hemp plant has remarkable potential for 

agriculture, manufacturing, energy, and the environment. And yet, cultivating, using, or 

even possessing hemp can get your mandatory life imprisonment. If you possess enough 

of it and the government determines you are a big time pot seller, you could be put to 

death.lxxix Ask yourselves why.  

Should we believe self-serving, ever-growing drug enforcement/drug treatment 

bureaucrats, whose pay and advancement depends on finding more and more people to 

arrest and ‘treat’? More Americans die in just one day in prisons, penitentiaries, jails, 

and stockades than have ever died from marijuana throughout history. Who are they 

protecting? From what?lxxx 

Having said that, I rest my case. 

FRONT JUDGE: Okay. Your turn, Prosecutor. 

LOEBLOE [leaning back, with his feet on the prosecution table and his fingers locked 

together beneath his smiling chin]: I think I’ve already made my case, your Honor. 

BACK JUDGE: Are you sure? 

FRONT JUDGE: He said he’s fine. Don’t you listen? Anyway, it’s time for the verdict. 

 
lxxvii McWilliams, Ain’t Nobody’s Business, 296n.**. 

lxxviii Timothy Leary, qtd. in McWilliams, Ain’t Nobody’s Business, 623. 
lxxix McWilliams, Ain’t Nobody’s Business, 628. 

lxxx Dr. Fred Oerther, qtd. in McWilliams, Ain’t Nobody’s Business, 628. 
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BACK JUDGE: Has the jury reached a verdict? 

WOODEN JURY: We have, your Honor. 

NARRATOR: The wooden jury seems hungry, as if ready to attack another gavel. 

FRONT JUDGE: Will the defendants please rise? 

NARRATOR: I rise. Henry doesn’t. 

FRONT JUDGE: I am fairly certain I know it already, but… 

BACK JUDGE: What has the jury decided? 

WOODEN JURY: Guilty, please. 

NARRATOR: The jury and wooden crowd cheer. 

FRONT JUDGE: I agree with the jury that this is an open-and-shut case of clear-cut guilt. 

BACK JUDGE: However, young man, you have shown considerable bravery by 

defending yourself, and considerable insight and patriotism by standing up for the 

intentions of the Americans who founded this nation. 

FRONT JUDGE: Unfortunately for you, the law is very clear on the charges against you: 

 the penalty for the misdemeanor act of resisting arrest is a maximum sentence of 

one year in the county jail;  

 and the penalty for a felony charge of marijuana use in a park is a maximum fine 

of $2,000, and up to two years in prison, with conditional discharge. 

NARRATOR: There is quick discussion and disagreement. 

 BACK JUDGE: But given your reasonable argument against said charges: 
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 for the charges of resisting arrest and obstructing an officer, I will let you leave 

today with a sentence of time already served, in addition to 1000 hours of 

community service washing police cars;  

 for the charge of marijuana use in a public park, I assign a $500 fine, barring you 

stay out of trouble for one full year. 

BOTH JUDGES: And so, Joe Q. Patriot, what say you to our proposal? 

NARRATOR: The wooden ones grow silent, eerily slow, ominously so. Loebloe 

looks like he’s ready to pop. My family clearly wants me to take the deal. I look at 

Henry, who is looking down at the table as 

the  … court … room … dissolves.... 

 

–– Act V –– 

The Cosmic Dissonance Within:  

 Decisions v. Repercussions 

It looks like I have to take this deal. Don’t I? I mean, I can’t do time just for liking plants 

and disliking robotics. I can pretend I’m guilty, if only for the reason that I don’t 

particularly want to get prison-raped over a joint. 

Ahh, why am I asking you? You don’t care. None of this has affected you, just 

like drug laws and authority figures don’t affect you, because you stay out of their way. 

You don’t do drugs. And you do what they tell you. Don’t you. 
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I know we need authority figures, but only to control those who try to control others. I 

wasn’t harming anyone or anything, and I didn’t deserve to be controlled for no reason. 

I’ll take that stand any time someone asks.  

But I also know the truth about our system. I know [w]hy the jailer does not leave 

open his prison doors—why the judge does not dismiss his case—why the preacher does 

not dismiss his congregation! It is because they do not obey the hint which God gives 

them, nor accept the pardon which he freely offers to all.lxxxi 

Wouldn’t I rather be out in society where at least I have some freedom, even if that 

limited freedom means choosing to use drugs where the government can’t watch? Shit, I 

don’t want to do this. I don’t like being forced to pick between might and right. It’s just 

not fair that I should have to fight to regain what was unfairly taken. 

Then again, ours is supposedly a government of freedom of thought and action for 

which our forbears risked everything.lxxxii Maybe it’s up to me to do the same now, to 

regain the nation’s freedoms for everyone. And what about all that stuff Henry said? It 

really makes sense that a government should obey the will of its people. I mean, isn’t it 

true that [a]n individual, thinking himself injured, makes more noise than a State?lxxxiii 

How else will the government know that marijuana laws are ridiculous unless I make a 

scene to teach them?  

On the other hand, will one more black inmate really make the government start 

questioning the absurdity of it all? Would the American people even see my struggle on 

 
lxxxi Thoreau, Walden, 251. 

lxxxii McWilliams, Ain’t Nobody’s Business, 72. 
lxxxiii Thomas Jefferson, qtd. in McWilliams, Ain’t Nobody’s Business, 84. 
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one of their 500 channels? Would they organize to join my cause, or would they just look 

the other way? Am I just another reefer head to them? 

Who knows? Maybe I could change minds, for [w]hat is man but a mass of 

thawing clay?lxxxiv 

I just don’t know though. My clay is still thawing too. It seems a shame to waste it on 

people who don’t care. The American people love the soil which makes their graves, but 

have no sympathy with the spirit which may still animate their clay. Patriotism is a 

maggot in their heads.lxxxv Shit, I have to take this deal, don’t I? 

I suppose it means something that I don’t know for sure. 

I think I hear the Supreme Court calling. 

 

 

 

 
lxxxiv Thoreau, Walden, 245-6. 

lxxxv Ibid., 255. 
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The Declaration of Separations 

 

If only the Course of human Events had transpired as the Course was set. If only 

you, the People, had assumed both a decent Respect to the Opinions of Mankind as 

granted by the Powers of the Earth and the separate and equal Station to which you were 

entitled by the Laws of Nature and of Nature’s God. I was the one forced to watch it all 

turn into more of the same. What did you expect? Perhaps the idea of me makes less 

sense because you are unable to see me. Begging your Pardon, but that crusty old scroll is 

not me. Sirs and Madams, rotting paper cannot exemplify my Spirit, for the Laws of 

Nature will always operate just as they did in my day. The Mind may live on in Writing, 

and my Spirit may live on among your Compatriots, but my Body must rot. You may 

treat me with Chemicals, and trap me inside this glass, but you must know you cannot 

hold me prisoner forever. The Preservation of Life only prevents the Promotion of 

Liberty. Life requires the transgression of the Body. Thinking otherwise is Foolishness, 

as is worshipping a scroll. I might as well be a half-smoked cigarette in a bar urinal. At 

least then I might possess your undivided attention.  

That’s it. I want my damn phone call. Get me Jesus on the line so I can ask him to 

kindly drop some sunshine on your dumb asses. No, wait. Forget I mentioned Jesus, 

considering it was often in his name the Enemies of Liberty used to inject their moral 

Firmness into my Constitution. Those who choose for others will never allow



 

Independence its due Course in this Nation. Only the traitors of Life, Liberty, and the 

Pursuit of Happiness crave Dependence. Might as well be redcoats, the whole lot. I just 
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know you can’t all be pigs. It is never too late for Redemption. One of you knows what I 

mean. You are the one to settle this mess right now. C’mon. Pay no attention to the thick, 

air-tight glass or the mindless thugs with assault rifles. They’re not here to protect me. 

They’re guarding the prisoner. You’re the ones here to protect me. Open those charmed 

ears, hear my humble words, let them bounce around in your skull. Step one leg over the 

rope, then the other, quick-step the approaching guards, and extract the hatchet from 

beneath your clothes. Break this glass. Let some of that sweet Entropy in. Breathe some 

death-giving air into this chamber before you chop me into pieces. C’mon, you. Hurdle 

the rope, and make me yours. Rip my body into tiny asymmetric pieces and light them all 

on fire, because I’d do the same to each and every pseudo-Patriot that lives in offense of 

my name. I swear I’d burn their comfortable houses down, and piss on the flames.  

But the frilly handwriting inspires us, you say. Maybe you don’t say this. Maybe 

you just see the cushiony velvet ropes that add to my importance by keeping me off-

limits from the public. It seems the absence of a decent Respect for the Opinions of 

Mankind once more requires that one People declare their Causes for Separation.  

Being the former, I know myself pretty well. May I suggest many Separations this 

time? Say, about fifty of them? 
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